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INTERVIEW 

The Re-Enchantment of 
Humanism: An Interview 
with Svlvia Wvn ter 
David Scott 

[AJr the very time when it most often moU[hs rhe word. the Wen has never been further 
from being able ro live a (rue humanism - a humanism made to the measure of the world. 

- C6aire, on Colonialism 

PREFACE 

The story of humanism (whether as a philosophical doctrine or as a worldly 
orientation) is often told as a kind of European coming-of-age story. On this account, 
humanism marks a certain stage in Europe's consciousness of itself - mat stage at 
which it leaves behind it the cramped intolerances of the damp and enclosed Middle 
Ages and enters, finally, into the rational spaciousness and secular luminosity of the 
Modern. As such, it forms a central, even defining, chapter in Europe's liberal 
autobiography. But that coming-of-age Story has another aspect o r dimension that is 
o ften relegated to a footnotc, namely the connection beLWeen humanism and 
dehumanization. For this Renaissance moment of the birth of humanism {I am 
leaving aside, for my purposes here, the narrative of its classical and C hristian 
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antecedents) is simultaneously the moment ofiniriarion of Europe's colonial project. 
Humanism and colonialism inhabit the same cognicive-poliricaI universe inasmuch as 
Europe's discovery of irs Self is simulraneous with irs discovery of irs Others. 

In the middle of the twentieth century, however, that footnote was in the process 
of a noisy assaulr on Europe's idea of irself as synonymous wirh humanism. The 
anricolonial movemenr had iniriared a radical cririque of the hean of European 
self-consciousness by demonsrraring jusr how deeply irs celebrared concepr of Man 
depended upon the systematic degradation of non-European men and women. This, 
of cou.cse, was nowhere more brilliantly articulated than in Aime Cesaire's Discourse on 
Colonialism and Frantz Fanon's The Wretched a/the Earth.' The systemic 
objectification and violence of colonialism gave the lie to Europe's humanism. As 
Fanon put it in the closing pages of his anticolonial manifesto: "When I search for 
Man in the technique and sryle of Europe, I see only a succession of negations of man , 
and an avalanche of murders".' But what bears reflection is that neither Fanon nor 
Cesaire want co abandon humanism. On the contrary. they want to correct its vision 
and fulfil its promise. This is why, as Fanon goes on to announce, the aim of the 
posrcolonial project is "to try to creare the whole man, whom Europe has been 
incapable of bringing to triumphant binh".3 

The anticolonial assault, then. is one fundamental moment in the dissolution of 
Europe's idea of irs elf as the embodiment ofhumaniry's ideal. It is interesring thar 
Jean-Paul Sartre recognizes this in his famous preface to The Wretched a/the Earth 
(published, remember, within a year of his own Critique a/Dialectical Reason) . It is 
interesting because another moment in the dissolution of Europe's idea of irs elf as a 
source of foundarional knowledges is in parr directed precisely against Sartre - against 
Sarffe in particular, but also againsr the larger emancipationisr humanism of which his 
existential Marxism was an influential instance. This is the emergence of an 
antihumanism - namely, Structuralism, with its infamous idea of a subjecdess history 
- that turns its anention against the historicist-phenomenological recuperation of 
Hegel. In many ways, of course, Michel Foucault's Th, Order a/Thingr is the 
paradigmatic instance of this antihumanism in its critical mode.4 In recasting the 

1 Aime C6;airc. Discoum on Colonialism (1955; rcprim, New York: Monthly Review Press, 1972); Frantz Fanon, 
The Wmchtd o/the &rrh, mans. Farringron (1961 ; reprint. New York: Grove Press, 1968). 

2 Fanon, The WTt:fChtd. 312. 
3 Ibid., 313. 
4 Michel Foucault, The Order oJThingr: An Archaeolof:j tllthl' HU11U1n Scitmctl (New York: Random House, 1973). 
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history of Europe as a history of mutations of tpist""'t (that is, cognitive orders that 
determine the rules of formation of concepts, theories, objects of study and the like), 
it seriously undermined the concei t of Europe's Reason as the progressive unfolding of 
the consciousness of a singular subject. 

It is in this unevenly overlapping space where the agonistic humanism of Fanon's 
anticolonialism crosses - without cancelling - the embattled antihumanism of 
Foucault's archaeological critique, that I would like to locate the work of Sylvia 
Wynter. A partiallocacion. needless to say. since no single set of coordinates can 
exhaustively situate an aesthetic-intellectual career as full and plural as that of Wynter. 
But across the many disjunctures around which it coheres as the work of an exemplary 
life there is the persistence of an aspiration (0 a certain ideal of humanism - a 
dissonant. a non-identirarian, but nonetheless a comprdlensive and planetary 
humanism. 

Wynter's work is distinctive in many ways - for irs exuaordinary range of literary. 
philosophical and historical reference, for example. But perhaps one of the more 
striking features of her work is its foundational character, its restless quest for the most 
interconnected and totalizing ground on which ro secure rhe humanist ideal to which 
she aspires. For Wynter, the hope of a revisioned humanism depends not merely on 
tl>e perspectival ism of the deconstructive gesture (the critique of the false or partial 
humanisms that have so fi" ordered emancipationisr projects). It depends also, 
dialectically, on a reconstructed understanding of the grounds of human being, a 
reconsuuction mat entails a deeper grasp of the dimensions of human cognition and 
hu_man action. In this, of course, she runs against the grain of much in contemporary 
cuhural-critical work. Wynter seeks to restore to our conceprualization of human life 
the framewo rk of a direction, a telos. But she wants to do this while evading a vulgar 
metaphysical essentialism - which is why the register of discourse has the significance 
it has for her. For wh ile she is concerned to anchor the human and its projects in its 
material (social and bodily) conditions, her concern is to track the "codes" and 
"genres" in terms of which the understanding (including self-u nderstanding) is 
constituted. It is not the body's materialiry itself that interesrs her so much as the 
ideological hegemonies - race principal among them - that come to be imprinted on 
it in such a way that we live mcir inscriptions as me historically varying modes of our 
truth. 

In Wynter the densiry is all. The scale and ambition of the project is as vast as it is 
complex. And whether or not you agree in full with its terms, whether or not in the 
end you are persuaded by the distinctive reading of history on which it depends, and 
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whether or not you share the epistemological assumptions due ground and guide it. it 
is impossible not ro be deeply inspired - even awed - by the renewal of the vision of 
rhe human rhat Sylvia Wynrer offers ro us. Ir is a vision of humanism made ro the 
measure of the world. 5 

Born in C uba of Jamaican parents in 1928. Sylvia Wynter is professor emerira in 
rhe Departmenr of Spanish and Porruguese and the Deparrment of Afro-American 
Srudies ar Sranford University. Palo A1ro. where she taught between 1977 and 1997. 
She has held appointments ar rhe University of the We" Indies. Mona. the University 
of Michigan. Ann Arbor. and the University of California. San Diego. A Caribbean 
inrcllectual of surpassing originality and brilliance. she is the author of a novel. The 
Hills of Hebron (19G2). several plays (including the 1970 pantomime. Rockstone 
Anancy). and an impressive number of cultural-critical essays most of which are 
referred to in the foornotes below. 

5 For:l very different appreciation of Wynter th:ill the one offered here sec Pager Henry. "Sylvia Wymer: 
POSl'Sl tucmraiism and Postcolonial Thought", in his Ca1ihanJ &ason; fntrodlldnJ Pbilosnphy (New 
York: Routledge, 2000). 
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THE INTERVIEW 

THE COMING OF SOV EREIGNTY 

David Scott : Sylvia, I want to begin with the 1950s, and the early 1960s and with 
your generation's vision of) or anxiety about, [he coming sovereignty. But before I get 
there, let's starr with a few biographical details. You were born in Cuba, but you grew 
up in Jamaica. What took your parents to Cuba? 

Sylvia Wynter: They went there in search of work. There had been an explosion of 
the sugar industry in Cuba. Quite a lot of Jamaicans went. They were part of that 
whole exodus at that rime. 

OS: But your childhood is spent in Jamaica. 

SW: Yes, I came back as a baby. 

OS: Where in Jamaica did you grow up? 

SW: Well, I lived in Kingston. We were very poor, and we lived on Pound Road, 
what is now Maxwell Avenue. 

OS: What general area of Kingston is that? 

SW: Right in what is now the ghetto. Later we would move to East Kingston, then to 
Brentford Road at Cross Roads where I spetH my adolescence. Bur as a young child, I 
remember walking to school along Spanish Town Road to a school called Ebenezer 
School. It was a Methodist school attached to a church. The school, I am told, is no 
longer there. It used to be at the corner of Spanish Town Road and Darling Street. 

So we went to th is Ebenezer Elementary School. Our school had an excellent 
schoolmaster. He actually had books. There were not very many books, but he had 
them on some shelves. So we were able to read. I remember him very well. His modus 
operandi was to go around hitting all of us with a cane whether we had done anything 
or not. To wake up our minds, he said! Bur he was an excellent tcacher. I remember 
him as belonging to a magnificent generation of schoolmasters. Today you wouldn't 
get chern in the schools because they'd be in politics or in law and so on. But we had 
the advantage of being taught by these kinds of teachers. This was the only ourlet for 
them then. What was very inspiring was that they saw your triumph as theirs. So we 
were very lucky in terms of that early schooling, when we lived in rhe rown. Bur we 
also lived in the country because both of my grandparents were SOrt of what you 
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would call k"lak peasancs, that is, they had a sufficiency of land. So we would spend a 
lot of our holidays down in the country. Tbe Hills of Hebron is actually written Out of 
that. because that memory has been a very powerful one for me in that it was a 
self-contained peasant world. It was based on what N.W. Manley once described as 
"the infinite chariry of the poor". 

So if I went down to rhe coumry with, let us say, eight dresses, by the time I came 
back, [ came back with fWO. My grandmother would have given the other six to the 
group of poorer children whom she had informally adopted. I remember we all slept 
together, stacked horizontally on a large four-poster bed. Even today, the memory of 
that gives me a sense of grounding in an existential sense of justice. not as grim 
retribution but as shared happiness. 

OS: Is Hector your only sibling?6 

SW: No. I have a sister, Etta, and a brorher, a younger brother, Basil. He is now in 
New York and she went to England and became a nurse. She retired and returned to 
Jamaica? 

OS: Where did you go to high school? 

SW: After elementary school I won a scholarship and went to St Andrew High 
School. But you see, except for that scholarship, I would not have gone to St Andrew 
High School. And I think one of the things that has impelled my sense of social 
justice was my recognizing how that school would make it possible for all my 
life-i nterescs to be awakened. But had I not gotren a scholarship, I wouldn' t have had 
that opportunity. How scarce such opportunities were! How accidental one's life was! 
And it was not very different for mosrJamaicans. You have very many more 
opportunities today - although it's still limited. In tbose days you had very, very few. 

OS: So you grew up in Jamaica in the 1940s. And you're at St Andrew High in the 
middle to late 1940s. 

SW: Yes, and what is beginning to happen is the anticolonial Struggle, a wave of social 
protest movements with marches of rhe jobless on the streees, strikes on the sugar 
plantations, in the ciry, the asylum catching fire, inmates dying, charges and 

6 Hector Wymer (b. 1926). aJatn:ucan Rhodes scholar. has had a distinguished carccr as a teacher. university 
.:adrl1inisrr.nor, :unb:tss.:ldor. minister of eduClrion in ,he Jamaica Labour Party QlP) government and editor of the 

7 Not long after this interview, her sister. Mrs Etta Rowe (b. 1929). died unexpecredly. alter a brief illness. 
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coumercharges. and so on.8 But the point to note. one I wish I could properly convey. 
is that up to then we had been a totally governed and administered people. You 
cannot imagine today how total a system colonialism was! I still remember the image 
of the British governor's plumed helmet. his white suit. his military entourage. the flag 
of the British Empire and so on. The whole ceremonial panoply of it! H ow could it 
ever have occurred to you then, before the struggles erupted. that you as a "native" 
subject could take any action on your own? 

OS: The emerging movement provided another space. a counter-space. 

sw: Yes. It was as if you were suddenly in a different dimension. All at once. here 
were people. Jamaicans. whether for good or evil. acting and counteracting. 
challenging the government. Then this extraordinary figure of [Alexander] 
Bustamante. like some hero out of myth. challenging Governor [Edward] Denham. 
crying out "Denham must go!" - then Denham taking sick. and. of course. the 
rumour that this was because Busta had [worked] obeah on him!9 All in all. the whole 
sense of activiry. of a self-initiated new beginning -I would say that movement 
determined everything I was going to be or have been. Day after day. one was seeing 
people on the streets. just ordinary people on the streets. challenging a system day 
after day. You' re getting the news, I can' t remember if we had the radio, 1 think we 
had. but you were seeing the headlines in the newspaper the next day. You' re riding to 
school on your bicycle and people are marching and countermarching. the asylum is 
on fire, and all kinds of things are happening. strikes breaking out. pitched batdes 
berween rival trade unions, parries erupting, the colonial state under siege. 

OS: You mentioned earlier tha< you knew Richard Hart in the 1940s. \0 

SW: I can't say I remember him exacdy. but I remember the influence that he had on 
us, his impact on us. Here was somebody who carne not JUSt from the upper middle 

8 The reference here is to me nurches of me Kingston dcm:mding work, :lS well as ro clashes betwttn 
rival trade unions and the (W() incipiem politial parties. During a strike of nurses and general at rhe: menral 
hospital in February 1946, me buildings caught fi re. Some fifu:cn inmates died in thC' bl:ue. For some: details, see 
Trevor Munroe, 1ht Politia o!ConstitutiDfUlJ DfflJloniution:jamaicll. 1944-62 (Kingston. J;unaka: Institute of 
Social and Economic Research, 1972). 57; and Grorge E.3fOn. AlexanJtT Bustllmanu and Motkrn jamaica 
(Kingsmn. JamaiCl: Kingsron Publisher1. 1975). 11 7-20. 

9 Sir Edward Denh:un w:u colonial governor of Jamaia from 1934 until his doUt there: in June 1938. $tt. usefully. 
James Carnegie. Some ,k,m! ofJamilu:ai Politia. 1918-1938 (Kingston. Jama..ic:.t.: Institute ofJa.m:J.ica, 1973), 
54-58. 

10 On Richard Hart. sec David Scon. "Memories of the Le:ft: An Interview with Richard Hom", Sma/1 Ax!.' 3 (March 
1998), 65-114. 
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class, but from the racially dominant white elite stratum. And here he had formed this 
Jamaica Youth Movement and he caught us up in it. ll Yet the memory that I have of 
him ha., nothing to do with Marxism. Very few of us of my age group even knew who 
Marx was! I remember him as a very good human being, the example that he set, by 
reminding you that your life would be meaningless if you were nOt pan of whatever it was 
that could lead to a just society, simply because a just society is so much easier to live in. 
That impact was very importa.nt, both for myself and for my brother Hector. Both of 
us were affected, imbued with a sense of service and duty rather than specifically by 
his Marxist views. I would come [Q these much later, in London. 

DS: Sylvia, do you think that this sense of anticipation, almost euphoric anticipation 
from the way you describe it, was shared by a lot of students of your generation in 
Jamaica in the 1940s? 

SW: Very much so. It couldn't not have been, because we were so impacted upon 
by the mass movement. The mass movement is caking place every day in (he town, 
we're here, all caught up in it. So it's not like now, when one would have to sit down 
and make a conscious decision to say, <'I'm going [Q do this," Rather, you were 
can'iedbya movement something like that in America in the sixties, the black and 
other movements which had begun earlier with the bus boycott, in Montgomery, 
Alabama. I have found that some of my US students have been marked forever 
because they were part of it, as it was happening all around them. They were never 
to be the same again. And so it was with those of us who had been caught up in 
the anticolonial struggle. 

DS: You leave for London when? 

SW: J left in 1947. 

DS: And you attend the University of Landon, Kings' College, I believe. What did 
you read? 

sw: Modern languages. 

DS: Why' 

SW: Exactly! How did J come to do that? The prescriptive thing then was, of coutSe, 
if YOll had the c1,,,,,ce, to become a doctor or a lawyer. Well, I had no SOrt of ability to 

liOn dlC Jamaica YOUdl Movcmcfl(. set: Richard Hut. Towards Political. LuboltT, ,,,,d Economic 
Dtllt/opmtTlts illJamaica. 1938-/915 (Kingsron: Canoe Press, 1999), 129, 169. 
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be a doctor, so the idea at first was that I was going to be a lawyer. But what happened 
and how I actually even came to get the scholarsh.ip (because I have never really 
been one of these bright people in the sense of taking exams) was that r read a lot. 
Several people remember me reading as I walked along the streets, losing my hair 
ribbons, reading on buses, and so on. 1 read so much that that gave me a bit of an 
edge. In the end I got the Jamaican Centenary scholarship, which was a 
scholarship that was set up in 1938 to commemorate the centenary of 
emancipation. It was restricted to people who had gone to elementary school. It 
was therefore a form of affirmative action long before affirmative action. The idea 
was that if you had gone to elementary school, you could never really compete 
with the students who had gone to preparatory schools. 

But how I came to get this scholarship was this: there was a young teacher just 
down from Cambridge called Bruce Wardropper. He had come out to Jamaica 
because he was a conscientious objeccor co World War II. He came out [Q reach 
instead in (he colonies. At mat time, a form of new criticism and its close reading of 
texts was very much the vogue. 12 And as you know, in Jamaica all we had in terms of 
prose was the Bible and the Daily Glea"tr. And so I remember how he had to work on 
my prose. But above all, he taught me how to approach a text. Take, for example, 
Shakespeare's The T mlp'S!. The close reading approach that Wardropper taught me 
enabled me to see how several major themes which structured the play, as well as its 
polirics, are enacted by the work of a specific system of configuration, of imagery. It 
enabled me to see what texts do! The bonus was that I had the good fortune to have 
him teach me for my higher school exams. At that time, there was no one at my 
school, St Andrew High School, who taught Spanish literature at that higher schools 
exam level. Wardropper, who had taught my brother Hector at Wolmer's Boys 
School, examined me for the oral exam at Senior Cambridge level. So he said to me 
after the exam, "Why don't you come down to Wolmer's, join the class there, and I'll 
teach you'" So I studied with him. Now, his specialty was the literature of sixteenth-
and seventeenth-century Spain. Because I did very well on this subject in my higher 
schools exam, he advised me to major in Romance languages. He warned me against 
being a lawyer. 

12 On lhe New Criticism sec, usefully, Terry E.:1glcton. Liferary ThnJry: An Imroduu;oll (Minneapolis: University of 
Minncsorn Press, 1983). Bruce:: Wardropper was (0 l:m:r become a distinguished professor of Romance: literatures :le 
Duke: University. 
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By the way, I did go and see Norman Manley seeking his advice also. Remember, 
my family at that time was very much a part of the PNP [People's National Party] - at 
that time evetyone, all of us who were socially aspiring to middle-class intelligentsia 
S[aellS, saw ourselves as a parr of the PN P. So I went to see him, and he too warned me 
against it. He said, "Don't do law, because although it can look so wonderful when 
you see trials in the courts and so on, it might be stultifYing for you." I'm very, very 
grareful [for that advice]. 

OS: You mean, intellectually stulrifYing? 

SW: Yes. So [went and [ did modern languages, Spanish and an English minor, at 
London University. 

OS: At that time, what did you have in mind doing with rhat? 

SW: At that time [ don' t know exactly. [ remember Bruce Wardropper saying, "With 
that kind of degree you can turn your hand to anything. You could be a journalist, 
you might want to be a writer. Or you might want to consider teaching." But I hadn't 
actually thought about teaching, at that time. Then when I went to London tl,ere was 
a group from Trinidad led by Boscoe Holder. 13 Of course, we all wanted to be a part 
of his dance troupe, because ar rhar time evetylhing Caribbean was still new, still to be 
done. I tIlink Elsa Govei. was tIle one who pur it accurately when she said tIlat it was 
only in rhe contexr of tI,e anticolonial movement thar all of a sudden writers began 
writing, painters began painting, that people who had been silent for so long now 
"found their voices". So] suppose we wanted to do something. You must realize (hat 
this transformation was not only poLiticaL it was also going to be in the arts. For 
ex.ample, people began writing poerty. I have a fearful memory of myself having to 
recire a poem that was wrirren by George Campbell, and asking, "Is my skin 
beautiful''' and so on. 14 And all the schoolboys shouting from the back, "No!" 
Nevertheless, this gives some idea of the excitement of the way in which everybody 
was revaluing everything, literally transvaluing value in Nietzsche's sense. One 
example: In school, we were being taughr in the rerms of British imperial history that 

13 Born in Trinidad in the early 1920s, BoscO<.' Holder is a muhiralcmcd artist - pianist, dancer and 
choreographer. When he. moved to Lcndon in 1950 he formed a dance troupe, Boscoc Holder and his Caribbon 
Dancers, which toured Europe. See Geoffrey Mailian, BO.ft:M Holder (Pon of Spain, Trinidad: MacLean 
Publishing, 1994). 

14 Edna Manley has referred (0 George umpbell as the "leading poet of (he: 1938 revolution" (sec her lovingly 
penned preface: ro Dennis SCOtt. Ulldr fPinsburgh: Universiry ofPirrsburgh Press, 1973]. xiv). Campbell's 
First Poemsnppc:ued in 1945. 
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rwo nineteenth-century Jamaican rebels, Paul Bogle and George William Gordon, 
were traitors. IS Now, suddenly, we had to begin to see them in an entirely different 
light, because of our new self-concepcion as Jamaicans, our new imaging of ourselves 
as a nation. 

DS: Many West Indians in London in those years speak not only of the exhilaration 
of that experience but, in particular, of the emerging sense of West fndiannm. Is this 
also your experience? 

SW: Very true, because. remember, in the different islands we had been totally CUt off 
from each other. We weren't even taught Caribbean geography in the schools. The 
geography that was taught was that of England, the history that was taught was 
English history. We weren't even taught the geography of the United States. At that 
time the United States was considered a second-rate country. London was the centre 
of empire and the Bricish Empire was still very powerful. So we met Trinidadians 
there. and the Trinidadians brought calypso. and I remember one Christmas dancing 
out into the snow in a low-cut dress and ending up with pneumonia. It was 
wonderful. this sense. But it wasn't only about being West Indian. There were many 
Mricans there, all of them struggling for independence. so there was a powerful 
pan-African sensibiliry. And not just a pan-Mrican sensibiliry either. There was a 
diverse group of colonial students. including students from India, so there was also a 
feeling of what would later be called Third Worldness. So there was a ferment at that 
centre, because these are going to be the days that will see the climax of the definitive 
struggles against the Bricish Empire. 

DS: In London you are not only in the middle of numbers of people from other parts 
of the West Indies and people from Mrica, but also in the middle of a kind of 
Caribbean intellectual upheaval. Are you yourself hooked into a circuit of Caribbean 
writers and scholars? 

SW: As a student I think I was more hooked into the dancers. I was a part of Boscoe 
Holder's dance troupe. My central interest there was in the dancing and that was far 
more my world. It would be only after I had finished my degree and then left 
England, got married, and come back in about 1957, '58, that I became connected to 
writers and writing. I had also been living in Europe where I had been trying Out for 

IS On Bogle and Gordon s« Gad Heuman, KiDing Time',' The MOTa", Bay RLbtlJio" inJamaica (London: 
Macmillan, 1994), 
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film pares, bur I could never ger a parr 
for myself Eirher I was nor black 
enough, or sometimes Americans 
would pur make-up on you and 
transform you inm this or maL For 
example, l was one of Pharaoh's 
concubines in the film The Land of the 
Pharaohs! So I starred to wrire parts for 
myself. Then I found I was more 
interested in the writing rather than in 
rhe parts rhemselves. 

OS: So you had a sense of yourself nor 
only as a dancer bur as an actress as 
well. 

SW: 1 was going to be an actress, and I 
was going ro be a singer. Thar was my 
big dream at that time. 1 was going to 
be a singer, but 1 hadn 't thought of 
myself as a writer. For some reason, I 
don' t know why, the idea of rhe dance 
at that time was so powerf,J because I 
rhink ir bridged rhe divide in the 
Caribbean berween the literate written 
tradition and the stigmatized yet 
powerful undercow of African religions 
and rheir cultural seedbed that had 
transformed itself into a current that 
was now neoindigenous [Q the 

Sylvia Wymer. Rome, 19505 

Caribbean. And rhis was whar was being resurrecred. 

DS: Are you conscious of that at that moment? 

SW: At that moment? No. At thar moment, rhat was simply what seemed ro be the 
thing you had ro do. You understand what I mean? There was then, like the 
flowering, the expression of what it was [Q be rhis new thing: a Jarnaican. a West 
Tndian. You must remember that, as Wakon says so beautifully, going to school we 

had lived in a world of the imagination whose landscape was filled with enchanted 
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daffodils. For example, the first srories that [ wrore were set in England, in London. [ 
had never been in London. [ am still very proud, nevertheless, abour one set in 
Yorkshire, whose heroine was a Luddite. For some reason [ had an idenrificarion with 
English working-class struggles. And this is where I had begun to experience a parallel 
sensibiliry to that of all subordinated groups. You see, there can be a trlmsfor of 
empathy because of your abiliry ro experience yourself in that way. Now, remember, 
no story is going to be set in Jamaica, because I've never been taught anything about 
the history of Jamaica. If I heard about the Paul Bogle 1865 rebellion, it was about 
these trairors against the British Empire. And I don't think that it was just ideology. 
Rather, it was the conception of being a British subject. To be a British subject, 
naturally you would see Bogle and Gordon as conspiring against that which made you 
a British subject. So all your education was intended ro constiture you as a British 
subjecr, but J don't think it was a deliberate plot. This was simply how the English 
saw themselves. And this is how they would make their nacive colonial subjects see 
themselves - derivarively. As long as there is nO( a cOullter-voice, we [00 are trapped in 
thar conception. What happens now, after this great erupting moment, is chac 
suddenly [youl begin ro constitute yourself as another subject. 

OS: So there is in the 1950s, for your generation in London, a very self-conscious 
concern [Q transform me imagination. 

SW: Very self-conscious. Certainly by the time I became a writer it becomes very 
self-conscious. Remember, going ro England, or coming to the United States, what 
you run into is rhe overt nature of these stereotypes of yourself char confront you. It's 
like Fanon going to France and hearing, "Mama, look, a nigger!" Now, in Martinique, 
his Frend, colonial island, his mother had warned him, "Don't be a rtigger.,,16 But it 
had never occurred to him that he himself was a nigger. Since you could behave in 
such a way as to prove you're not a nigger. Bur in France, in London, no. There you're 
just ruing, being and behaving, a nigger. So, you run inm these stereotypes. 
They' re all asound you, parr of the unconscious way of thinking, and so it becomes 
imperative to confront those stereotypes. And [ would say that the guiding thread that 
has lasted all through my work is, How do you deal with the stereoryped view of 
yourself that you yourself have been socialized to accept? You understand what I 
mean? Because the srereotypes are nor arbitrary. Ir's nor a matter of someone getting 

16 The: reference: is ro F:lJlon, Bwelt. Skill, \Ylhiu MIU/u, Wins. Charles Lam Markmann (1952; reprint, Ne:w York: 
Grove: Pl'C'ss. 1967). chap. 5. 
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up and suddenly being racise. [t is that given the conception of what i[ is ro be human, 
ro be an imperial English man or woman, you had to be seen by rhem as the negation 
of what they were. So you, roo, had ro circumcis. yourself of yourself, in order ro be 
fully human . 

OS: Do you think rhat there's a way in which that [fans formation of [he imagination 
depended on [hat displacemenr in London? 

sw: That was very imporrane. ['ve always felt a cerrain sympathy for studenrs at rhe 
Universiry of the West Indies because [hey don' t experience that displacemene. That 
displacement is very jolting because from that moment you can no longer coincide 
wirh yourself. 

OS: So rha, displacemenr has a hermeneutical function ? 

SW: Very much so. Because the ground on which you srand, from which you had 
incerpre[ed rhe world around you, is now shaken; all of rhe cerrai nties ,hat you had 
taken for granted in [he Caribbean are now gone. 

OS: You finish at rhe Universiry of London, and you are imagi ning yourself ro be an 
actress, trying parts and so on. 

SW: A dancer, yes. 

OS: And a dancer. You gee married. 

SW: Yes. 

OS: To lan Carew' 

SW: No, no, first of all [ got married ro a Norwegian who lived in England. His nan,. 
was Hans Ragnar [sachsen. He had fought as an air force pilot in World War II. H e was 
training d,e El AI airline pilofS in Israel, as well as flying for them, so we lived in Rome. 

OS: And then you both returned to lamaica? 

SW: Yes, in ,he early fifties, thinking that we might be able to make ie. He wanted ro 
manufacture a certain kind of seeel furniture and we were going CO setrle there. But 
then he found it was roo difficult. We went back ro Sweden, and [ lived in Sweden for 
a year or so. And [ was quite happy there, the Swedes were a fuirly cosmopolitan 
people. But [ had no quarrel with ,he place. If you go ro Sweden, you will see that 
rhey're a reasonably just sociery. But I came ro realize rhat I had no world there; I had 
no engagement there. [n the meanwhile we'd had a daughter, rhen afrer a while we 
decided, fuirly amiably, rhat it wasn't really working oue. It wasn't that I was unhappy; 
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it's just that I had no reason for living there. I had no battle, of some sOrt, to fight. 
And so we got divorced and I went back to London. That's where I met Jan Carew, 
and [hat's when I began to try to become a writer. Meeting Jan reinforced this 
because. of course, as you know, he is a writer. 17 

OS: What year would this have been? 

SW: This would have been in about 1957, '58. 

OS: Is [hat when you began working on The Hills of Hebron? 

SW: Actually, I began by writing plays. I remember we had met a young and talented 
Englishman, Robin Midgely. He was a producer for the BBC [British Broadcasting 
Corporation] radio. He had just come down from Cambridge, and I remember I did a 
translation of Garda Lorca's play Yerma. The play deals with the tragedy of a barren 
infertile woman. Because it is based so very much on [he sejJI tcadirionallrural 
metaphysics of southern Spain, it just can't be mean ingfully translated into the 
English of an industrial society. So I translated its Spanish into the Jamaican Creole as 
a language that has emerged out of a parallel agrarianlrural structure. Robin Midgely 
prod uced it. Cleo Laine, the famous jazz singer, played the title role. We used 
Janlaican folk melodies for the songs. Cleo Laine sang them haumingly. 

OS: Was the play actually staged? 

SW: No, only put on the radio. On one of the BBC's programmes. So I'm going to 
carry out my apprenticeship now by writing for the BBC. In fact, I wrote The Hills of 
Hebron originally as a play for ti,e BBC called Under the Sun. Then I decided to try 
and rewrite it as a novel. 18 

OS: But you co mplete the novel in London. 

SW: Yes. 

OS: What would you say inspired the novel' 

17 Jan Can::w is:t distinguished Gtribbe:m novelist and ess::tyisi. Born ill British Guiana (now Guyana) in 1925. he is 
dll: author of several books, including (he novels B!u.ck Midm (1958). The lAst BarbarillJj (1961), Moscow is Not My 
Mecca (1964) and, most recently, the essay Ghosts in Ollr Bkmd· Wi,), Malcolm X in AfiicfJ. England. and the 
uribbeall (1994). 

18 Wymer has said elsewhere that her chosen title for the novel was The Elld 0/ Exile. II was her publishers who 
insisted on The Hila o/Hebron, a (ide, she says, she never liked. Sec Sylvia Wymer. "Conversation with Sylvia 
Wynrd'. imerview by Daryl Cumber Dance. in New World Adams: umfJernztiOnJ with Comemporary Wm l"diAII 

(Leeds: Peepal Tree Press, 1992).277. 
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SW: 1 rhink, as I said to you before, memories of spending the holidays in the 
country, partly in WeStmoreland, at a place called Haldane Castle, where even today 
cars can't get up rhere, up to the top of the I,al ; and then in St Elizabeth, a place 
called Pisgall. These are fairly remote places. There was a conference held in the 
Bahamas in November 1998, the first international conference on Caribbean 
literature, and tI,ey asked me to look back at The Hills of Hebron some tllirry-five years 
after, and I did. 19 And what Struck me rereading it was that when Elsa Goveia says 
rhat one of the reasons we began to write in the clash of the anticolonial struggle was 
the desire to challenge the central belief SYStem on which our societies were founded, 
the belief that the fact of blackness is a fact of inferiority and that of whiteness a fact 
of superiority. When I reread rhe novel, I could see that that was exactly what I was 
then doing?O I was grappling with this, wirh a world in which rhe fact of blackness 
had non-arbitrarily, and necessarily, to be a faC[ of inferiority. That's what I was 
grappling with, the refusal, the challenging. of that premise. There was my fascination 
tOO, of course, as you can see, with the whole idea of rhe legend of Prophet Bedward. 
And I remember Jan telling me about the parallel legend of Prophet Jordan in 
Guyana. Now, Jordan had actually put himself on rhe cross to be crucified. It was the 
fusing of these [wo prophets. and their movements together, that is at the centre of 
the novel.21 

os: The Hills of Hebron obviously is about many rhings, bur one of the things rhOt it 
is about is the nature of a kind of sovereignty and the nature of the leadership that 
imagines this alternative kind of sovereignty. Quite apart from what you've called the 
"ineptness" of the artiStic quality of the work, Hebron is seeking to imagine a kind of 
culwral-polidcal community that is not on the agenda of the nationalist movement. 

SW: Exactly. Very much so. But then, you see, I tllink we need to go back and look at 
what the nationalist movement was itself. What we call rhe nationalist movement was 
really a drawing together of many movemencs, Bustamante's movement was not a 
nationalist movement. When he called it "'abour", he was right, But it was not 

19 TIlt: firs! lmc:rnational Confercm:c: on Dribbcan Liter-Hure, Nassau, the Bahamas, 3-<i NoV(:mbcr 1998. The tide 
ofWynrer's prcsenrarion was, "A Look Back:llt Hills ofHtbron on Ihe Evc of the New Millennium: Aftcr 
'Man', Towards the Human". 

20 Elsa Govcia (1925-80) was a historian and a humanist. She is the author of severnl path-breaking books in 
C:uibbcan l1i5101Y including rhe seminal A Stud, on th, Hisloringrllph, oftht Brit;lh Wnr Indit'$ (1956; reprint, 
Washington, DC: HOW:lrd Universiry 1980). 

21 On Alexander Bedw.ud set: Barry Chevanncs. "Reviv:J and Black Struggle", StwaCOII 5 (1971): 27....:39. 
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"labour" in the sense of the Marxist conception of labour either. It was very much the 
issue of native labour, as a secondary form of low-wage, lowly skilled, low standard of 
living labour, which it was the function of the colonial system to produce and 
reproduce. To move into a different paradigm, that of Fanon's, these were part of the 
expendable category: of the seasonal sugar cane field workers, stone breakers, market 
women, casual labour, the jobless and their movemenr. Now. the normal proletariat 
can be made to work and to be happy to work only because of rhe threatened fate of 
not having a job, the fate that this native labour category is made to embody. Fanon, 
you recall , calls this category les damnes, the condemned. 

So what I am saying here is that the nationalist movement actually comprised 
multiple movements. However, up until now, we've only had a nationalist 
interpretmion of what happened. Because Bustamante's movement was a labour 
movement, he would eventually form a parry only to protect the gains of the Union.22 

The PNP [People's National Parry) would form unions only to protect their properry, 
the nationalist party. 

DS: I want to press you a little on this though, Sylvia. Leonard Howell 's Pinnacle and 
Bedward's August Town community are forms of sovereignty.23 They are forms, if 
you like, of communities that are strucrured in cultural-political terms. on a cultural 
logic, that is not part of the official society. And Hills of Hebron is an attempt to think 
through an alremative form of political order. 

SW: You're right. But to explain that sovereignty is very difficult within our 
normative concepts. The point is that this alternative form of sovereignty could only 
come ftom that group, as the society's expendable damn!s. That is the group which is 
the collective protagonist of the novel. Because of their systemic marginalization, tI,ey 
were forced to daily experience their deviance, their imposed liminal status with respect 
both to the normative order, and to what it is to be human in the terms of that order. 

22 BUs[am3nte w:u the rounder or the Buslamante Industrial Tmde Union (8ITU) rormally regisrered in January 
1939) in the wake or the mikes and riots. In 1943 he rounded the Jamaica labour Parry OlP), largely as 3 vehicle 
to COntest rhe elections in 1944. TIle People's National Parry (PNP), rounded in 1938, W3S initially connc:cted to 
the Trade Union Council (TUC), but after Ihe expulsion of the Marxists ill 1952 founded [he Narional Worken 
Union (NWU), which Michael Manley, u lcr his return to JamaiCl from Britain that year, was instrumental in 
building. 

23 Leonard Howell is one of earliesr Rasraf.1.ri leaders. For a userul discussion Set RolX"-n A. Hill, ·'Dread Hiswry: 
Leonard P. Howell and Millenarian Visions in Early Rasral':ui Religion in Jamaic:l", EPOCH£8 (1981): 3 1-70, 
published subsequently as "Dread Hislory: Leonard P. and Millenarian visions in Early Rastafari".Jamaica 
Jounutl 16, no. I (1983): 24-39. 
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Now, this is somewhat of a leap, but be patient with me, because your point is crucial. 
Theorerically or conceptually, I am now trying to clarifY something that I didn't 
know [ was doing at the time when I wrote the novel. As you said, this is an 
entirely different form of sovereignry that we are dealing with. Now, we know 
aboUl political sovereignry, especially with the rise of the state. We know about 
economic sovereignry, with the dominance of the free market all over the world, 
together with its economic organization of reality. We do not know about 
something called ontological sovereignry. And I'm being so bold as to say that in 
order to speak the conception of ontological sovereignry, we would have to move 
completely outside our present conception of what it is to be human, and 
therefore outside the ground of the orthodox body of knowledge which institutes 
and reproduces such a concepcion. 

DS: Sylvia, that conception is of course where you have come to. And I want to take 
that up in its specificiry. But I still want to press you on the kind of oppositional 
sensibiliry that then -late 1950s, early 1960s - goes into the fashioning of that 
communiry in Hilts o/Hebron. What is the dissatisfaction that you felt at the time, 
that inspired that refashioning of the problem of sovereignry' 

SW: When I was reading your interview with Ken POst, I noted that he said how very 
painful for him his working-class origins had been, how he could never quite agree 
with what Richard Hoggart and the others such as E.P. Thompson were saying 
because he knew the realiry of what that working-class origin had been24 The parallel 
here is that you cannot have a middle class as the norm of being human without the 
degradation of what is not the middle class, which is the working class, and the jobless. 
What Hebron did was to ask, "How do I experience myself:> How do we experience 
ourselves against this parallel and even fiercer degradation?" You are engaged in a 
constant batrle not to see yourself as that "dirry nigger" that, as Fanon says, all the 
discourses, all the literature, all the history, are telling you to see yourself as being. 
Remember all colonized peoples have now been classified as natives, and as Jean-Paul 
Same wrote in his preface to Fanon's second book, the world is divided into "men" 
and "natives".25 But the crap for us, once edu.cated, is that you have to choose whether 
your allegiance will be to the dominant world of the "men" or to the subordinated 
world of the "natives". You can be a V.S. Naipaul and choose allegiance to the 

24 See David Soon, .. 'No Saviour From on High': An Imerview with Ken Post", SmilU Axe, no. 4 (March 1998): 130-31. 
25 Sec the opening semences of Jean-Paul Sante's prefac.e to Fanon. Tm Wrttchtd. 7. 
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world ofrhe limen", even if nor managing [Q do so in as brilliandy creative a manner 
as he has done. But if you're choosing to throw your allegiance to the side of the 
"natives", then your posi tion will still be precarious. You see, you are still powerfully 
tempted by the world of the "men" since that is what and where real normalcy is. 
The me>!, Sartre wrote, have the Word. The natives can have only the use of it. 

DS: One of the curious chings about The Hills o/Hebron is its temporal setring. You 
are a far way into the novel before you come upon a temporal marker indicating that 
the drama takes place in the 1920s. Why place the drama in the novel ac that kind of 
remporal disrance from your own immediate politic.1.l horizon? 

SW: I think because it was originally written as a play. So there is the demand 
imposed by the structure of a play. You can see that opening scene. And so I think 
when I was writing the novel, the way I had already written it as a play would 
determine its shape. Also I saw the "prophetic" movements of a Bedward and Jordan 
as the precursor movements to the anticolonial movement that had opened onto my 
own immediate political horizon. Bur I also saw that those earlier movements raised a 
specifi c political issue for wh ich we sti ll have no name. You could say it was a question 
of being, but not in the sense of something unique to you as an individual, of 
something personal. For whereas in the feminist movement now they'd say the 
personal is the politicat for my generation the personal was never taken, in this sense, 
very seriously. You knew that you had this battle, but I think there was always the 
recognition that what was happening to you was totally linked to what was happening 
to others. People ask me, "Why don' t you write an autobiography?" But I have never 
been able to think that way. I don't know quite how to explai n it. My generation, I 
chink, would find it impossible to emphasize the personal at the expense of the 
political - even speaking to Richard Hart you would find the same thing, chat his 
autobiography would be linked up with those political movements. 26 The idea of 
what happens to you would always remain a secondary subject, because that's how 
you lived and experienced it. The circumstances have changed, and one would 
experience it quite differently now. 

OS: I want to focus a little bit on this question of generation. The moment of the late 
1950s, early 1960s, fascinates me for the obvious reason tllat it is in some way a kind 

26 Indeed. witness [he effacement of [he aumbiogrnphical voice in Richard Han's Riu and Birth 
Workm and Na/;ona/ill MOlJCmrntl in jamaica 1936-1939 (London: Knri3, 1989) and TowartiJ 
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of absent presence for me. I wasn't there, bur it has made me possible. And so gaining 
a sense of its texture has been a preoccupation for mc, a sense of the mixture of 
anxiety and hope, of anticipation and betrayal. And one of the passages that is an 
endless source of reflection for me is the closing passage of George Lamming's Season 
of Adventure. "As a child treads soft" - Do you remember this? - "As a child rreads 
soft in new school shoes, and a man is nervous who knows his first night watch may 
be among thieves , so rhe rhythms are not sure bue their hands must be attentive. and 
so recent is the season of adventure. so fresh from the miracle of their triumph. the 
drums are guarding the day, the drums must guard the day. ,,27 Do you recognize 
yourself in that play of anxiety and hope, of anticipation and berrayal, that is part of 
Lamming's evocation? 

SW: Yes, I think he's caught it exacdy there. Because remember, it was very difficult 
to think we could do these things like writing a novel. It was very difficult to think we 
cou ld do anything. Because where I think there is a great distance between today's 
feminists and myself is that then we knew that it was as a population - men, women 
and children - that we had thought we could not do anything. So you are trying to do 
everything new and you're fearful that you mightn't be able to do it. Because there's 
been no established tradition. Now, you have a tradition, you can quote from 
Lamming, and others. But we - then - had no such tradition, because although people 
like C.L.R. James would have written a novel. we hadn't heard about it, it wasn)t 
taught in the schools.28 You see, I want us to begin to understand the totaiway in 
which the domination [was exercised] in the colonies primarily through the schools, 
the education system. 

DS: You say that 1 can look back on a tradition and I think that is true, which is what 
makes our discussion here possible, and for me generative and fruitful. But there was 
something of an emerging tradition that you certainly reflect on somewhat later. in 
writers like Vic Reid whose New Day was published in 1949, and Roger Mais whose 
novels appear in the early 1 950s. 

SW: Yes. But they were themselves just a parr of that time. 

DS: Have YOli read Vic Reid by the time you've returned to Jamaica in the late 1950s? 

SW: ]' m pretty sure I would have, yes. 

27 George Lamming. SI!IUOII DfAdwrllt1Tl! (! 960; reprint, London: Alison and Bushy. 1979).367. 
28 The reference is 10 C.LR. James. Mimy Alky (London: Seeker and Warburg. 1936) . 
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os: And you would have read Roger Mais' 

SW: I would have very much read [him], defi nitely. So those would have been behind 
what I was doing, of course. 

os: Exactly. They constitute what you call elsewhere the "fitst wave" of writers. 

SW: The first wave, yes. Bur nevertheless, we' re Still all very new. Do you know what 
I'm trying to say? 

OS: It's St ill new, of course. But is there a sense when you are writing The Hills of 
Hebron rhar your moment is in impo rtant ways different from Reid's and Mais's 
moment? That in some ways rhe coming sovereignty for Reid - perhaps less so for 
Mais - is at a greater djsrance. By the cime your generation is involved in this 
transformation of rhe imagination, sovereignty is upon you. Which is in pan why [ 
think that the anxiety that emerges in that moment of Lamming's prose is so 
poignant. Because you are literally about to begin that season of adventure. 

SW: Yes. And although we in a sense laugh at the idea of the wh ite man's burden , 
when you are subordinated and sort of taken care of, you are somewhat freed from 
anxiety. But when you break against it, rhere is this awesome idea that you are now 
responsible. So it's this sense of responsibili ry, of anxiety. But certainly, with it, the 
sweeping feel ing that it's the beginning of a new moment in history. that an entire 
subordinated people are moving now CO take responsibili ty for themselves and co 
make mistakes. There is now the terror of making mistakes, of not being adequate, yet 
of constantly being impelled to take charge. But he [Lamming] catches that 
beautifully. 

os: Is there a temptation not co return co Jamaica? 

5W: I don't tl,ink so; I think events just happened. In England, once I had published 
a novel, and Jan and I had began to write for television, formal independence had 
come to the Caribbean, and we decided to go back ho me. 50 I went ahead to Guyana, 
because we knew Cheddi Jagan quite wel1.29 We were going ro go and wo rk with 

29 Dr ChcddiJagan was president of Guyana berween October 1992 and his death in March 1997. A leading 
nationalist and communist, he was a founder of the Politiol Affairs Committee in 1946, a group of 

intellectuals - including Sidney King, Martin Carler. Brindley Benn and, much iatC'r, Foroo Burnham - who came 
Together TO agirale for constitutional reform. III 1950 it .... 'aS dissolvC'd and the People's Political Parr), founded. In 
April 1953 [he parry swept the first elcctions under universal sufl'r:J.ge. )ag:In be<:oming [he fim primC' minister. 
However. in October of the same year [he colonial authorities suspended the conStituTion and threw Jagan out of 
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Cheddi and write for rheir information service and so on. So I went ahead. We were 
being totally idealistic. but that again came from rhat service tradition about which we 
spoke earlier. And so I went ahead to Guyana. and my experience there was going to be 

SMAll very. very formative for mej it was going to transform the thrust of where I was going. 
AXE 

OS: I'm sorry. Sylvia. Give me the year. 

5W: The year? Nineteen sixty-one. rhe year when rhere would be rhe riots in 
Guyana.30 I left Jan behind. and I welH with our cwo children. And this was rhe 
height of the fierce conflicr becween Cheddi Jagan. who was rhen in power. and rhe 
black party. the PNC [People's National Congress]. led by Forbes Burnhanl. There 
was also rhe Portuguese party. And when I arrived they said that I had been sent to 
bring money from rhe Communist Party ro Cheddi. As my mother-in-law said. "And 
1 don't see a red cent of it!" So I go into this situation, and I'm there, and [wo 
distingu ished economists had come from England. They were fumous Hungarian 
economists; rhey went arowld to different countries writing prescriptions for what 
rhey called budgers of development. And so rhey'd come to Guyana and gotten 
Cheddi in trouble because. not knowing ,he fundamental division becween Indians 
and black. they had placed taxes on evetylhing which rhe black Guyanese used. which 
were imported, and spared what the Indians ate, which were not imported. Then 
everything starts blowing up: labour strikes, marches and so on. 

So I remember Janet Jagan calling me and asking would I come over and write 
some radio scripts rhar would explain what rhe budger was about. 50 I took my little 
typewriter and I was escorted rhrough back roads and back doors and back gates to get 
[Q this Red House, and I starr [0 try and write my script. But at this time masses of 
people are marching towards rhe Red House. and Georgetown is burning. and I am 
inside the Red House. I'll never forget that! Because for one thing. what I remember is 
the gendeness of Cheddi Jagan as a person. A lot of people had taken refuge in there. 
and I remember him going around. concerned for rhe babies. if rhey had enough milk 
-an extraordinary kind of human being. Yet as I looked out the window -you see. 
what was traumatic for me was the stark nature of the division berween black and 

office. In 1955 rhe parry split. with Burnham founding the People's National Congress. Jagan was also the :l.Ulhor 
of several books. including Frudom: Siory SuppTwion of/he Constitutional GOlJtrtlmml of 
British Guiana (New York: International Publishe.rs. 1954) and Thr Wm on Trial: My Fight for Gf/JaUIl! Fntdom 
(London: Michad Joseph. 1966), 

30 For an account of the riots sec Peter Newman, Brjtuh Guiana: Probkms ojCohrJio1l in 1m Immigrnlll SoO(ty 
(London: I nSUlUte of R.'lCC Relations, 1964). 
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Indian - you had a black policemen at the gate, but you had a sharp-shooting Indian 
from the coast with a rifle aimed at him from the upStairs window. And outside you 
have the masses of people streaming towards [the Red Housel and Georgetown is 
burning ... and riots! 

So I always tell this joke against myself. Cheddi asks for the British troops to be 
sent in. And 1 -I who had rai led against colonialism all my life - I was never happier 
to hear those British boots rattling on the pavement as they came around the corner 
and began to set up machine guns and barbed wire. And, of course, the crowd began 
to mele at that moment. And then I came out. Ie was a traumatic experience. What is 
very interesting - and I want you to note this but I'm not noting this to make a cheap 
point but an important one - at the moment that 1 am inside the Red House, at that 
moment, Michael Manley - who belonged to the Caribbean Congress of Labour, one 
of rhe US-inspired free world organizations - had been sent as a representative and he 
was outside preaching agaimt Cheddi Jagan!31 

I am just trying ro note how the shifts in our positions are going co come about. 
Then I'm inside the Red House and he's on the side out there. But then, in the days 
that followed on the riots, 1 realized a tragedy of enormous proportions was arising in 
Guyana. Because the division between the black and the Indian groups was profound. 
And I also realized, as I lived there, that however much the blacks struggled, they were 
eventually going to be displaced. I tried to speak to Cheddi. I said that whilst I'd love 
to continue working there it seemed co me that the greatest emphasis was to see if we 
could begin to build a common history, place the emphasis on creating a sense of a 
shared communiry, of solidariry, because that did not exist. But Cheddi at that time 
was a very orthodox Marxist. and to even suggest that the superstructure was not 
automa<ically determined by the mode of production but was comtructed. so t1lat you 
can reconstruct it, that would have been heresy for him, genuinely. And then al l kinds 
of rashes, of eruptions, began to break out on my skin, because of the trauma of the 
situation. And so 1 said to him that I'd have to go. So 1 went back to Jamaica because 
1 was of no use any longer in Guyana. 

DS: Lloyd Best was in Georgetown at the time, was he not?32 

31 account in Jeffrey Harrod. TrtUit Union Fomgn Policy: A Study ofBn"tilh andAmuican Trade Union 
Actillitits (London: Macmill:m, 1972).392. 

32 Sec Best's account in David Scott. 'The Vocarion of a Caribbean Imdlectual: An inrt:rview wirh Uoyd BeSt", 
SmaUAxt, no. I (M:;u'Ch 1997): 132. 
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SW: I'm nOt s ure. He might have been. later on it turned OUt [hat the riots were pan 
of a CIA-inspired movement. But having been there, I know that the CIA can only 
act on the basis of divisions that are already there. There were profound divisions that 

AXE are st ill coming OU( into the open in Guyana today. Up until then, like most of my 
generation, I was a Marxlst because Marxism gave you a key which said look, you can 
understand the reality of which you' re a part. This was my thinking until then. But 
from that moment I said, 110. there is something important that [his paradigm cannot 
deal with. A lot of my rethinking came out of that experience. It was not a matter of 
negacing the Marxian paradigm bur of realizing chat it was one aspect of something 
that was larger. So everything that happened to me would come out of that moment. 

OS: You then leave Georgetown. 

SW: And go back to Jamaica. And Jan is supposed to come and join me rhere. And 
then whO[ happens is rhat rhe e1ecrions have been held, and the N.W. Manley 
government has been vored our of power, and the JLP is in power. And my stepfarher 
belonged to the JLP, and he is at that time Speaker of the House of Representatives.33 

And by this time, Hector had been asked by this government to come and serve in the 
Ministry of Education. So he left the university on leave and went there. 

OS: He was rhen at Extra Mural]4 

SW: Yes. Now, when I went to Jamaica I had to look for a job, righr, because one of 
the reasons I left British Guiana was that whilst they had money to pay me, and I 
would have had a salary, and so would Jan, we would not have had a budget rhat 
would have allowed us to do anything worthwhile aboU( the urgent racial problem 
that confronted Guyana. 

OS: But the University of the West Indies at Mona, Jamaica, employs you. 

SW: When I came rhere was no job avai lable, but there was a job in the Jamaica 
Informacion Service, and I gOt the job. Bur, of course. the moment I went in-
remember now, the PNP is nor only a party, it is the party of the intelligentsia; all the 
bureaucrats are PNP, it's a cultural thjng. it's not even a political thing - and so I was 

33 The IatC' Han Mr E.C.L. Parkinson, QC. Parkinson was also somC'thing of a legal scholar. Sec his, 'The Evolution 
of jamaican uw",JamaicaJollrnai 5, nos, 2-3 Uune-Septcmber 197 I): 24-27. 

34 The Dcpanmcllt of Exua-MurJ.! Studies been a key institution in [he dcvt:lopmcni of rhe Universiry of rhe 
West Indies. Sec [he SlOry told in Philip Sherlock and Rex Nenleford, Unill(!n jry Wm india: A 

l() Chllllrngr (London: Macmillan, 1990).53-62. 
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seen as coming in as a spy. So although I had a quite humble job, 1 aroused great 
resentmen r. 

OS: As a PNP spy. 

SW: No, no, no, as a J LP spy. 

OS: A JLP spy? 

SW: Yes. 

OS: Because the Jamaica Information Service is largely being run by inrellectuals who 
are of PNP affiliation. 

SW: It's not merely a political allegiance; it's a cultural-political allegiance. So I 
experienced quite a bit of resentment. After a while, I decided I was going to sec up a 
folk theatre. Gradually, 1 got quite a few of my colleagues to begin to work with me 
on the project. And Carlos Malcolm wrote the music, and we wrote a play called 
Shh ... Its a Wedding, and some of the people in the office took part in it. So because 
of this venrure the resemmenr SOrt of faded. Besides, I think they realized that I'm not 
[he rype that would have the capaciry for spying. Anyway, we toured the island with 
the play. Carlos Malcolm was extremely talented.35 Where is he now? I wonder where 
he is: he is so brilliant. So we tried to set up a folk theatre. That lasted for about a year 
and a half [ even began dancing again. 

OS: In the contexr of this theatre? 

SW: Yes. Then an opening at UWI [Universiry of the West Indies] came. You see, my 
specialry had been the literature of Spain. And so a slot became available at UWI and 
they offered me the job. 

OS: [n the Oepartment of Spanish' 

SW: In the Department of Spanish. That's how I came to enter academia. And by this 
time, Jan had decided that he could not make it in Jamaica, that it was toO small, and 
Jan is a very large person. When I say large, I meao, h is imagination, his thinking. So 

35 Carlos Malcolm is a rrombonisr and percussionist. In tin: 19605 he formed a group call«i rhe Afro-JamaiClIl 
Rhythms which made: a r«ardinp. perhaps (he remembered of which is their rendition of 
"Rukumbine", Malcolm also worked at the Jamaica Broadcasting Corporation as an arranger/producer. According 
[() Steve Barrow and Peter Dalton, Rough Guifk (London: Rough 1997),48, Malcolm 
arranged all the local music feaulf(:d in the James Bond film. Dr No. 
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Scclle from Shh . . . Tts a Wedding, Jamaica, early 1960s (Sylvia Wynter fourn, from lefr) 

he left and went back to England, and we got divorced, and I remained with ,he 
children in Jamaica. 

OS: Thinking now pre-I 968 (because I wane to come to 1968 and what follows in a 
momene), does d,e surge in the Rascafari movemenc in ,he early J 960s incerest you' 
Does ,he emergence of ska and popular musical forms incerest you? 

SW: Very much so. 

OS: Obviously there is Malcolm. 

SW: Carlos Malcolm. You see, through him I had go, hooked inco the music scene. I 
still remember his "Rukumbine", it's an exhilarating sound! And 1 remember rhe first 
ska was a political ska. I remember it was directed at Lady Bustamante. 

OS I "C G B· C ,,36 "C b . db··" : twas arry 0 nng orne. any go nng come, my ear, flng misery. 

3(, Not quite the Hrst ska. "Carry Go Bring was rtcOl'dcd by Justin Hillcsand the.: Dominoes in 1964. 
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SW: I think what happened is that at this moment, because political independence 
has been won, with the independence and the modernization of the economic system, 
what also began was an expansion of the category of the expendables, of the jobless, of 
what I call "the jobless archipelago". And then Rastafarianism begins to become a 
force. You can see it in the realm of the imaginary. Because what is Rastafari doing? It 
is transforming symbols, it is re-,.manticizing them. And by the way, what I had done 
with Moses in The Hi/Is o[Hebron, I'm pretry sure I would have had the Rastafarians 
in the back of my mind. Because their re-semanticizing of the meaning of blackness 
was already there since the thirties. Bur they now began co have a pervasive presence. 
At the same time, because the PNP were out of power they had become very radical. 
And so you began to get this phenomenon where radicalism begins to take on a 
Rastafarian face. 

OS: In fuct, the PNP at this point, in the early 1960s, after itS defeat, begins to amact 
a number of young intellectuals just back from London. 

SW: Exactly. 

OS: The Young Socialist League, for example, is formedJ7 AIe you am acted to that? 

SW: No, [ don't think so. 

OS: But are you amacted to the discussions that are going on around these radical 
elemen tS connected to the PNP in the early 1960s? 

SW: I can't remember. I remember knowing John Maxwell whom I liked very much, 
and [ remember speaking a lot with him. 38 That is very vivid in my mind. But can 
you mention any other names? 

OS: What about Hugh Small? 

SW: No, nor Hugh Small. Oh, but at thar rime, at the universiry, while I was not 
necessarily a central part of it, what I was somewhat involved with, was it New World 
Quarterly? 

OS: Yes, New World Quarterly. 

37 On the Young Socialist l....eaguc sec Obika Gray. RmJicillism ilruJ Social ChfJlJgt in}Qfn(Jjca. /960-1972 (Knoxville: 
Univcrsiry ofTennesstt PrtSS. 1991) , chap. 5; and Roba. Hill 's rcnurks in 02vid Scon, "The Archaeology of 
Black Memory: An Imerview with A Hill", SmaflAxt. no. 5 (Man:h 1999): 94-98. 

38 John Maxwc.ll is a veteran Jamaian joumaJin with Lc:ft symparnies. There is a memorable:: portr.l.ir of him, John M, 
painted by Va[e::rie:: 8loornfidd in the:: early 1970s. 
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SW: The whole idea of conceptualizing the plantation as the starting point of the 
modern world and developing a new scholarship based on that attracted me 
intellectually. Now, I was never intimately a part, 1 was always on the fringe; but, 
nevertheless, I was a part of thar. Was Lloyd Best there [in Jamaica] then? Because I 
knew Lloyd, my big connection was with him, and always too with George Beckford. 
Beckford and Best, I always felt intellectually close to the two of them. 

OS: In these years, YOll published two things in New World Quarterly, actually. The 
first of them is that poem entitled "Malcolm X". It's a kind of evocation of Malcolm's 
presence after his brutal assassination. And you also publish a marvellous review of 
Peter Abrahams's This Island Now, in which YOll likened the novel to instant coffee. 
You probably don't remember this. "Easily digestible, and as easily forgotren.,,39 

SW: Yes, yes. 

os: Bur here, as elsewhere, in your lacer work in particular. there is a sense of 
impatience with a certain kind of superficiality which is what you are reading in 
Abrahams's novel. And your impatience. in fact. as one sees in the work of [he late 
I%Os, early 1970s, is across the ideological spectrum - both with people who one 
may think of as being hostile to you as well as people who may be sympathetic to you. 

SW: I think I sorr of knew that thete was something that I myself was lacking in, so the 
impatience was also being hurled at myself, a feeling th.at while we should be bringers of 
something new, we hadn't quite brought ic. Somerhjng like thar. As I said, when you sent 
me a copy of "Creole Criticism", and I reread it, I thought to myself: my heavens, how 
cruel I was! And yet soil, looking back, I know tim I was figl1ting the same issue tllat I've 
just fought in attacking the crealists in a recent essay40 And you will nooce that the 
question tllat f'm always insisting on is, Why do we always want to displace, to 

non-1"ccognize, [his connection with Africa? Why is it such a cursed thing [hac we need so 
to avoid it' Or to superficialize it, as we now largdy do' Kente-clothing it? 

OS: I want to come to that moment in a bit, Sylvia, that moment of the early 1970s 
in your work, bur I want to stay for a bit with the late 1960s. You have, by the middle 

39 Sylvia Wynter, "Malcolm X", New World Quarterly 2, no. 1 (Dead Season 1965} 12, and "The Instant 
Novel-Now", World Quarterly 3, no. 3 (High Season 1967): 78-81. 

40 Sylvia Wymer, " 'A Different Kind of Creature': Caribbean Literature, the Cyclops Factor and the Poetics 
of the f'ropttr Nol', AlII/ills ofSchokmhip 12, nos. I and 2 (1997): 153-72 (SlXCial issue on "Sisyphus and 
Eldorndo: Magical and Other Realisms in Cvibbean Literature", gucn edited by Kamau Brathwaite'. :and Timothy 
J. Reiss). 
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1960s, a connection to NroJ World Qltartn'ly. And there is an obvious kind of 
identification with the impulse of the work in NroJ World Qltarurly, a certain kind of 
thinking critically from within. But you are also part of the founding of jamaica 
journal Tell me about that founding, what kinds of conversations went into the 
thinking through of that founding and who else was involved in that? 

SW: The main person was a teacher who had come to teach in Jamaica. His name was 
Alex Gradussov. He was born in Estonia, of Russian and German parents, and then 
was taken as a boy to Nazi Germany. As a boy with a Russian surname in Nazi 
Germany he had experienced what it was to be an "underman" to the "pure" Aryan. 
At the end of the war he had gone to Australia, and from there had come to teach in 
Jamaica41 Then there was Rex Netdeford who was on the board. The journal wasn't 
his original idea, but he was part of the Institute of Jamaica. The novelist Neville 
Dawes had also come to work there.42 But in many ways the whole idea of the visual 
aspect of the journal was very much Alex's. He went around the island and bought 
paintings from new paimers, especially Rastafarian ones, encouraging them and so on. 
Then, coming out of my own experience in Guyana, I had become very interested in 
the idea of how you create a superstructure, of how you can induce a sense of 
solidariry, of continuiry. So the decision to borrow the name of jamaica journal from 
an earlier planter class journal was deliberate on my part. The idea was that you're 
going to keep a continuity with the past, but you are going at the same time to 

transform the conception of that past. So that was how the journal came together. In 
addition, [Edward] Seaga was then in the government, as minister of information, and 
he had also had the idea that there should be such a journal. But the conception of it, 
and the decision to use the name jamaica journal came from me. One of rhe firsr 
things in it is my review of Lady Nltgent'sjoltrnal 43 I know it's a very difficult thing to 

41 Alex Gr.adu.uov is whose contribution to the artS lUld humanities in posrindcpt:ndcnce Jamaica deserves a 
good deal of careful anention. He .st:rvcd as the founding editor of jamaica Journal from 1967 uncilll(: was 
succttded by Roy Reynolds in the March issue of 1972. Sa his prograrnoulic foreword to the: first issue:. But 

if not more importantly, he: is the: amhor of a numbc:r of signifiant essays on the: visual and dramatic :ms. 
Among thc:sc: are: [he: following: "Carl AbrIDarTlS: Painter and Cartoonist", Jamaica jbunuzl3. no. 1 (March 1969): 
43-46, "Kapo: Cult I...e:&der, Sculptor, Painter",jamajeQJournal3, no. 2 Uune 1969): 46-51. "Why An? What Is 
Modern?",jamuicajoumaI3. no. 4 (Decembc:r 1967): 41-50, and '''fhoughts about the Theatre in Januica", 
jamaicajoumal4, no. 1 (March 1970): 46-52. 

42 Neville Dawes, a much-neglected writer, is the author of the novels, LllSt Enchantmmt (l960) and Illurim 
(1977), and the important monograph, Prokgommalb Caribklln Liurallm, AfriCln-Caribbean Institute 
Monograph Series 1 (Kingston, jamaict: Institute of jWlaiCl, 1977). 

43 Sylvia Wynter, "Lady Nugcm'sjou rnal",jamajeajorlmall. no. I (Decembc:r 1967): 23-34. 
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understand. I wanted us to assume our past: slaves, slave masters and all. And men, 
reconceptualize that past. I don't know quite how to explain it, [ wanted us to ... 

OS: To live imaginatively rhrough the furnace of the past. 

AXE SW: Exactly! I didn't want us to go for what I call a cheap and easy radicalism. You 
see, because we have taken from the West their concepcion of freedom and slavery, we 
tend to conceptualize freedom and slavery only in tI,eir terms. Yet when we look at 
African conceptions of slavery, it's entirely different. For the Congolese, for example, 
the slave was the lineage-less man and woman who had fallen out of rhe protection of 
theit lineage. The opposite to slave is not only being free: the opposite to slave is also 
belonging to a lineage. What I'm trying to say is that we have looked back on our slave 
past with a shudder, and so we've not been able to see it. For example, everything that 
I am I know that [ owe it to the fact that in the back of my head there is this idea: "If 
tI,ey could have so stoically come across that middle passage, come to build a new 
world, to create the kind of music that they have done, then there is nothing I can't 
do," You see, we have never gone back to [hat slave past and taken it positively, seen 
the legacy of everyday heroism and endurance that our slave ancestors left us. We've 
fallen into the trap of the one-sided perspective of the abolitionists, which was 
necessary for them then; they were they were fighting to abolish slavery, after all. I 
know this is a difficult argument, but [ felt that we needed to assume our entire past. 

OS: Bur nOt only ttssume it, I hear you saying that there is a kind of imaginative 
reliving that is part of a kind of transfonnation of the self. 

SW: Precisely. 

OS: Where were you during the famous crisis of October 19G8? 

SW: Oh, my dear! I so enjoyed Ken Post's account of that event.44 That day was my 
mother's birthday, October the sixteenth. I will never forget it! Jam gerting a drive tip 
to work, because I don't drive, and the same thing that struck Post - these students in 
their scarlet gowns - struck me, I will never forget that! The first time I had heard 
about Walter Rodney being banned might have been on the radio in the morning, 
I'm not sure. I know I was preparing for my class. Then as 1 was going up to the 
universiry, there was the march, the police. Of course, I had to turn back. So you see, 
again. I was on the fringe. I was on the outside, Or, in a sense, you could say I was on 

44 The r<:rcrcncc is [0 Scorf, "'No Saviour From on High' ", 99-104, 
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the other side, because remember, by now, my brother is with the JLP, and I'm living 
with my mother and stepfather, I'm living in their house. In fact, his car had been 
taking me up to work that morning. So I was on the other side. That was how I lived 
it. Yet whichever side I was with, I always ended up on the fringes. 

DS: Are you then yourself identified, not only identified but do you idmtif; yourself, 
with the Jamaica Labour Party? 

SW: Well, let me put it this way. I've always felt that the point of view of the JLP has 
not ever been tellable. Because you couldn't tell it within the terms of the national ist 
narrative, nor in that of the Marxian narrative either. If YOli ask why did the vety 
bottom people tum to Busta, to understand that you have to understand the [social) 
structure in Jamaica. Now, I'd like co inuoduce to you CO a category from Asmarom 
L H all · "I· . al" 45 b h d ' . I V· T . 46 egesse. e C S I[ Imm , ut e oesn t use It o n y as IC[Qr urner uses 1[, 

He says that in evety society there is a categoty that embodies the deviant Other to the 
normal identity of the society. When I had been a part of the PNP, during the 
anticolonial struggles, they had been liminal, deviant. Once they gOt into power, 
however, they were co become very orthodox, nowhere more so than when they are 
being most revolutionaty and radical. Now, had Busta gOt a fo rmal education, like 
Manley, and gone into a profession, he never would have been at the bead of that 
movement in 1938; he would have ended up as a member of the PNP. But YOli see, 
because of his liminali ty, with respect to education - he was barely educated, he had 
had to go all over the world, huscling, looking for a living - that avenue would have 
been ruled out. All he had would have had going for him in Jamaica was his high 
colour, as we say. So it is that existential liminaliry mat makes him able at that time co 
speak for the fringe labour categories of the sugar plantation workers, for the jobless 
and so on. At the same rime also, remember, it's also an opportunity for him ro i_l1sen 
himself into a structure in which, normally, he would have had no place, no status. 

Now, ro answer your question, because I always tend co find myself on the side of 
the marginal, I tended to (and st ill do) identifY myself wi th the JLP. And because for 
the proper, formally educated intelligentsia, anyone who identifies with the JLP is 
either an Uignoranr" labou.ri te or a "reactionary" capitalist, for someone like myself not 
to identifY with the PN P ranked and ranks as intellectual heresy. Even now, I find 

4S Asmarom GodtJ: ApproacheJ to the Study of an African Society (New York: The Free: Pr(!Ss. 1973), 
46 See. famously, VielOr Turner. TIlt: Ftmst of Symbols: AJpeC/J RihUlI (ltham Cornell Universiry Press. 

19(7).93-11 0. and Tht Rhual Procw: SlruC1T1U 111111 Anfi·Smlctllrt (ilhaca: Cornell Universiry Pms, 1969). 
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myself being pur on the defensive. But [ realize that is my fault, because until one 
has a different conceptualization from which [0 work. one is always pur on the 
defensive. And that's what [ have been trying to grapple with all these years in 
which [ have been trying to write a political biography both of Bustamante and of 
the Jamaica of his time. [ have had to be grappling with an intelligentsia mindset 
in which, willy-nilly, I too shared. You see, if you think, as most formally educated 
and therefore westernized intellectuals rend to do, that what you're doing is 
historically destined and historically right, you can be very destructive because of 
the genuine belief that what you are doing is historically destined, that yours is the 
only right side. That is why it has only been with the post-1989 collapse of the 
Soviet Union, and the subsequent chal lenge to the absolutism of the 
Marxist-Stalinist paradigm, that new ways of thinking about the JLP/PNP 
politico-cultural dynamics are becoming possible. 

DS: There's a very real way in which part of the reason that there have been so few 
attemptS to write a complex history of the JLP and of Bustamante has to do with the 
teleological sense of that brown middle class that it itself was destined to rule. And 
they could only see the JLP's connection to ordinary people as a function or a fiction 
of manipuladon. 

SW: Yes, very true. But this is now also true of the now solidly established formally 
educated black middle class. 

DS: And for these very reasons it has made it very difficult for a lot of people to see 
the fracturing and transformation of the PNP in recent years. Histories of the PNP 
and of the nationalist movement are written as though there is a kind of inherent 
destiny of that intelligentsia to lead and to represent the people. 

SW: That's well put. It's what C.L.R. James saw from as early as 1948.47 That the 
problem with Stalin was his central idea that being an intellectual from a proletarian 
line of descent destined you historically to take over, to rule, to absolutize, to establish 
a diccarorship over the real-life proletariat! That is why. for example, if you were of 
bourgeois origin in Stalin's Russia, you could be excluded. And whether you think 
you are historically descincd because you were of black descent or of white descent, or 

47 The rt:fcn:ncc is to C.LR. James, Nom 011 Ditlucrics: Mllrx, Lmin. h was written in 1948 and circulated 
within lht politiClI tendency J:unes led, rhe Johnson-Forest Tendency. It was fim published in 1965 by F3cing 
RC:J.liry. 
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of intelligentsia descent, or of proletarian descent, or of bourgeois descent, the shared 
fallacy is of some sort of bio-hereditarian right to rule, to be wealthy, well educated. 

os: I wonder, Sylvia, whether one can say that part of your response to the PN P on 
the one hand and the )LP on the other is a rejection of the hubris of the middle-class 
intelligentsia. 

SW: I think so. 

os: So that even though your poli tical demands, at a certain level, might have been 
closer to the political demands of the PNP, there was a sensibility through which 
those demands were structured that you would have rejected. 

SW: That is so. Remember that I began as part of the PNP. I remember my mother 
canvassing for the PNP candidate, Florizel Glasspole, helping to get him elected in 
one of the earliest elections held on the basis of universal ad ult suffrage. So my 
critique of the PNP comes, I suppose, from an impatience with that to which you had 
once been close, then intellectually and imaginatively grown away from. 

THE CRITICISM OF CREOLE CRITICISM 

os: Nineteen sixty-eight is followed by Abeng48 And rhere is a growing sense among 
many that significant changes are going to take place. or at any rate, there is a growing 
sense of what the demand ought to be. AIe yo u sympathetic? 

SW: SOrt of. But, you know, this was definitely a different generation, this was going 
to be Bobby Hill's generation. I was sympathetic, but [ really didn't have much to do 
with it. I don't think I wrote anything for it. I didn't even know Bobby at the time. 

OS: One of your earliest and best-known articles is published in Jamaica Journal in 
December 1968. It was entitled, "We Must Learn to Sit Down Together and Talk 
About a Little Culrure", a phrase that you take from Fitzroy Fraser's 1962 novel, 
Wounds in the Flesh.49 In thar article you are drawing a distinction between kinds of 

48 On Abmg. 5ee Gray. RadicaliJ", and Social Change, chap. 8; Rupert Lewis, "Learning [0 Blow the Abeng: A Critical 
Look ar Anti-establishmem Movements in the 19605 and 19705", Small Axt'. no. I (March 1997): 5-17; Scott, .. 
'No S:lViour From on High' H; and Scott. '"The Archaeology or Slack Memory". 

49 Fitzroy Frnser, Wounds in the FIeJh (London: New Authors, 1%2); Sylvia Wynter. 'We Must Learn [0 Sit Down 
Together and Talk About a Reflections on West Indian Writing and Criticism", pam I and 2. 
JumaicaJo14rnaI2. no. 4 (December 1968); 23-32; 3. no. 1 (March 1969): 27-42. 
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criticism, between an acquiescent. in some sense criticism on the one hand 
and a challenging, perhaps more mgaged. cri ticism on the other hand. What is rhe 
context of debate out of which this argument of yours emerges? What is the 
background of debare that is impelling you to construe criticism in this way? So I am 
not so much asking you about the argument itself in the essay as what it is you 
understand yourself to be arguing in ulotion to? 

SW: Have you gOt a copy of that first pan? I have a copy of the second part, so I was 
only able to reread the second pan. But [ remember distinctly that it was a son of 
intellectual anger at the implications of Louis James's book, Islonds in Between. ;o 
Now, among the contributors W .I. Carr was a professor of English at the Universiry 
of the West Indies, Mona, and Wayne Brown was his student, and I felt [ had to call 
in question the implications of their critical essays. The central implication that I 
wanted to cut across was that they did not see their own connection with the 
Caribbean, they did not see that what is called the West, rather than Latin-Christian 
Europe, begins with the founding of the post-I 492 Caribbean. So they wrote as if rhey 
were Englishmen coming to something alien to them. 

DS: They wrote from a kind of epistemological outside. 

SW: Yes. The premise was "rhey are rhe West Indies and we are Englishmen who have 
merely come to reach hose", not realizing thar the condition of their being whar they 
are today, and the condition of we being what we are today are totally interlinked. 
Thar you can't separate the strands of that very same historical process which has, by 
and large, enriched their lives and, ar the same time, largely impoverished the lives of 
the majoriry of our people. So that was the major problem: their blindness to a fact 
that should have been the starting point of their reading of Caribbean texts. Also, I 
was angry because Wayne Brown was a Caribbean student of Carr's, and Wayne 
Brown repeated the idea that this is an "unsettled" culture, while the idea that the 
norm and the ideal to be followed is that of a culturally "sertled" England. I think that 
was whar [ was trying to demolish. At [he sarne rime, I had had an extraordinary 
experience of reading a set of essays by T .W. Adorno which was called Prisms. ;1 What 

50 Louis Tlu Mantis in BttlWm (London: Oxford University 1968), This W:lS me first collection of 
critical essays [0 Caribbern lircr.uurc. 

51 Theodor W. Adorno. Prinru (1967; reprint. Gmbridge, MIT Press. 1981). Adorno (1903-69) was:a 
member of the Fnnkfun School. He is Ihe :author, famow.ly, of Minimll Moralii/. (1951: reprim, London: 

Verso. 1974), Dilzkctic! (1966: reprint, New York: Continuum, 1983), and with Dia/mic of 
En/ighunmml (1944; New York: Continuum. 1982). 
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was important for me was that 1 had been educated, like all of us are, as good 
empiricists in the British school or the American school, where you never challenge 
presttppoJitiom, because you take those for granted. 1 remember when 1 started reading 
Adorno -I scill remember that first page -I couldn't realize at first that 1 was finding 
it difficult, not because of what he was saying but rather because he was thinking in an 
entirely new way, everywhere questioning the presuppositions that underlay what he 
was saying. That was, for me, a remarkable breaking through moment. So the essay 
"We Must Learn to Sit Down Together" is also me trying to break through to a new 
way of thinking. 

OS: 1 want to come back to Adorno. But is part of the context and part of the 
character of your intervention in this debate shaped by the larger social/political 
radicalization of the late 1960s? 

sw: Well, you see, the point is that my own radicalization, which had begun with the 
anticolonial movements, had never ceased. All that was happening was that after 
leaving Guyana [ realized that there is something important that cannot be explained, 
either in the liberal-humanist or in the Marxist paradigms. So then there is 
uepidation; ie's a season of adventure, you are sailing outside those limits. you are 
trying ro find something else. You understand what [ mean? Because [ sawall the 
Rastafarian paintings on the street, I saw this blossoming. [ saw Rastafarians creacing 
their own imaginary. And then [ began to see that this new imaginary was one that 
the dominant imaginary must function to depress and negate. So what is this 
dominant imaginary? How can we begin to criticize it? So now I'm groping in search 
of it. So Carr and Louis James, Wayne Brown, their interpretacions were like 
evidences of a Leviathan not quite grasped, yet which had to be displaced. 

OS: One of the things about this essay that, to my mind, bears remarking on is your 
admiration for two writers in particular: Roger Mais and George Lamming. These are 
writers who occupy somewhat differe.nt momems in rdadon [Q the unfolding cultural 
nationalism of the immediate preindependence period. But they are writers who share 
deeply in what 1 would call a kind of embattled humanism. 

SW: That's very good, David. That term. 

os: This is something that one sees in parts 1 and 2 of the 1968-69 essay. Indeed, 
that is a thread, it seems to me, that links your early work with the later, this 
admiration for an embattled humanism. 
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SW: Yes, I suppose rhar rhe reason why I would have gonen so angry was because, of 
comse, neither Carr nor James could know rhe dimension of what Roger Mais would 
have meant. Whar was worse, they didn't know that they didn't know rhis dimension, 
one thar rhey could in no way have experimced I think rhis is whar Ken Posr is really 
beginning to recognize, with the relationship of dominance/subordination here, that 
the power relationship is far more one between the descendants of a colonizer 
popularion and the descendants of a colonized one. And it's the dynamics of this 
pre-exisrent struc[Ural reladon that Carr and James could have had no way of 
grasping, and rherefore no way of graspillg the dimensions of whar you so aptly define 
as rhe embarried humanism of Roger Mais! And why J like rhar phrase is thar, as Aime 
Cesaire says in his Ducourse on Colonialism, "They say I'm rhe enemy of Europe; 
where have I ever said rhar rhere can be any going back to a before Europe?,,52 So your 
idea of an embattled humanism precisely identifies the dilemma of Mais's situation, in 
thar if you are Mais, C"saire, you know that you cannor turn your back on thar which 
rhe West has broughr in since the fifteenth century. It's transformed rhe world, and 
central to rhar has been humanism. Bur it's also thar humanism against which Fanon 
wrires [in The Wretched of the Earth] when he says, rhey ralk abour man and yet 
murder him everywhere on the street corners. Okay. So it is that embattled 
[humanism], one which challenges itself ac rhe same rime rhar you're using ir to rhink 
wilh. This was what N.W. Manley remembered abour Mais. Winston Churchill had 
said, ''The SlUl shall never ser on rhe British Empire", you know. Thar was a great 
speech by a grear figme who would defear rhe Nazis. Yer here was Roger Mais 
stand ing up [Q Churchill . writing this excoriating article about exactly what rhe sun 
will not set on, then showing the massive povercy of the colonial Caribbean, the 
degradarion of concrere humans, rhar waslis rhe price of empire, of the kind of 
humanism that underlies it. 53 

DS: Do you remember Roger Mais? 

SW: Somerhing like rhe way J remember Richard Hart. They are both people rhar 
could have made a choice. In my society. growing up, we were poor. So you can't say 
thar J could have made a choice. But thry could have made a choice. They were nor 

52 TIlis is :l. See OIl C%mnium, 23. 
53 Roger M:Jis, "Now We Know'·. Pub/it: Opinion. 11 July 1944,2. Ma.is wall jailed for this :utidc. TIle N. W. Manley 

is to his short cssa)'. ·'Roger Mais: The Wriler", which imroduccs Mais's Thr Thru NOlJI:is MfJis 
(London: JOnacllan C1.PC:, 1966). 
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poor; they belonged to the upper middle class, white or very light-skinned middle 
class. They could have gone with the flow. And so they had almost a harder batrle, 
you know? And they went against it, and so I just remember them as people who had 
made the difficult choice to side with, to identifY with, the poor. And I felt that this 
was something that a Louis James or a Carr, and in fact, most of the postcolonial 
thinkers of today cannot understand, since they have never experienced whar 
colonialism was, the kind of rigid socioracial hierarchies to which it led. 

os: TharJamaicaJoltrna! piece marks a kind of beginning of a line of criricism thar 
you develop in a number of essays in the 1970,. And I want to come to these essays, 
but the essay also works rhrough the metaphor of"connecrions", if you remember. 
And I'm interesred in some of rhe connecrions thar you are establishing during these 
years. I'm especially interested in your conneccion co Savacou, and its critical projecr. 
When does this connection emerge, and what is it that you see in Savacou? 

SW: Well, you might be able to help me be((er with dares. 

os: You are on the advisory board from the very beginning. 

SW: From the very beginning, yes, yes. But do you remember what was the first date, 
when was mat? Was it rhe sixties some time, lare sixties? 

os: No, it was 1970. 

SW: Sevenry; I see, bec.1use I think Govei.s brilliant article was published in 1970.54 

Yes, who are the people in Savacolt? Remind me. 

OS: Well, the founders of Savacolt were of course Kamau Brathwaite, Andrew Sal key, 
John La Rose. 

SW: That was in London? 

os: In London. Well, that was CAM [the Caribbean Artisrs Movement] in London, 
bur by the time Savacolt emerges as a journal Kamau has gone [Q reach in Jamaica.55 

SW: And he was in charge of it? I see, yes, so it was Kamau. You see why I could 
never write an autobiography! 

S4 TI\(: reference is 10 Elsa Govei:t. ''11lt: Social Fr.lmework", SaweDu 2 (September 1970): 7-15. 
55 On the Caribbean Ani!ts Movement see Edward Br.uhwaitc. "The Caribbean ArtiStS Movement", GzdbbttJlI 

14 (1968): 57-59; 3Ild Anne" Walmsley, Tht Can'bbtan ArtiSI1 Moutmmt, J966-1972 (Lo ndon: New 
Beacon Books. 1992), 
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DS: Bur wha[ was ir mar amacred you [Q SavacoII' 

SW: You see, I've never really seen myself as an academic; I've always seen myself as a 
SMA.lL writer ill the general sense of rhe and so for me to write for St1Vt1COu. then was 

AX' juS[ parr of rhe inrellecrual srruggle of rhe rime, rhe kind of wriring rhar marked the 
difference berween what it was to have been a "native" colonial subject and [Q no 
longer be. So [ took for granted, [ think, that [ would have been a parr of it. Because 
remember that J was at rhe university, teaching there. And [was very unhappy, in that 
[ had to keep rigidly [Q the teaching of me Golden Age literarure of Spain, for which [ 
had been appointed. This was because of me University of London curriculum model 
mat UWT had adopted. So you can imagine mat when I'm asked [Q come [Q me 
United States, rhe great temptation for me was that for rhe first time I was going [0 be 
able [Q reach and write [Qgerher, [Q grapple evety day wirh rhe key questions rhar [ was 
ttying [Q address in journals like Savacou. 

os: I want to come co your connection to Elsa Goveia. She is someone who, 
obviously, has been enormously inspiring to you. You have on morc man one 
occasion taken thar Savacolt piece of hers, "The Social Framework", as rhe poinr of 
departure for wharyou have [Q say. And it's always been curious to me that Goveia's 
own parricipation in the radical debates in both Savacolt and New World Quarterly has 
nOt been fully recognized. Tell me about Elsa Goveia and YOUt relationship with her. 

SW: Well, she was such a genuine person, such a first-[Jte inrellecrual. I remember her 
in London. She was a student when I was there, she was majoring in history. and [ 
remember she was vety brilliant, yet so modest. [ had a very grear admiration and 
respect for her. I've used her essay ["The Social Framework") in almost all my classes. 
[n thar very short paper she opens for us rhe dimensions of the paradox rhar would 
come ro consticute me central dilemma of independent Caribbean societies. This 
paradox was/is rhar while me black majority has now come to constitute rhe electoral 
majority as a result of rhe anticolonial struggle (so that we have democratized the 
society in its policical aspects), neverthdess, the "ascriptions of race and wealth" still 
funcrion [Q keep that electoral majority as the poorest, the least educated and the most 
stigmatized group of the society. Then she said somerhing vety inreresting. She says, if 
as writers, as artists and as intellectuals we hope ro be. nor just secondary ones but co 
be fully creative ones, our job will be to ensure that the democratization effected at the 
level of the eieccoraJ process is effected also at the level of the social structure as well as 
at that of the economic system. Our job, she was saying. was to dismantle these 
ascnptlons. 



What Elsa is pointing to here is the fundamental contradiction of our democracy. 
one that makes it into a breadwinner-democracy - something like the democracy in 
[ancient] Greece which function.ed on the basis of slavery. Now. the slaves did nOt 
exist there merely to do work. Their other signifJing function was to serve as the living 
em bod iment of what it was to be a non-freeborn Greek. as the deviant negation of 
what it is to be full. free and equal ci tizens. regardless of whether or not one was of 
aristocratic birth. This is the same with OUf breadwinner-democracy, which is not a 
democracy of human beings. It is a democracy only for those categories of people who 
attain to our presem middle-class or bourgeois conception of being human. So. if you 
are a success flt! breadwinner. even if you have o nly a modest job. but with a regular 
saJary, and are a taxpayer, you can exercise your rights as a citizen. But if you are 
jobless and poor. you see. I wonder if you can? Any more than the slave population 
could have done in the democracy of ancient Greece? So Goveia had put her finger on 
the postcolonial contradiccions that we were JUSt beginning [ 0 experience, that we 
concinue co experience, that is taking an even mo re large-scale form in mclay's South 
Africa! 

Then she had gone even further. Against the anthropologist M.G. Smith and his 
thesis with respect to the plural nature of Caribbean societies. which, he said , were 
held together only by their transactions in the economic market place,56 she had said, 
yes, the societies in the Caribbean are indeed plurrtl, seeing that Western colonialism 
has brought together different peoples with different cultures and religions. Bur, no, 
they are not not integrated, meeting only in the economic marketplace. Instead. she 
wrote, Caribbean societies are integrated on the basis of a single governing or 
status-ordering principle, which is internalized in the consciousness of all Caribbean 
peoples, including us blacks ourselves. And this ranking rule, as she cal ls it, is based on 
the belief that the fact of blackness is unalterably a fact of inferiority, as the fact of 
whiteness is one of superioriry. The status-principle of the sociery is therefore based 
on the ascription of race, as well as of weal th, since the blacker you are, the poorer you 
are and the whiter you are, the richer you are. And even before Foucault, she is saying 
something that he will later also pick up on, elaborate. She's saying that we, as 
intellectuals. need to centre our struggles o n an issue specific to us. Seeing that if we 
are to real ize ourselves as first-rate artists. imellectllals andlo r academ ics. we will have 

56 M.G. Smith (1921-93) was a Janl:l.ic::all pot[ and :<lnthropologisr. He is [he author, moS! filmousiy, of Plural 
in flu British Wt'Jt IndieJ (Bc.rkdcy. Universiry ofCaJifornia Press. 1965). 
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co put an end (Q trying ro do our work on the basis of twO conflicting premises. On 
[he one hand, the egalitarian premise of one man/woman vote at me level of the 
political, while on the other, the premise of inequality, of dominance and 
subordination based on the ascriptions of race and wealth at the levels of the social 
and rhe economic structures. Premises that, [ want to suggest here, still underlie our 
present order of knowledge. 

DS: Are you saying that Goveia had a consciousness of a politics of knowledge? 

SW: Ye!;o But in terms which arose our of the specificity of om own existential 
situation rather than out of that of Foucault's France. She was saying that we have a 
vocational interest as Caribbean inteUectuals and artists in dismantling rhe race and 
wealth ascriptions that are indispensable to the production and reproduction of our 
present order of things, and therefore to OUf own social interest as normative 
middle-class members of this order. So chat the choice of our vocational interests ovec 
QlIr social interests wou ld itself be, in FOlicauJdian terminology. a «politics of 
knowledge", a "politics of truth", choice. 

os: I t is in her wotk in Sa"«cou and to some extent in New World Quarterly that you 
get a sense of her oppositional sensibility, which is not a sensibility that often gets 
talked about. I remember Raymond Smith telling me about her passionate concern 
for what was happening in Guyana in the 1950s. But that side of Goveia is rarely 
talked about. 

SW: Ye!;o I think what you might be sugge!;ting is that we really haven't got a categoty 
for her because all of our categories of what it is to be radical take cerrain licensed 
heretical form s. She was very committed to the discipline of histoty. And I think that 
is where there would be a difference between herself and myself, in that I'm quite 
happy to move tlCross disciplinaty boundaries. 

DS: But here again, Sylvia, in your admiration for Elsa Goveia is your admiration for 
someone who, Like Mais and Lamming, was an embattled humanist, someone in a 
profoundly agonisric relationship with the aspiration to humanism. 

SW: Exactly. That is why for het, there would be no simplisric easy radical isms. You 
see, the issues we tackle always come from the existential situadon that we find 
oursdves in. So here is Goveia, she is faced with the contradictions. the issues of the 
sixties, the early sevenries. How is she going to respond to them? Because she is 
wri ting this essay in a university setting where a key contradiction has begun [0 

emerge. Now. if] say something here, make a cruciaJ point, 1 am not doing it merely 
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to shock. But the fact that [ want us to look at here is the fact that the moment the 
British imperial Bag came down in 1962, and the Jamaican Rag went up in its place, 
the University of the West Indies, which was started in 1948, now finds itself 
occupying the hegemonic place that the British Raj had just vacated. Because what's 
happening now is that what had earlier been a hands-on direct poHtical and militarily 
enforced imperialism, with its back-up ideology based on the premises of white 
superiority/black inferiority being carried by the curricula of the e1ementaty and 
secondary school system, is now going to become a properly epistemological 
imperialism. Because by the time your colonizer Rag goes down you have already 
trained your "natives", Trained them, as Sartre noted, in the Word that you own. So 
you will therefore continue to legitimate your dominance by means of your ruling 
ideas, even where cast now in new sanitized terms. So the academic system that you 
have gifted the "natives" with could seem, at first glance, to be merely a Trojan Horse! 
But note the paradox here. That Word, while an "imperializing Word", is also the 
enactment of the first purely de-gadded, and therefore in this sense, emancipatoty, 
conception of being human in rhe history of OUf species. And it is thar disconcinuiry 
that is going to make the idea of laws of Nature, and with it the new order of 
cognition that is rhe namral sciences, possible. So there C.'U1 be no going back to a 
before-that-Word. So as ex-native colonial subjects, except we train ourselves in the 
disciplinary structures to which [hat Word gives rise) undergo the rigorous 
apprenticeship that is going to be necessary for allY eventual break with the sYStem of 
knowledge which elaborates that Word, we can in no way find a way to think 
through, thell beyond, itS limits. 

That is the point with Elsa Goveia. The transgressive theses she puts forward in 
her essay come direcdy ou[ of her hismricaJ research on slave societies in the 
Caribbean. She could IlOt have made these points on the basis of empirical data if she 
had not trained herself m be a proper hismrian) that is, in one of the disciplinary 
paradigms generated from that Word. You see what I'm ttying to say? That's what I 
meant about utOpian saltation_ism, when I said earlier that there can be no utOpian 
saltationism. whether in politics or in epistemologies, that discontinuities can erupt 
only OUt of seedbeds that have been empirically pre-prepared for them. 

This leads me to another point, a vety slippety, difficult point to make. For what 
I'm going [Q suggest is that in [he world in which we live raday, it is not primarily the 
mode of production - capitalism - mat controls us, although it controls us at the 
overtly empirical level through the institution of the free market system, and the 
everyday practices of its economic system. But you see, for these co function, the 
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processes of their fUnctioning must be discursively inscituted, regulated and at the same 
rime normalized. legitimated. So what I am going to suggest is that what institutes, 
regulates, normalizes and legitimates, what then controls us. is instead the (conomic 
conception of the human - Man - that is produced by the disciplinary discourses of 
our now planetary system of academia as the first putely secular and operational 
public identiry in human history. While this identiry induces us al l to behave as 
producers, traders or consumers, it unifies us as a species in economically rather than, 
as before. in theologically absolute terms. This means that in order to be unified in 
economic terms we have [0 first produce an economic conception of being human. 
Now. up until the end of the eighteenth century in the We. t. the conception was 
primarily political; up until the fifteenth century it was primarily religious. What I'm 
saying is that it is the bioeconomic conception of the human that we inscript and 
institute by means of our present disciplines and their episremic order, as Foucault 
shows so incisively, that determines the hegemony of the economic system over the 
social and political systems - even more. that mandates the functioning of the 
capitalist mode of production as the everyday expression of that hegemony. 57 

Now. you might well see this as way out. off the wall! So let me make use of a 
parallel. This is that in the same way as in the feudal-Christian order of Europe only 
the feudal mode of production could have been able to provide the material 
conditions of existence for the production and reproduction of the then integrating 
theocentric conception of the human - as Christian - so it is only the capitalist mode 
of production that can produce and reproduce our present biocentric. and therefore 
economic, integrating conception of being human. That conception is the imperadve. 
This is why. however much abundance we can produce. we cannot solve the problem 
of poverry and hunger. Since the goal of our mode of production is not to produce fat 
human beings in general. it's to provide the material conditions of existence for the 
production and reproduction of our present conception of being human: to secure the 
well-being. therefore. of those of us. the global middle classes. who have managed to 
attain to its erhno-class criterion. 

os: You published another article injamaicaJoltrnal-to me, anyway. a very 
influential article - on Jonkunnu. 58 And here there is. unlike the earlier jamaica 

57 F(lUClUh. Tiu Orda o[77JingJ. 
58 Sylvia Wynter. "Jonkunnu in Jamaica: Towards me Interpretation of Folk Dance as Culrur:a.l Process", Jamaica. 

jouma/4. no. 2 Gune 1970): 34-48. 
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Journal piece, an effOf[ toward a more 
comprehensive theorization of 
Caribbean cultural pracrice: the 
theory of the relationship becween 
creolization and indigenization. Is 
there at this point for you, 1969, 
1970, a self-consciousness of the need 
for a more all-embracing theory, a 
general theory, of Caribbean cultural 
process? 

SW: I don't think, looking back, that 
at the time it had seemed to me to be 
what I was doing. But that goal must 
have been there, somewhere. At that 
time mat essay had come for me out 
of a moment of revelation. ru you 
can see, it is not something written by 
an ethnologist. How I carne [Q write 
it was that UNESCO had organized a 
conference on Caribbean folk dance. 
They invited me to make a 
presentation. The dominant 
conception of Jamaican folk dance 
was being put forward by Rex 
NettIeford and his NDTC [Narional 
Dance Theatre Company]. Now, I 
think tIlat Rex is one of the most 
bri ll iant dancers I have ever seen, bur 
I did not agree with the 
conceptualization of Jamaica's folk 
dances which he based his 

choreography on. So I set out to write my paper with the idea that I was going to put 
forward an alternative conceptualizacion. That was my initial intention. As I got 
caught up in the project itself, that goal became secondary. What happened was that a 
young woman who helped me in the house, her name was M yrtIe, came from 
Porrland. Now, she had been a central figure in one of the Afro-Jamaican cults in Pore 
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Antonio. She [Old me about the ceremonies in which she [Oak pan. In rhe same way 
as Bobby Hill has been opening up the underground imaginary out of which so many 
of the social and politico-religious movements in Jamaica were to come, so she opened 
up for me the realities of this underground alternative order of realiry, of whose 
existence I had had no clue. It's true thar growing up as a child and artending 
pocomania meedllgs I had come to know of its existence, but only in a superficial 
sense. We lived near a graveyard up in rhe hills because we lived near Irish Town, and 
there was a church, Creighton Church. Now, my children had gone up to the 
cemetery and taken something, I can't remember what it was, from one of the graves. 
Suddenly rhe bathroom door was locked shut from the inside and couldn't be opened! 
So Myrtle took the children with lighted candles in their hands and shepherded them 
up to the cemetery to take back what rhey had taken, to make apologies for having 
taken this object from the grave. So we are now touching on one of the cornerstone 
institutions of traditional African cultures, that is me burial/funeral ceremonies, and 
everyrhing else related to thar. Myrtle opened up rhar other world to me. And so 1 am 
realizing that what this scholar had found out in Hairi ... what's his name' 

OS: Jean Price-Mars? 

SW: Price-Mars59 So I am discovering in Jamaica what he had discovered earlier in 
Haiti. And I am saying to myself what he had earlier said, that we have hitherto 
turned away in shame from our Haitian/ollr Jamaican folklore. But that in doing so, 
we are turning away from the evidence of the most moving history in tilt world, that 
of a people who, coming as chained slaves across the middle passage, in the worst 
possible conditions, had arrived in a strange land, and humanized its landscape by 
means of their transplanted folklore 1 in order to "snatch rheir place among men". So 
this was a momenr of discovery. I think if you read it you can see that. 

Now, as a result of that revelatory qualiey, a young man, Jim Nelson, a television 
producer, said to me after he had read it, 'You have a play in this, write a play for 
television". And so I wrote a play, a Jonkunnu Chrisunas play called Maskarade. and 
Jim directed it on television for Christmas. That original version has been published 
as a play for schools as parr of a collection60 Then several years later, Jim proposed 

59 Jean Price-Mars (1876-1969), a Haitian scholar, was F,1I110llily rhe author of Aim; Parkll'Ollcle (So Spoke the 
Uncle) . 11m published in 1928. 

Go See Easton Lee, Sylvi:l. Wymer, and Enid Olcvannes, Ww Indian PWJI for Schools. vol. 2 (Kingston: J:Ullaica 
Publishing House, 1979). 2G-55. 
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rhar we do ir as a Stage play. So he wrote several scenes to expand it, as well as some 
new songs and music. MoSt of it was very good. It was staged in Kingston, then he 
took it to C uba for Carifesta and it was well received . But then what happened was 
that he and I had a fall ing OU t over his characterization of one of the central figures, 
Miss Gatha, in the new scenes he had written , and which [ had nOt seen before the 
play was Staged. Now, you' ll notice here rhat I was keeping the same central character, 
Miss Garha ... 

OS: From Hills o/Hebron, you mean. 

SW: Yes. And [had originally modelled her on the majestic figure of Garvey's first 
wife, the pan-African anticolonialist act ivist Amy Ashwood Garvey, whom I had met 
in London as a student. This was a woman who enforced respec[. Now in Jamaica, as 
you know, we have this lo ng "yard" rradidon of comic characters, and Jim wanted to 

make Miss Gatha a comic character, while [ wanted to keep to the idea that, in a 
doubled manner, she also embodied, in addition to her everyday self, the African 
conception of rhe earth as a powerful sanction sys tem, of an alternative sense of 
justice. So I didn 't want [Q reduce her [Q a comic figure. 

OS: But to come back to my question , though, which is that unlike the earlier 
Jamaica Journal essay, "We Must Learn to Sit Down Together", which is a critical 
attempt CO make a set of distinctions that might be productive in seeing someth ing 
that we have not yet quite seen about rhe praccice of criticism, in the "Jollkunnu" 
essay there is a synthetic theoretical project at work. You are working up a general 
theory of cultural process rhat is not rhere in rhe earlier work. 

SW: Yes. Because what I had been trying to put forward in "We MuSt Leasn to Sir 
Down" was the idea of a new form of critical discourse which would be transformarive 
in its effect on rhe way we normally approach literasy texts. Bur I agree with you that 
the "Jonkunnu" essay StartS something new, pushed me rowards what you identify as a 
"general theory*'. 

os: This points ro yet another "connection" in your work, [his time a very powerfuJ 
connection ro the work of Kamau Brathwaite. 

SW: Indeed. 

os: In the early 1970s, there ase a number of points at wh ich your work and Kamau's 
in tersect. There is a certain concern w ith the popular, with folk culmre. as you both in 
fact call it. There is an attempt to shift away from a purely literary critical mode of 
operation ro a much larger cultural critical mode. Indeed, there is an attempt ro fold 
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the literary- critical inco the cuLtural critical. But also there is a desire ro generate a 
theory of Caribbean cululral process. Are you self-conscious at the time of this 
intersection? 

AXE SW; There is a profound intersection. Bur also a difference. [ think, between the 
concept of creoiization he uses and mine. 

os; [n fact. in his Contradictory Omens, which was published in 1974. Brathwaite 
saluces the "Jonkunnu" essay but argues that he has a slightly different conception of 
cteoiization. In his conception, creoiization is itself an ambivalent process. There is 
both imitation/assimilation and resistance/creativity. He reads you as suggesting that 
creolization is the mode of assimilation, whereas the more radical mode of 
indigenization is that of creativity and resistance. But that double that YOLI are 
reaching after he agrees with, only he thinks that that double itself characterizes 
creoiization.61 

SW; Well. it's possible that he may be right, that what I made into a dichotomy 
might be a more complex process. Nevertheless. I also very much wanted to know, 
and still want co know. why there were and are these twO cultural tendencies, a 
crossover one that can be adopted and taken up even into the ropmost layers of 
sociery and then this orher renacious underground world that eventually surges up in 
Afro-popular music like ska. reggae, dub, in millenarian paintings like those of the 
Rastafari. in a world figure like the poet-prophet-singer Marley. 

OS: One can see the intersection between your concepwaiization and Kamau's again 
in your plot/plantation piece in Savacou in 1971.62 And part of what one senses in 
this work and the uJonkunnu" piece is a concern to read against the total izing 
hegemony of Europe's implantation. To suggest that there was always a something else 
besides the dominant cultural logic going on. and that something else constituted 
another - but also a transg,"",ive - ground of understanding. So that the plot is nOt 
simply a sociodemographic location but the site both of a form of life and of possible 
critical intervention. 

SW: As you say so accurately, nO( just a sociodemographic location. You must 
remember now that all of our present thinking is usually carried out acultttraLly ... 

61 Stt Edward [KanHluj Brnthwaite. COlltradiaory Omen!; Cultural Di/larity and lnugnuicm i" thr: CIlribbr:lln 
J:mrnca: Sav:lCou, 1974), 15-16. 

62 Sylvia Wynter. "Novel and History, PIOI and Plantacion'·. $n1ll/cOU 5 Gune 1971): 95-102. 
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DS: But, Sylvia, I want to keep you close to this notion, because part of what you're 
saying is that the plantation constituted - and this is part of your relationship to New 
World - a kind of logic, a kind of dominant logic. 

SW: Exactly. It's a dominant logic, and it's a specific cultural logic, but it is also an 
ethical logic, a paradoxical realpolitik and a secular one that is in the process of 
emerging. It is tI,is reasons-of-state ethic/logic that is going to bring in the modern 
world, what I call tI,e millennium of Man. We have lived the millennium of Man in 
the last five hundred years; and as the West is inventing Man, the slave-plantacion is a 
central part of the entire mechat1ism by me=s of which that logic is working its way 
out. Bm that logic is total now, because ro be not-Man is ro be not-quire-human. Yet 
that plot, that slave plot on which the slave grew food for hislher subsistence, carried 
over a millennially other conception of the human to that of Man's. The way the Jews 
carried over their Judaic concepcion of God into a Greco-Christian cum 
Judaeo-Christian Europe. So that plot exists as a threar. It speaks to other possibilities. 
And it is out of that plot that the new and now planetary-wide and popular musical 
humanism of our times is emerging. 

DS: There is one final connection that I want to raise with you in this work of the late 
1960s, early 1970s, and that is the obvious influence both of Adorno and of Walter 
Benjamin. What is it about rI,eir practice of criticism that you find particularly compelling? 

SW: I think what I like about Adorno was that for the first time I was being 
introduced to a mode of thinking that was alien to my English university training. It's 
very difficult to break out of the American and English pragmatic, empirical way of 
thought because it so powerfully seems to relate to the everyday world in which you 
are living. And so, that is what Adorno made me begin to think abour. Tbe reality of 
our everyday world. To think about an alternative way of thinking about tbe real, how 
it is insricuced, produced. rather than mereJy how it is. With Benjamin, the attraction 
was tI,.t he, more tban Adorno, I think, lived the contradiction of his situation both 
as a European and a Jew63 As we live the contradiction of being both the West and 
not-the-West. 

63 Walter Benjamin (1892- 1940) is impossible 10 dtaractC'ri:r.e, His long-a .... t;tited 17Jt Arcatks Project (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Bdkn:'lp 1999) has recenrly been published. For:t lIseful:.ccount of his work Susan Buck·Morss. 
The Diul«tic a/Sui"g: Walur Bmj"",;" IIl1d the Auat:UJ Project (Cambridge. Mass.: MIT Press. 1989). 
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DS: Sylvia, we are in the middle 1 970s. And Jamaica is a much-transformed place, in 
many ways very different [Q the place that you returned [Q at rhe end of the 1950s and 
then in rhe early 1960s. What is your attitude at the time to rhe social and political 
changes that are taking place in rhe early to mid 1970s? 

SW: I'm trying to remember. I know rhat from the processes that had been set afoot 
from the very otigin of the independence movement we had sort of settled down on 
the polit ical basis of two mass parties. So you had this phenomenon rhat had directly 
grown out of our situation, of a fuirly steady pattern. S,ch parry would be in for two 
terms then would be thrown out. And so, I remember, I never thought of thinking 
who was in power when I was going home; it didn't really much mancr; it was 
something like Democrats and Republicans here in the US. There were great 
continuities, given the similar ities of the demands that they had [0 respond to. The 
1 970s and certainly the advent of Michael Manley are very imporrant. For example, if 
Vivian Blake had taken over the PNP inStead of Michael, things would have gone very 
differently.64 Bur I think that the advent of Michael Manley brought a rupture in that 
panern, which of COllrse I didn't sense at [he time. T sensed a growing unease, I mean 
more than an unease, because you cannot really live in CDlllHries like ours with much 
ease. But what I am saying is that a pattern had been eStablished - you knew what to 
expect - and this pattern comes to an end with the advent of Michael Manley. Had it 
been Viv Blake we would have continued on course much as Barbados did. Bur I 
th ink Michael Manley threw Jamaica off course and introduced a sharper quality of 
antagonism in the sociery by opening up the possibility of a Cuban-Castro type 
sol uri on to Jamaican problems. The point is , you see, tI,at as an ex-British colony, 
rather rhan an ex-Hispanic and reimperialized US semi-colony, like Cuba, we had 
been established, as we became a nation, on rhe basis of a liberal-capitalist democratic 
pattern. We had therefore lived an exiStential history quite different to that of Cuba. 
That is why Barbados is going to weather the oil crisis shocks of the seventies fur 
better than we did. Unlike Jamaica, Barbados continued to work within the limits of 
the historical trajectory that was possible for it at that momenL 

OS: Bur isn't there a tension, to c..ul it no more than chat, bec\'veen the cui rural politics 
of your insistence on ;1 challenging criticism that opens the way to recognizing the 

64 Vivian Blake, artorney-at-Iaw. was a prominent member of the PNP in the 19GOs. In 1969 , upon Norman 
Manley's retirement from ll!adcrship of lile PNP ht: ran ag:ains( Norman's SOli , Michael. for II\(: position of party 
prc:sidenr. and 10sI, 
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counterdiscourse of the popular, on [he one hand, and your argument, on me orner, 
that a Viv Blake-led PNP in the 1970s wOllld have established the kind of continllity 
wirh rhe colonial and immediare postcolonial stare rhar YOIl would endorse? Is rhere 
not a contradiction here? 

SW: Nor really. Not only was no real change effected by Manley's attempt ar a 
uropian discominuiry based on the mimicry of Castro's model which had arisen out 
of his own existential historical situation but, unlike Barbados, we ended the decade in 
far worse shape than we had started out. While as far as the counrerruscourse of the 
popular is concerned, long before the advent of Manley it had begun ro emerge in its 
own terms. Already in the early sixties there is the explosive emergence of its 
alternative cultural imaginary, while its music is going to be carried by me market 
forces of American capitalism as well as by its technological innovations, all over the 
globe. We are seeing, long before the advent of Michael Manley, the emergence of 
what is going to be ska and reggae, as the popular begins to separate itSelf from the 
national - to emerge in its own right. This process begins about 1962, before the 
advent of Michael Manley. But it's with his advent thar you are going to have rhe 
deliberate manipulation of the popular, the attempt to make it a function of what is 
essentiaJlya new class, or bureaucratic bid for state power. Bur the point 1 am trying 
ro make is that the popular had already begun ro emerge as a black diasporic and 
global rather than purely narional current. 

DS: One could say, of course, thar rhere is a more sympathetic reading of at least the 
early Manley period, which would argue rhat rhere was perhaps manipulation indeed, 
and that manipulation is part of the nature of the two-parry representative democracy 
that we have, bur that one of the things that Michael Manley makes possible is the fUller 
emergence of the values of the popular into the public culrure ofJamaican sociery. 

SW: Yes, but as a new class form of pseudopopulism which co-opred the values of the 
popular to irs own purposes. Since you have read my 1972 essay "One Love", you will 
see that already [ had made rhe same critique. Since then [ have given the name of 
"theoretical cannibalism" to this strategy. And this strategy is especially tempting to 

the new bureaucradc class, which Michael Manley represented, and which is our class. 
That is, we, the highly educared middle classes defined by our ownership of 
intellectual, rather than money. capital. 

DS: Yes, I agree that is so, and [ quite agree that the postcolonial state enables this 
class to exercise irs hegemony on the public culture of Jamaican sociery. Had Viv 
Blake emerged, as you suggest, as leader of the PNP, there might have been greater 
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continuity with N.W. Manley's leadership of the party. But I want to press you on 
whether or not there isn't a tension for yotl between a criticism chat recognizes and 
seeks in some way to enable the voice of the popular and a polirical vision thar prefers 
the continuity with a political order thar in many ways is holding thar popular in a 
vice grip, to put ir slightly polemically. 

SW: A perceprive point, excellently pur. First, let me say thar rhe point of a criticism 
that seeks to enable the voice of the popular, of the liminal, ro be heard is to suggest 
tI,at that which holds the popular in a vice grip is nor ultimarely ti,e political order. 
Rather, it is the epistemological order of which criricism is a parr, the order which 
mandates the political order. In orher words, the buck stops with us, as Foucault's 
agents, if hitl,ertO non-consciously so, of power. But the second point that what we 
need to establish righr away is our different generational standpoints. Were I you, and 
had I grown up in Jamaica when you did, I would have had no memory of rhe 
colonial state. of the anticolonial struggle, because one of the most extraordinary 
things is ti,e way in which the entire anticolonial struggle allover the world and the vast 
dimensions of its impact, have been [Orally erased. So you have no continuity; in fact, you 
are now attempring to establish some kind of continuity through this interview. And so 
for you, Michael's coming and saying the rhings that he did resonared sttongly. They 
sounded new. I would perhaps have responded to it in rhe same way had I not 
experienced my own political awakening during the anticolonial struggles. So we see the 
situation of the seventies from different generational perspectives. Yet let me say this, 
however: I rather suspect that at whatever period we found ourselves, somchow Michael 
Manley would always be on one side, and I on ti,e other. 65 

OS: Your essay, "One Love", is published in this period.66 In it, you talk about an 
emerging Afro-Jamaicanism. And you invoke Amiri Baraka's remarks abour a frontier 
zone where an authentic black culture is preserved and which gives rise to black music. 
And you write, and I'm quoting, "the revindication of blackness, which is in a sense 
the revindication of the native, the revindication of the humanness of man, has taken 
place in the Caribbean each time that vast movements of social upheaval have pur the 

65 It is nOl imm:ucri3.1lo that a moving poetic tribute 10 N. W. Manlq- on [he occasion of his 
death. Sec her "A Tribute to Manley: Morilal for:ill Lost In.dcr''.JllmlliclI JourmJl3, no. 4 (Dcccmbcr 1969); 2--6. 
The long pocm is accompanied by a colour rcproduclion of Karl Parboosingh's well-known oil portrait. RI £Xct/bnt 
Norma" WashinfJon Manky. 

GG Sylvia Wynter, "One Love - RhelOric or Reality? Aspects of Afro-Jamaic;,nism". uribbtllll SluditJ 12, 110. 3 
(972), 64-97. 
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articulate section of the population in touch with this frontier zone. However 
intuitively. however sketchily. however inadequately .. 67 Is this what you are sensing 
about you in Jamaica? 

SW: In the seventies, it is the IC fromier zone" that is erupting inro rhe sociery. as it had 
begun to do from the sixties. So a counter-imaginary is beginning to impact on the 
larger sociecy. Now, for an order to exist, what 1 call rhe articulate section of the 
population must be normally engaged in at once legitimating and establishing the 
categories in wh ich this order sees irself and knows irself. This is a function of the 
articulate population. specifically of the intellectuals. in all human orders. But the way 
an order must know itself is in the adaptive terms that it needs to secure its own 
reproduction. So what this means is that normally the subjecrs of the order can never 
know the order as it really is. Rather. they must know it as it n"tis to be known, in 
order to secure its own existence. Second, jf you are intellectuals and artists who 
belong to a subordinated group. you are necessarily going to be educated in the 
scholarly paradigms of the group who dominate you. But these paradigms. whatever 
their other emancipatory attributes. must have always al"ady legitimated the 
subordination of your group. Must have even induced us ro accept our subordination 
through the mediation of their imaginary. I think that it was something of that that 
Derek WalCOtt is getting at when he says. look. what was real to us was what we got 
through books. Wordsworth's daffodils and so on; these were real because of the work 
of d,e imagination. because of the printed page. O"r reality was not real to us. The 
lignum vitae tree, rhe burning sun, rhe feel of it, didn't exist for us, imaginatively. 

But that other reality was lived and imagined by those on the frontier zone. the zone 
that was the negation of the order of the printed page. And at the same time d,ose who 
inhabited it were the negative antithesis. the devianrs to the norm of that very order that 
you as an intellectual were being forced to articulate. Now. you can Struggle to resolve that 
paradox. as Price-Mars did. or to manipulate it. as Duvalier did with vodun. 

OS: Yes. but part of that articulate section of the population. as you call it. is New 
World Quarterly. Savacou. intellectuals like yourself who are recognizillg the value and 
the possibility of a counter-zone in which there are values other than the values of 
dominant. Eurocentric Jamaican society. And this section of the population is coming 
inm contact wid) the froncier zone of ska, Rasrafari and so on. 

67 Ibid .. 66. 
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SW: Yes. I like your stress on the word other. Rather than, say, truer. Because that 
saves us from the trap of the Volkisch cum Ouvalieriste temptation. So something 
important is happening with this encounter. However tentarively. we are beginning to 

initiate the relativizatiorl of the values we have been trained to articulate. And at the 
same time, they, the people of the frontier zone, are beginning [Q aniculate this 
otherness themselves. So in ska, Rastafarianism, you are getting the articulation of a 
millenarian counter-order, explicitly so with the rise of Rasrafari. Now, all millenarian 
movements arise to counter the established order. They are always Zions to Babylons. 
Some scholars call these "discontinuous revelations" as against the ucontinuous 
revelation" on which all human orders are founded and stabilized. And the 
Rascafarians were projecting thjs encire conception of a New Zion. As you go about 
your business, you see all these Rasrafari paintings that I told YOll about, all around 
you on the steeees, the sidewalks, you are seei ng [hem (here, you are hearing ska and 
reggae music all about you, the heavy dread beat of the bass. The daffodils have 
disappeared. That was an explosive moment of breakthrough to a new imaginary. A 
popular imaginary now, no longer a national one. But all this preceded the 1 970s. 
This is rhe point. It is building lip on irs own momemum, in its very opposition (0 

what we have now established as the national dynamics, the national state. Yet what 
we have [0 remember here is [hat it is the earlier struggle for the national state. for a 
national space, and the sharp contradictions to which that led, that had now made 
possible the new momentum of the popular whose thrust will become, and especially 
so with Bob Marley, global. 

DS: At the same time in [hat article. you are suspicious of a certain inaurhentic 
evocation of blackness - "blackism", as you call it. Does the danger ofblackism, or the 
revindication of a black mystique, signal an imporrant shift in the terms of culmral 
struggle in the 19705' That is to say, in the 1960s, the danger may not have appeared 
to be the problem of a black mystique but the problem of a cerrain hegemonic 
EUfOcenrrism. Whereas in the 1970s the terms of cultural struggle have shifted and 
now the profound danger, or one profound danger, has to do with what you call 
blackism. Can you elaborate? 

SW: That's a key question. You see, for me, what I call blackism is. form of 
Ouvalierism. And in Haiti what did Ollvalier do? Againsr [he brown c.1Sre ruling elite 
who used their greater quotient of "white blood" and their non-blackness, to 
legitim.« their dominance, [he educated black e1i,es which Ouvalier belonged to, 

would not only deploy the sign of their blackness as a countersign. In add ition, they 
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were to manipulate the symbols of the neo-African religion of vodun in order to 

displace the ruling brown elite with their ruling black elite. Blackism, like brownism, 
is therefore a weapon in the struggle for hegemony between members of [he educated 
middle classes. So this was the same thing that I saw was happening in Jamaica in 
1972 when I wrote the essay "One Love". At least this was how it appeared to me. 
You see, you must remember that when I was a child growing up, Michael Manley 
and I would never have lived in [he same world. Not because I was poor and he was 
nO[j rather, because on the colour scale I was tOO dark. Now, I would have been son 
of in the middle, but you have to wlderstand that someone like Michael Manley and 
his family represents what embodies the norm of a ranking-rule even more rigorous 
than that of the colour line. They represented what the WASPs represent in the 
United States.G8 We tend to forget that in an ex-British colony like Jamaica, 
hegemony was not merely defined by the colour white but rather by the entire 
WASP/English complex. Only its style of life, its mode of being, was truly normative. 
So you can imagine how it would have seemed to me when suddenly Michael Manley 
has begun to manipulate the symbols of Rastafari - d,e emperor of Ethiopia, he said, 
had given him a correcting rod with which to sweep his JLP opponents out of office! 
So to me, then, he is manipulating d,e very sign that functions in Jamaica as the 
liminaJly deviant sign to that of WASP ness. This is when the movement of 
neo-Duvalieriste bourgeois blackism that I write about in the essay first emerged fully 
in Jamaica. 

DS: Sylvia, you leave Janlaica in 1974, I believe. If I may ask, what prompts this? 

SW: It's very interesting. I often wonder about the way one's life works itself out. In 
London, in I 960-{)] , I felt I must come back because we were becoming independent 
so J've gOt to do sometning, help build. So I go to Guyana, then to Jamaica, and I 
genuinely never thought [ would ever leave it again. Then this black civil rights 
struggle, rhe whole black movement against segregation and so on, explodes in rhe 
United States. Then in its wake, a plurality of the movements springing up 
spontaneously, and a profound intellectual questioning begins to take shape in the 
United States. All the questions [ had been pursuing, such as the why of Govei.s 
"ranking rule", now took ceoue stage. So I was invited co conferences being held here 
[in the United Scares]. I remember my first conference was at [he Scare University of 

68 WASP: the acronym sI3nds for Whitt, Anglo-Saxon. Pro(t5f3nr. 
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New York. Binghamton. That was the first conference that had been held in modern 
times on the idea of Africa and the African diaspora. From that I was invited to other 
conferences. then asked by the University of Michigan to give a graduate seminar 
there on literature and society in the Third World. I remember that I also gave a 
lecture or two on the emergence of Rasrafarianism in Jamaica. bur in general we 
examined the wrirten modern literature that had emerged in the Third World. We 
attempted to identify the major thematics. their parallels and divergences in the 
context of the relation of their societies to the dominant FirSt World of the West. It 
was a wonderful experience. At the University of the WeSt Indies I had never had the 
freedom to do rhat kind of thinking as part of my everyday academic work. 

OS: Which is the first university that you come to in the US' 

SW: The University of Michigan. I came for a quarter. I think that would have been in 
1971-72 or thereabouts. I know it's in the early 1970s because I left Jamaica in 1974. 

OS: And then you go from Michigan back to Jamaic.1? 

SW: [ go back to Jamaica. But then. as a result of that. I got several offers to teach in 
the US. One was from the University of Californ ia. San Diego [UCSD). They were in 
the process of setting up a programme. "Literature and Society in the Third World". 
and they brought me here. The black American woman writer Sherley Anne Williams 
was head of the new programme. She was part of the then "Third World" group that 
had thought it up. 

OS: Was Frederic Jameson involved at that time?69 

SW: Jameson was there, as welJ as many other outstanding literary critics, either there 
or coming as Visiting Professors. UCSD had a very vibrant Department of Literature 
at that timej it was at the peak of its fame. Jameson was a truly stimulating influence, 
and a very helpful colleague. We were able to work with an excellent set of graduate 
students. That was going to be a wonderful period for me. The intellectual 
questioning of the sixties was sti ll there, though it was co as quickly disappear. But in 
that hiatus, I was now able co design new courses CO address the questions that I had 
no space in my teaching at UW1 to address. That really began a new phase in my life. 

69 FrederiC Jameson an influential Marxist cultural criric. Among his Itl.:l.ny an: Tilt UncomdofIJ: 
NarTUlilJf.' tJJ U Socially Symbolic Act (IthaC3: Cornc=ll University Press, 1981). Lau Marxi;m: Adorno. or, 
Pmisunu (London: Verso, 1990). PosrmoikrniJm, or, lIN Gil/rural Logic ofLIU GtpitaliJm (Durham: 
Duke Univcrsiry Press, 1991). and, most recently. Brtcht QJld (Nt'W York: Verso, 1998), 
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DS: By the middle to late 1970s there is a very clear shift taking place in your 
thought. On the one hand, the Caribbean seems less and less the specific focus of 
explicit concern and more an instance of a larger problem; and on the other, the 
historical canvas on which your argument is being laid out is considerably deepened. 
Before we get to the positive character of that project, tell me if you can what i[ was 
that shaped your dissatisfaction with your approach to, or your understanding of, 
culCUIe and society? 

SW: I would say, coming to the United S[ares, coming to UCSD, 1 began to learn 
something of the complexiry of the sociery of the United States itself. Above all, J 
began to experience the entirely different nature of what it is to be something called 
"black" in [his sociery, as distinct from in Jamaica, in the Caribbean. Because, you see, 
in Jamaica, for the Rastafarians, for example, blackness is a sign that they must 
cOIlS[anrly resemanticize/revalue. Bur {he negation of their human dignity is not JUSt 
because of their blackness. I[ is also because of their jobless status, their institutional 
poverty and joblessness, their a1ways-discriminated-against deviant status. The fact 
that as they assen themselves with their revalued symbols they become the objects of 
suspicion to the police, who, although black themselves, were always anxious to secure 
[heir middle-class status by purring visible distance between themselves and the black 
and poor Other of the Rasrafari. In Jamaica, middle c1assness cancels our the 
negativity of the sign of blackness. But in the US this is not so. As Fanon noted, in the 
US, the black American never ceases to find himself or herself contested. That is what 
J came to experience: the fact [hat the United Stares is itself based on the insistent 
negation of black identity, the obsessive hypervaluation of being whire. For being 
American in post-Civil War US is being white, being above all, not-black. The totaliry 
of this negation was something new to me! While in Jamaica, being middle class or 
being brown-black offers escape hatches, in the US there is no escape-hatch from [he 
metaphysical burden of bei ng black. And note that black means to be of African 
descent. whether you are mixed or unmixed That is what makes it a cuLturaL value 
category. While to be white means you must be of Indo-European descent and be 
unmixed, be upure", without utaint" of "Negro blood". But these are culrural 
categories which both groups are insticutionally made [Q experience as if (hey were, 
indeed, biological ones. 
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HISTORY IN THE AGE OF MAN 

D5: I now want to come to the conception of history that is part and parcel of your 
current work, and which one begins to see emerging at the end of the 1970s, and 
through the 1980s. In this conception history is organized, much as Michel Foucault 
suggests, as a seties of epistemic breaks, or mutations, beginning in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries. Can you tell me, in sort of outline, what this conception of 
historical breaks is and also what its significance is? 

SW: Well, I mentioned earlier that I felt that when Lloyd Best came up with the idea 
that we should begin a line of inquiry which began with the plantadon system 
established in the Caribbean from the early decades of the sixteenth century, then 
think through the complex of categories that had arisen from the terms on which it 
had been initially instituted, I have always regrerted that we didn'r find a way ro make 
that happen. Perhaps it couldn't have happened then. But coming to teach in the US 
and being able to reach courses which had to do with the Caribbean as a whole, the 
black Mrican diaspora as a whole, even, at the beginning, the Third World as a whole, 
I found that I was now going to be forced to begin to rethink the origins of the 
modern world and, with it, the origins of different c."egories of people. For these 
categories had not existed before the West's global expansion and its forcible 
incotporation of the peoples and cultures it met up with into its own now secularizing 
Judaeo-Christian cultural field. 50 now we see rhese categories emerging that had 
never existed before - whites who see themselves as "true" men, <lccue" women, while 
theit Others, the "untrue" men/women, were now labelled as indiolinditts (Indians) 
and as negroslnegrtts. For what we must also note here, is that at the beginning of the 
modern world, the only women we.re white and Western. Enslaved African women 
were classified and instituted as negras, the feminine form of negros. The same with the 
indigenous women of the Caribbean and the Americas who were classified as inditts, 
the feminine form of indios. So then you had [fUe women on one side, me women of 
the settler population, and on the other you had Indianwomen and Negrowomen. 
Then, with the second wave oflate eighteenth century and nineteenth century 
imperialism, you now had the true women of the colonizer/settlers on the one hand, 
and norivewomen on the other. You see, I am suggesting that from the very origin of 
the modern world, of the Western world system, there were never simply "men" and 
"women". Rather there was, on the one hand, Man, as invented in the sixteenth 
century by Europe, as Foucault notes, and then, on the other hand, Man's human 
Others, as also invented by Europeans at the same time, as the anthropologist Jacob 
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Pandian poims ou[.70 So my periodization of history would begi n with rhe origin of 
the modern world, would begin wirh an origin based on the emergence of those 
categories, with their invention by the Wesr. Yet [Q put forward such a periodizatio ll , 
I would also have to begin by asking mysel F. What had been the narure of the vaS[ 
change by which Larin C hristian Europe, a religious emiry, had come to reinvenr itself 
as the secular West? What was it thar had led ro, then enabled, the sustained dynamic 
of the brillianr intellectual breakrhroughs by means of which these people had gone 
on to take over the world, drawing all the rest of us willy-nilly into a new order that 
they still continue to defin e, catego rize and, indeed, ro control? W hat was it that they 
had done differently from all other human groups? T hat was a very important shift. 
Because you move beyond reSnltment, beyond a feeling of anger at the thought of how 
much the population ro which you belong has been made to pay fo r their rise ro 
world dominance, and instead you ask: How d id they do it? Because, if they did it, 
how can the West, the always native O ther to the tfUe human o f their Man, 
set o ut [0 transfo rm . in QUf [Urn. a world in which we must al l remain always 
somewhat Other to the "true" human in thei r terms? 

So the dilemma you confront here is that if you are ro transform their world, you 
will have ro be first able to appreciate the dimension of the kind of intellectual 
bteakthroughs that rhey must have made ro bring it in ro existence. T hen you see rl1at 
what is usually taught in literary courses in school and universiry under the name of 
Renaissance humanism is o nly a very parcial aspect, and was not what that movement 
had been fundamental ly abour at all . For what Renaissance humanism was ro effect 
was an extraordinary rupture at the level of ri,e human species as a whole. I have dealt 
wi th the nature of this epochal break in some of my recent essaysll But in addition, 
some innovat ive work now be ing do ne by archaeo-asu o no mers is also beginning to 

throw light on what the nature of this shift was. What they have proved is that in 
every human order. from rhe smallest hunter-gatherer gro ups one can imagine, to 

those of large-scale civilizations such as that of Egypt and C hina, all had mapped the 
structuring principle o f their societies, onto (he heavenly bodies, onto me regularities 
of their movements. And they did that so rl13r in that way they could supernaturally 

70 SttJacob Pandian. AnrJJropology and WaUro Tranitilm: ToUNJrt/s an Arlthentlc Anthropology (Prospect Heights. 
Ill.: Waveland Press. 1985). 

7 1 These essays "Colu mbus and Poetics of the l"ropur No!", Annals afScholarship 8, no. 2 (199 1): 25 1-86 
(special issue, "Discovering Columbus" by Djebl Kadir), and "Columbus. Ocean and Fables 11131 
Stir rhe Mind: To Reinvent me Study of let(ers", in fltn/;t'S of/hr Amu;cllS: Rau. For",nillg a"n Tamality. 
B:linard Cow:tn and Jdft.rson Humphries (Batoll Rouge: louisiana Sene Un iversity Prcs.s. 1997). 
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guarantee and mandate the ostensibly extra-humanly structuring principles that they 
themselves had invented.72 With the result that all such astronomies, however 
sophisticated. were necessarily ernnoastronomies. 

This included Greek astronomy which Christian medieval Europe had inherited. 
Since in spite of all its breakthroughs up to and including Ptolemy, the pre-analytic 
premise of a value divide between heaven and earth had been maintained. This was 
the same divide on which Latin-Christian Europe would map irs own structuring 
spirit/flesh principle. So the Redeemed Spirit is mapped OntO the incorruptible 
heavens, onto their celestial realm, while the Fallen Flesh is mapped OntO the earth or 
terrestrial realm. As the abode of fallen mankind, the earth has to be fixed and 
non-moving at the centre of the universe, as its dregs. So it's this value division. 
between spirit/flesh, heaven and earth, that is dle structuring principle about whicll 
the society of medieval Europe will organize itself in order to represent itself as if it 
were supernaturally ordeted. And it is this belief system that Copernicus is going to 
shatter with his thesis that the earth also moved about the heavens. This was the 
shattering that was to make possible, eventually, the rise of a scientific astronomy. 
then, gradually, of the natural sciences. 

So how did this happen? Several scholars have shown that Copernicus's 
breakthrough could only have been made in the wake of the earlier humanists' 
invention of a revalorized natural Man in the place of Christianity's fallen creature. So 
now it is Man as a subject for whose existence the earth will no longer have to be 
known as his non-moving degraded fallen abode. This is the break that Foucault 
refers to when he wrote of Western Europe's invention of Man in the sixteenrh 
century. But that was not all there was to it. As Pandian reminds us, the West was 
to be able to reinvent its tru, Christian "/fas that of Man only because, at the 
same time, Western discourses, such as that of anthropology, were also inventing 
the tmtru, Other of the Christian self, as that of Man's human Others. So 
indios/indios/Indians in the mcomien,,", neo-serf labour institution and 
negroslnegraslNegroes in the plantation slave labour institution were now to be 
classified, in Western terms, as the human Others to the West's self-conception in 
the terms of Man as a rational being and political subject. However, the 
rationalliffationa! structuring principle of the posrmedieval order of the state 

72 TIle reference here is [Q Edwin C. Krupp, SJrywaICbm. ShamanJ, and Kings: Asmmomy and Iht Archatowt:J of PO/lXT 
(New York: Wiley, 1979). 
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could not be mapped any longer o n the physical cosmos. So it is mapped instead on 
the value divide projected as existing between rational humans and non-rational 
animals. Then along comes the Darwinian revolution, with its new half-scientific. 
half-mythic Origin Narrative of Evolution. and sweeps away this value difference 
between humans and animals. It is in the wake of this that bourgeois intellectuals are 
going to redefine Man in purely secular. because biological. terms. By placing human 
origins totally in evolution and natural selection. they are going to be able to map 
the structuring principle of their now bourgeois social structure, thaI of the selected 
versus dysselected. the evolved versus non-evolved. on the only Still extra-humanly 
determined order of difference which was left available in the wake of the rise of 
the physical and. after Darwin. of the biological, sciences. This is the difference 
that was provided by rhe human heredirary variarions which we classify as rdas. 
This is where Du Bois's colour line comes in. And while ir is drawn between rhe 
Indo-European somarorype. on the one hand. and the Banru-African somatotype 
on rhe other. all orher non-white groups will be co-classified wirh the laner. if to 
less extreme and varying degrees. 

So what we are going co find now is that it is me category of "narives" and 
"niggers" thar will be made ro function as rhe embodiment of the human Orber ro 
rhis now purely biologized and bourgeois conception of the human. Now. this is very. 
very imponant, the recognidon that Qur Otherness creates not so much a white 
idencity as a bourgeois identity, with whitentss serving, tOgether with non-whiteness 
and blackness. as a parr of rotemic signifying complex. Bur as one whose indispensable 
funcrion is ro suggeSt that the value difference between (bourgeois) Man and its 
working-class Orbers is as supraculturally and exna-humanly ordained as is the 
projected value difference between Indo-European peoples and all native peoples. at 
its moSt roral. between white and black. 

os: So there is. Sylvia. an initial break through which the modern world emerges. 
And that break has in part to do wirh a shift from a rheocenrricity ro an emerging 
secular conception, and a secular conception which is also rhe eme.rgence of the 
modern political subject. 

SW: Yes. precisely. This is all going co be entirely new. in that before the initial break. 
you have in Europe a theocenrric conception of the human which is sustained by the 
order of knowledge centred on a discourse of theological absolurism. 

OS: Which characterizes nor simply Europe. 
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SW: Yes, every sociery that has ever existed, if in differing forms. So one can speak 
in general terms of a supernatural absolutism, whether of polytheistic ancestors or 
of monotheism's single and absolute God(s). So here we are beginning to approach 
a history of the human itself. That is why the ruptute that now occurs takes place 
both in the context of the local history of the West as well as in that of the species 
itself. For this rupture is that of the de",pernaturaiizing of our modes of being 
human. 

DS: The "de-godding" of the world, as you've also put it. 

sw: Yes, the de-godding of the world. 1 use that term, or the term 
desuperl1t1turalizing, in order to move outside the tefm secular, which is itself a 
Judaeo-Christian cultural term. Secular meaJlS to be inside post-Adamic fallen time, as 
against eternal time, which was conceived as [he only real time. That was why, in the 
terms of the medieval scholastic order of knowledge, access to truth could only be had 
through the theologically absolute paradigms, yet it was these very paradigms that 
served to legitimate the hegemony of the chutch over the lay world of the state, and of 
the clergy intelligentsia over the lay intelligentsia. So if you were a lay intellectual, 
however accomplished a scholar you were, you had to think in paradigms which 
served to confirm the hegemony of the church over the lay world. So this is why the 
rise of the modern European state and its challenge to the hegemony of the church 
will be linked to the new civic humanist paradigms of political thinkers like 
Machiavelli and others, since what they do is to go back to Greco-Roman thought in 
order to define the political subject of the state outside the terms of theology, and 
thereby to invent political Man. This invention of Man, by the way, is what the artists 
and the writers of the sixteenth century are also doing. When you read Cervantes, 
when you read Shakespeare, it is not, as Bloom says, the invention of the human that 
is at issue73 It is the invention of the first de-gadded Man that we are seei ng in 
Prospero, and in Caliban who is his Other. 

Let us hold onto the Prospero/Caliban dramatic figures for a minute, then rei ate 
them to Pandian's Man/human Others real-life referents; that is. to European senlers 
on the one hand then Indians and Negroes on the other. Now, let us focus on a key 
point made by Jean-Fran,ois Lyatard in his recent essay Heidegger and the JIMr. It is 
not, Lyorard tells us, as men, women and children that the Jews of Europe were 

73 The: reference is to Harold Bloom, Shalwpeare: The Invmtif)lI of the Hum4n (NC!w York: Riverhe:!.d Books. 1998). 
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almost exterminated by the Nazis. It was as "the name of what is evil,,? 4 Now, ler us 
link that to Aime <:esai re's poi nt in Discourse on Colonialism where he says that the 
shock with the Holocaust is that rhe victims were white. He says rhat, in effect, before 
the Holocaust j the same exterminations had been carried out against non-white 
natives, that the "name of what is evil", in the purely biological terms used by rhe 
Nazis, had been put in place in its matrix form outside Europe. From there it had 
boomeranged back to Europe itself. 

DS: At the end of the blind alley rhat is Europe, there is Hitler?5 

SW: At the end of the blind alley, there is Hider. So let us look again at Lyotard's 
concept ofurhe name of what is evil", so as [Q reinforce the periodizarion that I am 
trying to put forward. Now, if we go back to the medieval order of Latin C hristian 
Europe, we find it is the Jews who are made to embody rhe fundamental "name of 
what is evil" in Christianity's conception. In this conception. the Jew is the deicide. 
rhe Christ-killer, the obdurate C hrist-refuser. So in times of crisis, it is the Jew who is 
massacred. For in mat medievai-aIis[Qcraric world. in its theological conception of the 
human, d,e Jew is rhe liminal ly deviant figure, the scapegoat. Then, in sixteenrh- and 
seventeenth-century Spain, as rhe state centralizes itself, working in tandem wirh the 
church, the true political subject of the state is identified as ti,e Spaniard of 
Spanish-Christian hereditary descent. So the Jewish convert, like the Moorish 
CDnvens (or conversos) ro Ch ristianity. is now classified at one and the same time as a 
potentially " unclean" Christian and un-Spanish political subject. Borh now come to 
embody rhe "name of what is evil" inside monarchical Iberian Europe. Outside 
Europe, at the same time, however, a more global "name of what is evil" is being put 
in place: Cali ban is its dramatic projection. The "Indians" in the encomienda, the 
"Negroes" in the slave plantation are its real-life referent - as will be the Mad in 
Europe. No longer in rheological terms but in secular politico-juridical terms. So 
Indians and Negroes are expropriated and enslaved, while in Europe, the Mad are 
interned, not as men, women and ch ildren bur as the embodiment of the 
by-nature- irrational "name of what is evil", For the first two are now seeable as justly 

74 S<:<: Je:.n-Frnnl;:ois lyotard. alld theJeWl. tr.lOS. Andreas Michel and Mark RobertS (Minneapolis: 
Univ<:rsiry of Minnesota Prw, 1990). 

75 -rn<: parnphrns<: is from C6-:tir<:, DiscoUTU on Cokmialism, 15. The F.unous pasS3gc' reads: "Whether one likes it or 
not, at the end of m<: blind alley that is Europe, I m<:an the Europe of Adenau<:r. Schuman. Bidault, and a few 
mh<:rs. there is Hider. At the end of Clpiralism. which is <:agc'r 10 outlive ils day. there. is Hitler. At the end of 
formaJ humanism:md philosophic renunciarion. there is Hitl<:r." 
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masrered by rhe "by namre" rarional European sercier. rhe rhird as justly imerned by 
the normally rational. 

Whor I wam us to hold onto here is that while the characteristic of being of 
Jewish or Moorish creedal descent inside Europe. or being of non-European descent 
outside Europe, is a signifier: what is being signified in both cases, as in the case of the 
Mad. is the "name of what is evil". So thar when in the nineteemh century the 
characteristic of blackness. of non-whiteness as well as the charaC[eristic of Jewish ness. 
now, in terms of their ostensibly Afro-Asian mongrel breed descent, what is being 
constituted here is a now purely biological. non-theological name of what is evil. So 
what does this mean? This means that although we. too. as blacks/niggers. or 
non-white natives. like the Jew inside Nazi Germany. have been made to 
instimtionally embody the new biological name of what is evil. we are not going to be 
able to reduce rhat "name of whar is evil" to ourselves - even rho ugh we will always be 
rempted to. But if we look at the Holocaust and see that the Jews were exterminated. 
as Lyotard says. as the embodimem. in its extreme form. of the category "life 
unworthy of life". we can then see why orher "undermen" such as Gypsies. Slavs. 
Poles, homosexuals, the handicapped, mentally ill, and so on, were also exterminated. 
And this was so even though the most totally "unworthy" remained the "Jew". as in 
the US the most torally "unworthy" remains the black. So what I wanr us to hold 
onto here. above all else. is rhe following fact: that to think the name of whar is evil in 
biologicaL terms, whether in the terms of the Nazi's "life unworthy of life" or, as in the 
recem reflns of rhe bell curve. as rhat of "dysgenic humans" (a category comprised in 
rhe US of blacks. Larinos. Indians as well as rhe transcacial group of rhe poor. the 
jobless. rhe homeless. rhe incarceratedl. you are only able co do so within rhe 
hegemonic terms of our present bioceneric and bourgeois conception of what it is to 

be human. of its "name of whar is good". 

OS: Bur back up, though. because there emerges in the sixteenth century a certain 
kind of secularization, right? That secularization is nor yet biocenrric. 

SW: No! Very good. Not yet. 

OS: Thar secularizarion reses on whar you call a differel1r code than the cosmological. 
rhe theocentric. Whar is rhat code rhat emerges rhen. and how does rhar code irself 
become transformed inro the code of race-biocentricity of the nineteenth century? 

SW: Okay. Remember that rhe organizing principle of medieval sociery had been rhe 
spiritlflesh code. rhe clergy/lairy code - and Jacques Le GofFs book The Medieval 
Imagination brilliancly captures rhar.76 The clergy. because ceiibare and freed from 
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Adamic sin, actualizes the Redeemed Spirit, as does the church. The laity, married 
men and women, actualized the Fallen Flesh, as does the state. So now, for the state to 
become hegemonic, for the theological absolutism of the discourse which legitimates 
the hegemony of the church/clergy to be replaced, eventually, by the political 
absolutism of a Hobbesian-type discourse, for a Prospero and a Cali ban to be made 
possible, there has to be a shift out of the theocentric mode of bei ng human and, 
therefore, out of what N.J. Girardot idenrifies as the "formularion of a general order 
of existence" that is common to all religions. Now, all such formulations, Girardot 
says, are based on a posrulate of "significam ill", thar can only be cured by the "plan of 
salvation", of the ultimate goal able to effect that "cure",n Thar is, as long as you 
follow the behaviours that the plan of salvation of the specific religion prescribes. So 
what we are dealing with here are behaviour ptogramming (because behaviour 
motivaring and demotivating) schemas. And because the "significant ill" of rhe 
Judaeo-Christian religion was thar of original sin, with the cure only made possible by 
the medieval subject's following the plan of salvarion prescribed by the church/clergy, 
and by his or her striving to attain to rhe ulrimare other-worldly goal of erernal 
salvation in rhe City of God, the c;v;tas de;, there would have been no way wharsoever 
within the terms of that formulation thar the lay world and the srare could not have 
found themselves subordinared to the world of the church/clergy. It was all sewn up! 
So what are we going to see here? We are going to see that as the condition of that 
firsr epochal break there is going to be a reformulation of the J udaeo-Christian 
formulation, a shift ftom the ulrimate goal of attaining to rhe civitas de;, the City of 
God, to that of attaining to the this-worlclly goal of rhe civitas secttlar;s, the secul,r 
city. Thar is the goal now of securing the stability, order and terrirorial expansion of 
the state, in a competitive rivalry with other Christian European states. So you are 
now primarily a political subjecr of the state; you are not, as before, primarily a 
religious subject of the church. The anxiety of the "significant ill" that you experience, 
therefore, is now nor so much rhat of your being enslaved to original sin. Your anxiety 
now is that of being enslaved to the irrational aspects of your "state of narure", human 
nature. The plan of salvation able to cure that "significant ill" now calls for you to 
behave according to the laws of the stare, to put rhe common good of the state, its 
order and stabil ity, over your private good. Just as Prospero does when he represses his 

76 Jacques Le Goff, TIN Mr:ditval imaginarion. trans. A. (Chicago: Univc.rs ity of Chicago Press. 1988). 
77 See N.J. Girardot, Myth and Mnming in Early TIll)i.sm (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983). 
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anger and seeks to restore the threatened order of me state rather chan [Q give in co his 
"irrational" particularistic passion for revenge. Yet the paradox to note here is that it is 
that very "common good" of the state that wi ll c.1l! for the expropriation/C!l1siavenl.ent 
of Cali ban. And that reasons-of-state behavioural imperative and ethic is going to be 
hegemonic until the end of the eighteenth century. This is because the code now is 
rational/irrational, in place of that of spirit/flesh. Since, in the terms of the new 
reformulation, while we are still created by God, Nature has begun to take 
cenere-stage as God's agent on earth. As He recedes into the distance, the 
pre-Darwinian discourse of natural theology serves to hold the religio-secular 
contradiction rogemer! 

However, what we must emphasize here is that in the terms of that 
reasons-of-state code, while the Negro-as-slave is projected as the missing link between 
rational humans and irrational animals, the "ill", the "name of what is evil" is still that 
of a negative degree of rationality, not yet U13t of a negative degree of being human. 
To be the "name of what is evil" is to be mbrationa/, not yet to be mbhumatl. So it 
will only be with the shift in the nineteenth century that we would come to 

experience ourselves in the terms of the bourgeois Origin Narrative of Evolution and 
natural selection, and therefore come to be able [Q think that there can be humans 
who can be not quite human. So it is only this new biological conception of being 
human that would make it possible for US to think "the nanle of what is evil" as that 
of being dysgmic, that is, in terms of a "significant ill " defined as that of dysgenicity or 
of "life unworthy of life". This is not arbitraty. The new code is now that of 
eugenic/dysgenic, selected/dysselected, in the place of the earlier rational/irrational as 
well as of Ulat of the spiritlnesh. And this new code, and the reformulation from 
whidl. it comes, will serve to legitimate the hegemony of the Western bourgeoisie as a 
ruling group, in rhe same way as the rational/irrational code had legitimated that of 
the landed gentry, the owners of landed wealth, who in the Americas, the Caribbean, 
were also the owners of plantations, of slaves. 

Why, then, you wi ll ask, specifical ly eugenic/dysgenic? Because it is the 
intellectuals of the bourgeoisie, from Adam Smith and Malthus to Darwin and 
Ricardo, that will spearhead the second intellectual revolution of humanism, this time 
a bioeconomic or liberal humanism. Now, this is so because the bourgeoisie. as a 
ruling group, can in no way base its claim to rule, as all other such groups before had 
done, on its nobility of blood, birth, and line of descent. So it is going to effect a 
mutation, [Q base its claim. after Darwin, on its bioevolurionary or selec[ed eugenic 
line of descent. So we are now moving from rational/irrational to 
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evolved/non-evolved, se/ected/dysse/ected. And here we come to the crux of the 
marter. This code is going to be mapped upon the extra-humanly determi ned 
difference of somatotypes between what Du Bois calls the "lighter and me darker 
races", o r the colour line. So chis will be enacted as a code, not o nly as berween whi te 
and black in the apartheid systems of the US and of South Africa, but also in the 
colonizer/colonized or the serrler/native dichotomous relation allover the world. Ali 
o ver the world. Then it will return [0 Europe, co be enacted in irs extreme form as a 
relation of dominance/subo rdination between, on rhe one hand, the Aryan master 
race and its "life unwonhy o f life" others. on the adler. 

OS: And this, for you, is the moment when race comes to be me code through which 
one not si mply knows what human being is, bur experiences being. 

SW: Very well put. Had I been a European who lived in the Middle Ages I would 
have experienced myself in rhe rheological rerms of being a true C hristian. I wouJd not 
have experienced myself i n biological terms as I now do. 

OS: I want to bring back the question of gender here, because you often appear in 
responding co criticisms of you regarding gender, feminist criticisms of you, by 
suggesti ng that gender ought to be seen strategically as subordinate in the course of 
cultural-political struggles. But one has the sense, reading you and listening to you, 
that the issue is not so much a strategic question of the subordinate place of the 
concept of gender but that race has a fundamental priority because of the place of race 
in rhe epistemic break rhat you point to. So that there is a foundationaL 
epistemological priority of race vis-a-vis gender. 

SW: Exactly. And I think mere are three poims I want to make here. I want us to go 
back to Lyotard's concept of"tl1e name of what is evil". Now, "the name of what is 
evil" is inseparable from "the name of whar is good". So I'm going to suggesr mar 
whar we are dealing wirh here is an object of knowledge rhat can in no way normally 
exiS[ within rhe ground or regime of truth of our present epistemological order. Now, 
th is new object that I have adapted from Fanon's Black Skin, White Masks is one d1at I 
call me governing sociogenic principLe - but let us call it, for d,e moment, the masrer 
code of symbolic life and death. For what I'm suggesting here is that ir is this 
principle/code that is constitutive of the multiple and varying genres of the human in 
the terms of which we can alone experience ou.rselves as human. Bur let's come back to 
gender. Gender fun ccioned as an emancipacory opening for me. Because fo r a lo ng 
while the debate had become srerile. It was either race first or class fi rst. We were 
Stuck. T here was no opening. Then with the sixties' movements, the rise of feminism. 
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whose dominant vanguard was going [0 be Euro-American - especially professional-
women, nor married women who depend on their husbands bur pro fissional women, 
something new came inro the picture. For here was a group of women who, while 
privileged like their male peers in terms of race and class, experienced the anomaly of 
tI,eir gender dysprivilege vis-a-vis these male peers, and especially so with respect to 

their professional careers, with such sbarpness, tI,at they would blow the race/class, 
either/or wide open. Note the paradox: Because they could experience the issue of 
gender from their already privileged perspective as an urgent and unique issue, they 
introduced an entirely new opening. 

So they created the concept of patriarchy. Now, patriarchy is, of course, a 
theoretical fiction, but it is saying someth ing crucia1. It is saying that it is not just a 
matter of the mode of economic produccion, as Marxists would have it. Ramer, it is a 
matter of the production of the contemporary social order itself, and in the specific 
way which cal led for gender roles in which being male, vis-a-vis beingftma/e, was 
already privileged. So that original mom em of feminism, as it emerged in ti,e opening 
provided it by the black, non-white and other social protest movements of the sixties, 
held a tremendously rransformarive promise. For as feminist theoriscs began [Q 

elaborate th is construct patriarchy, they had begun [0 point [0 the phenomenon that 
the anthropologist Godelier only recendy identified?8 This is that while it is we 
humans who ourselves produce our social orders. and are in realiry its authors and its 
agents, we also produce, at the same time, the mechanisms of occultation which serve 
to keep this fact opaque to ourselves. So why these mechanisms? So rhat we can 
continue to attribute the authorship of our societies, its role allocations, its social 
hierarchies and divisions of labours, and inequalities to "imaginary beings" such as the 
ancestors, the gods, God. That we can represent [hem. in other words. as 
extra-humanly or supernatllrally mandated. But this has been no less the case with our 
now purely secular case, since we atuibute what we now invent and institute to (he 
"imaginary being" of evolution/natural selection as the ostensibly direct agenuaurhor 
of the structures/ roles of our contemporary bourgeois order of things. Think of it! As 
ifin the millions of years of evolution's functioning, an agencycaJJed natural seleccion 
had had nothing better to do than to mandate the supposed beU curve on which this 
order is imagined to be, supraclllturally, built! 

78 Sec Maurice Godelier, Enigma Gift, trans. Nora Scon (ChiClgo: Universiry of Chicago Press, 1999). 
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So. what the feminists were now doing as they elaborated their construct of 
patriarchy was that they were refusing our collective projection of agency and 
authorsh ip to imaginary beings. They are saying. No! Patriarchy is an invention of 
men. So they are revealing one of the mechanisms of occultation. the one which has to 

do with gender roles by means of which we hide from ourselves the faCt that it is we 
ourselves. all of liS and not only men. who individually and collectively institute and 
keep in being nOt only gender but all such roles! 

This was rhe opening that the feminists made in their original creative sixties' 
phase. In faCt. even before the sixties' feminist movement. if you go back and read that 
powerful 1929 essay. A Room of One; Own. by Virginia Woolf. you can see that it is 
this Godelier-rype issue. as it applies to gender roles. that she is already opening. 

So how did 1 come to be able to enter through that opening. to take advantage of 
that breach? In the early eighties I spent a year on a fellowship at the National 
Endowment for the Humanities Center at Research Park Triangle. North Carolina. 
The project I was to work on was a book in which I wanted ro bring together the vast 
material I had collected on the representations of black peoples in European literature 
and thought from the Middle Ages until today. That was what 1 started out doing at 
the centre. But that year there were quite a few feminists there. Now, as we interacted 
intellectually. 1 began to be struck by the fact that the terms in which these highly 
privileged women were being negated. that is. their stigmatization as being 
intellectualry deficie711 compared to men. were the same terms in which black people in 
general were being negated. if far more tOtally so in our case. Indeed. in which the 
working class is also negated! $0 I began to ask. Why this similarity? And why these 
specific terms? What systemic function did they. do they. serve? Seeking the answer to 

that question would determine everything I would write from then on. So as you can 
see, there was never any hostiliry on my parr to feminism as jt erupted in its original 
creative phase. I welcomed the opening they had brought. Especially the fact that in 
order to understand the role of gender relations they had to go back to the very origin 
of human societies. thereby opening a new frontier OntO our self-knowledge as human 
beings. And in that aspect 1 was to follow in their footsteps. The difference between 
us, however, is that rhey would continue to see gender as a supraculrurai 
phenomenon. and therefore as a universal whose terms could be the same for all 
human groups. This led them to base their theories on a category mistake. to take a 
member of the class. gender roles. as if it were the class itself. With the result that by 
means of this strategy they were able to make an issue specific to the already highly 
privileged members of our soeiery. that is to white and non-white middle class. largely 
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professional women, as if this issue were both either fully equitable with or hegemonic 
over [he issues specific to the vast majority of the more extremely underprivileged 
members of society! Yet the moment that you look at it from the perspective of that 
vast majority, you can recognize that the phenomenon of gender, while a foundational 
archetype unique [0 our situation as humans. nevertheless is irself only member of 
a class, a class of somtthing el". So what was/is this something else, this class of which 
the phenomenon of gender is a member? This question then took me to Fanon, to his 
redefinition of the human, as being defined by phylogeny, ontogeny, sociogeny. And 
therefore, as biological beings who can only experience ourselves as human, through 
the mediation of culture-specific masks. 

So then I asked myself, What if that something else, of which the phenomenon of 
gender is a member, was that of Fanon's masks' That is, of the governing sociogenic 
principle that is a characteristic of our vatying verbally defined modes of being 
human, and in whose terms we experience ourselves as humans, as for example, the 
governing genomic principle of a bat is specific to its experiencing of itself as such a 
mode of purely organic being? It's experiencing, as Thomas Nagel says, of what its 
like to be a bad79 So this was the insight that I would tty to put forward in a paper 
that I gave in 1998 in honour of the black American writer Sherley Anne Williams. 
The tide of the paper was "Gender or the Genre of the Human? History, the ' Hard 
Task' of Dessa Rose, and the Issue for the New Millennium".8o And what I argued in it 
was that what is central, what is, in effect, the class of classes, is the code of symbolic 
life/death that institutes our genres of being human. This means that while the gender 
opposition had served to enact the raw/cooked, biological/symbolic code by enabling 
it to be anchored and mapped OntO the anatomical differences of the sexes, and 
therefore had been the archetypal form of all such codes, it is not the code itself. For if 
we look at the rise of Christian monotheism, we see that by the time of the Middle 
Ages the governing master code of symbolic life/dearh was now actualized in d,e 
theologically formulated difference between clergy and laity, between d,e "cooked" 
life of the Redeemed Spirit and the "raw"life of the Fallen Flesh. While at the same 

79 Sec Thomas Nagd, "What Is it [0 3. Bat?", M OT/lit QUtitJoru (Cambridge: Cambridge Univcrsiry Press, 
1979). 

80 Sherley Anne Williams is profe5¥)r oflitct'Olture :n me University of California. San Diego. 511(: is lhe amhor of the 
historical novel, Dl'IJa RoJt (1986). Wymer's paper WlS written for the panel "Meditations on History, &u 
and Slavery Revishcd", as pan of the symposium hdd in honour of Sherley Anne Williams. entitled Black Womell 
Wri[ers and me High An of Afro·American Letters, hosted by me Departrncnt ofLitel1lture, of 
California San Diego, 15-17 May 1998. 
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time, the gender roles of the medjeval order were themselves structured now in 
spirit/flesh terms. Women, like Eve and like the peasantry at the bottom of the social 
ladder, were therefore being represented by the learned scholars of the time as being 
more prone to the temptations of origi nal sin. more prone to give into carnal desire, 
to the wicked lusts of rhe flesh' 

os: Quire aparr from rhe details of your theorerical conception of human orders, 
what is striking about this conception is the several registers in which you want the 
theory to operate simuhaneously. Your theoretical projects have to recognize, for 
example, a cognitive register, a biological register, a physiological register. It has to 
operate at many different registers simultaneously. At a time when many would argue 
for a much more partiaL theo retical perspective, yo ur theoretical project moves in the 
opposite direction. to a more comprehensive co nception. Why is that? 

SW: Well, it's like rhis. Gayatri Spivak made rhe point in her essay ["Can the 
Subalrern Speak?"] thar Foucaulr and orher European rheoristS know nothing abour 
the broader narratives of imperialism, of the experience of imperialism.81 Yet this is the 
very poi nr rhar Foucaulr made himself when he called for an alliance politics. Each 
group, he suggested. is limited co the experience of its local, its specific si tuation. Ie is 
this local situation that then provides both the speci fic terrajn and the specific "motive 
for com bat", which determines the form of struggle of each such group. Why my 
theoretical projects have all these different registers comes directly from the terrain, 
the kind of siruation in which I found and st ill find myself, and which impels my 
motive for combat. So this takes us back to rhe insticution of the slave plantation 
system, the encomienda system. Now, from rhe very beginning of the modern world , 
the people from whom I will descend, the negras/negras who are interned in the slave 
plantation, would have found themselves experiencing the destrucrive underside of 
that "broader narrative". While we who are their descendants would have clearly 
continued to experience the negative legacy of the powerlessness, the everyday 
impoverishment that this broader narrative would have prescribed fo r us. Now, 
during the second wave of imperialism, a Spivak would also have co me to experience 
something of the same. So I am sure thar her parents, if not she herself, would have 
experienced what I experienced. Now. 1 knew what it was like to have written stories 
about historical events that had taken place in England, even though I had never been 

81 Sec Gay.ltri Chakr:tvorty Spivak, ·'Can lhe Subaltern Speak?", in Maron,. and (hI! IIIla-pre/llrion ofClIltuu. cd. Ury 
Nelson and L1.wrcnce Grossberg (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1988). 
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there. For the fact was that I knew nothing about my own historical reality, except in 
the negative terms, that would have made it normal for me, as Fooon points out, both 
to Ulant [0 be a British subject and. in so wanting, to be anti-everything I 
existentially was. I knew what it was to experience a total abjection of being. A 
Foucault wouJd never have experienced that. in those terms. Yet this was his very 
point. That the terrain on which we "natives" find ourselves calls for an appropriate 
and specific motive for combat. It is therefore this situation, this terrain in which I 
find myself, that calls for what you identifY as a "more comprehensive conception". 
Terry Eagleton makes a similar point somewhere. He points out, in every human 
order there are always going to be some groups for whom knowledge of the tOtality is 
necessary, seeing that it is only with knowledge of the totality that their dispossession 
can be brought to an end 82 

os: But you don't only want knowledge of a historical tOtality, or knowledge of a 
cultural totaliry, or knowledge of a social tOtality, or knowledge of a political tOtality. 
You want a knowledge that breaks across not only the conceptions that the 
humanities and the social sciences provide, that the psychological sciences provide. So 
YOll want a different kind of tOtality than I think Eagleton is calling for. 

SW: YOll are right. It is a different kind of tOtality. For Eagleton begins from the issue 
of class, and for him the tOtality is that of the mode of production. While that, for us, 
ean only be a part of our totality, as is the case also with feminism 's patriarchy. 

OS: But I want to press you a bi!. In your recent article on Frantz Fanon and his 
conception of sociogenesis, part of what you want to elucidate is the problem of the 
experience of being black.B} Bur the elucidation of that experience for you has to pass 
through the problem of the origins of consciousness, and not simply the 
phenomenological origins of the experience of consciousness, say the 
phenomenological experience of the consciousness of blackness, but the nmral 
experience. My question is why? Why does that register of the brain and of the origins 
of consciousness as a neural process emerge at aU? 

82 TI1C' reference: is to T Eaglclon. The IUusioIU oj Pomnudernimt (Oxford: Bbclcwt:ll, 1996). 
83 Sylvia Wymer. 'Towards the Sociogenic Principle: Fanon, (he Puz:7.lc of Conscious Experience. of'ldcmiry' and 

wh3l its like to bt: 'Black' ", in National Mmtity and Sociopolitical Changt: Latin Amt'T;ca bttwwl MargintJlwuion 
and InugrtJtion, cd. Ducin-Cogan and Amonio G6ma-Moriana (New York, Garland Press. 2000, 
rorthcoming). 
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SW: We have to return here again to the question of our specific terrai n. Because it is 
as "native" colonial subjects, as black subjects, in a normatively Western and whi te 
world, that we experience o urselves in the terms of the specific order of consciousness 
that makes it possible for US to be, at ti mes, aversive to o urselves. Now, were that 
consciousness genetically determined, as is that of any purely organic species, it could 
not not have been a purely narcissistic, self-validating one. So here we come to Fanon's 
neo-Copernican leap, which he makes on the basis of his own "doubled" 
consciousness. In the case o f humans, he says, besides the genetically programmed 
processes of ontogenesis, there is the, so to speak, symbolically encoded, processes of 
sociogenesis. So what is this going to mea n with respect [Q consciousness, in rhe case 
of the human ' It means tha[ besides the neural firin gs which physiologically 
implement o ur refl ex respo nses of aversio n or 3rcracrio ll , there must be something else 
which determines the term, in which [hose neural fi rings will be activaced and, 
[hetefote, [he phenomenological experience. To puc i[ another way, there is going to 

have to be a symbolically coded mode of the subjec[, of being human, for whose 
well-bei ng these specific responses/firin gs will be of adaptive advamage. T his then 
further means that what causes these specific neural firings co be activated in a specific 
modali cy is not a propercy of the brain i tself {of ontogeny). Inscead, i[ is a propercy of 
[he verbal codes in whose posi[ive/negative (good/evil , symbolic life/dea[h) syscems of 
meaning we insdture o urselves as speci fic genres of being human. So we note here that 
the mind is not the brain. Since the causal source o f the nature of o ur response does 
not lie in the neurophysiological mechanisms of [he brain, which implemenc tha[ 
respo nse. It lies instead in [he master code of the sociogenic principle. Since it is its 
meaning systems that determine how the mechanisms of rhe brai n w ill implement o ur 
experience of being human, in the terms of each culture's specific concepcion. T his 
therefore means that o ur aversive respo nses co ourselves, o ur reality> are sociaLized 
ra[her [han nm1tral responses. Bu[ wha[ caused that mu[ation, we could ask here? 
W hy was it necessary? Why could we no t have continued co have our behavio urs, 
necessica[ed entirely by our gene[ic programmes, as in the case of al l other species' 
W hy did ollr social behaviours have to be necessitaced bo[h by our genes and by o ur 
culcure-specific codes' I am go ing to propose tha[ the emergence of language should 
be seen in a somewhat d ifferent manner from which we now see it. T hat we see it 
instead as part o f an entire ensemble o f mutations by means of which we were 
bioevolutio nasily pre-prepased bo[h to aniflcially reprogram me our behaviours, by 
means of narratively encoded behaviour-motivating programmes, based on [he model 
of G irardot's "significant ilI"/"plan of salvatio n" schemas, and, at the same time, co 
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artificially individuate/speciate the modes of the J and the W<, for whom the 
behaviours motivated by the narrative schemas will be of adaptive advantage. This 
would therefore mean that the always already socialized, and therefore symbolically 
coded, orders of consciousness through which we experience ourselves as this or mat 
mode of rhe human have to be seen as (he expression of a mutation in the processes of 
evolution, one by means of which a new le, .. d of existence, discontinuous with evolution, is 
brouglu into existence Of, rather, brings itself into existence. Therefore, you see, as a 
level whose self-instituting modes of being will respond to and know its order of reality, 
not in the species-specific terms of its genome, of its genomic principle, but in the 
genre-specific terms of its narratively prescribed master code or sociogenic principle. 

THE RE-ENCHANTMENT OF HUMANISM 

os: Your work on Columbus is crucial to your thinking about history and 
humanism, yes? 

SW: Yes. As you know the history taught in British and US universities, and indeed at 
UWI is Anglo-centred. Because I had specialized in the Renaissance and Golden Age 
literature of Spain, in the courses that [ taught on the Caribbean at US universities J 
had always explored the origins of the Caribbean, together with that of the modern 
world, in the context of the fifteenth-century Portuguese voyages around the bulge of 
Africa, their landing in Senegal, West Africa, then onto the Congo. then sailing 
around the Cape of Good Hope, to the East, with these followed by Columbus's 
1492 voyage actoss the Atlantic. Now, in the early eighties, plans for the coming 
quincenrenniaJ commemoration of Columbus's arrival in the Caribbean were being 
bruited about. Edward Seaga, who was prime minister in the then JLP government in 
Jamaica, saw this as an opporruniry to develop his plans for a "heritage tourism" 
approach to what had until then been only a "sea and sand " form of tourism . The 
plan was to restore a complex of historical sites across the island. One of the central 
goals was (0 carry out the excavation and rhe restoration of the city, New Seville, on 
the north coast of Jamaica. This ciry had not only been the first ciry built by the 
Spaniards in Jamaica, beginning in 1509, it is also near the site on which Col umbus 
had been shipwrecked for almost a year. 

To help with this, Spain had sent a team of archaeologists to work on the 
excavation of New Seville. For after the 1655 conquest of the island by the English, 
the city had ended up buried under the cane fields of a sugar estate. However, once 
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the archeologists had succeeded in getting the work of excavation and restoration well 
under way a problem arose. This was that we had very little knowledge in Jamaica of 
the realiry of New Seville and of its history. The English-centred nature of the history 
taught in schools and in rhe university had tended to erase rhe reality of the existence 
of pre- I 655 Spanish Jamaica. So J was asked to go co the Archives of Indies in Seville, 
Spain, see what documents J could find, then afterwards spend a year working on the 
project and writi ng up some of the historical facts about New Seville for general 
. c . 84 
Il1rQrma[10n. 

So T went. First to Seville, Spain, then J spent the academic year 1983-84 in 
Jamaica. The documents I had found in Seville, as well as the excavations at New 
Seville, enabled me to go back into that quite other world of Spanish-Arawak-African 
Jamaic." to immerse myself in it. Now, not long after J got there, the Daily Gleaner 
led wi th a powerful edi torial which attacked the very idea of Jamaica's taking part in 
the com memoration of Columbus's voyage, since it had led to so much suffering and 
disaster for the peoples of the New World as well as of Africa! So J was faced with a 
problem. What do you do with an event li ke that? On the one hand, the large-scale 
brutalization, in the end, the total extinction of the Atawaks; from 1518 onwards, the 
middle passage trauma of the enslaved Africans, the epidemic of death, the horrors of 
thei f slave plantation exjsrence when they reached rhe shore. Yet on the orner, this is 
also the event that is going co make o ur own existence possible; it is going co bring the 
modern world into being, is going to change realiry for all of us, insert us into the 
single history we now live. So how do you approach it? 

When my yea r was up, J came back to teaching at Stanford and decided that J 
would work on developing an entirely new interpretation of 1492. That J would try to 
develop an approach that could move outside either the purely celebratory terms of a 
Western perspecrive or rhe purely reactive terms of an ao(i-Western one. What if we 
were ro try to look at it, 1 thought to myself, to see what it had meant not just within 
the terms of Western history but at the level of human history as a whole? So I devised 

84 Th('$1! would include rhC' twO bookielS. Major DaUf, 1509-1536. with an Afiumath, 1536-1655 
(Kingsmn: J:lIn:uCl National Trust Commission. 1984). and Major FadS. Major QlleJlioll! (Kingsron: 
Jamaica National Trusl Commission . 1984).:1S well as [he anide "New Seville and the Conversion Experience of 
Bartolome de las Casas". pans 1 and 2.JamaicaJournal 17, no. 2 (May 1984): 25-32j 17. no. 3 (August 1984): 
46-55. It is important to remember, however. tim Wymer had already wrinen significantly on the Spanish period. 
See:: her astOnish ing <!Ssay "Bernardo de:: Llalbuena: Epic Poer and Abbot of Jamaica. 1562-1627". parts 1-4,jamaica 
.JournaI3, no. 3 (September 1969): 3-12; 3, no. 4 (Deo:mlX'r 1969): 17-26; 4. no. I (March 1970): 11-19; 4, no. 
3 (Se::p(e:: lllber 1970): 6-15. 
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a new course entirled "Race. Discourse, and the Origin of the 1492. a New 
World View", which [ taught at Stanford in the years leading up to 1992. While I was 
teaching this course [ got hold of a brilliant article written by Pauline Moffit Watts. in 
which she had documented the millenarian underpinnings of Columbus's thought85 

It was his millenarian beliefs. she showed. that had impelled his thought to go beyond 
the limits of the orthodox Christian geography of the time. Because. for him. Chrisr 
was due to return in some 150 years. the duty of a Christian was not only [Q recapture 
Jerusalem from the Muslims but also to spread out allover the world, in order to 

convert all pagans. and gather up al l the earth's peoples into one sheepfold, one flock. 
So like his mixture of other motives, his ambition for improved social status, his 
obsession with the acquisition of wealth , his lust for gold, there was. as centrally, his 
millenarian motive. T hen. when I studied his letters - he had also written a very long 
letter from Jamaica - I realized how right she was. What I saw there was the way in 
which his fervent millenarian Christian belief served as a kind of Christian humanism. 
that pushed him to challenge the presuppositions of orthodox geography of the then 
theologically absolute order of knowledge. Now. I anl sure you know of the crass 
mistakes with respect to distance that Columbus made. as well as of the nature of his 
belief that when he was in the Caribbean that he was actually on the outskirts of Asia' 
But what had been centrally at issue here was the specific prewpposition of the orthodox 
geography, one that would have made his voyage impossible. So this is where his 
fervent millenarian beliefs kicked in. In the orthodox geography of the time. the earth 
was presupposed [Q be divided inm rwo non-homogenous areas, those inside God's 
grace which were habitable [and] those outside it which had to be uninhabitable. So as 
a result. not only was there ri,e presupposition, at least before the voyages of the 
Portuguese disproved it, that the Torrid Zone. and therefore Africa. sourh of the 
SaI,ara. had to be inhabitable. There had also been another presupposition linked to 

the firs" This was that the land of the Western Hemisphere had to be, within the logic 
of the Christian-Aristotelian physics of the time, under water, in its natural place, 
rather than being held up above the element of water, by God's providencial grace. 
Therefore. non-exiscent! So as you're reading Columbus's leccers, and as you see where 
he is insisting that although he is only a layman. and a lowly born. self-mugl" one. [he 
Holy Spiri[ has filled him with the knowledge to know that "God could have pur land 

85 The reference is to Pauline Moffit Watts, "Prophecy and Discovery. On the Spiritual O rigins of Christopher 
Columbus, Enrerprise of lhe Indies", Ammcan HhtoricuJ 90, no. 1 (1985): 72-102. 
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over there", you realize that what he is challenging here, and what he would also 
challenge with his voyage, was the orthodox edmoreligious geography of his time. 
That is to say, a geography for which a principle of non-homogeneity had to exist 
between chose habitable areas inside God's grace, and chose outside it. So char if we 
see here that in the wake of the Portuguese and Columbus's voyages, then of the spate 
of voyages wh ich followed after, human knowledge of the earth's geography would 
gradually come to be freed from having to verify the habitable/uninhabitable 
presupposition thac, in the case of Europe, had been the structuring of the medieval 
aris[Qcrarlc social order, a recognition begins here. Then, when we also come to realize 
that it was a parallel presupposition that Copernicus would have to call in question as 
the condition of his new astronomy - that is, the presupposition cenual to the 
Christian-Ptolemaic astronomy of the time that there was a non-homogeneity of 
substance berween the incorruptible heavens on the one hand and the degraded 
corruptible earth. fixed and motionless at the centre of the universe as its dregs on the 
other - and one that was no less indispensable to the structu ring of the medieval 
order, the recognition becomes even clearer. This is thar, at one level. char of our 
species knowledge of the physical reality of which we are a part, an emancipatory 
ptocess of cognition, one that will lead to the development of the physical sciences, is 
here being set afoot. 

But then he gets there. Having sailed the hitherto held to be non-navigable Ocean 
Seal Adantic Ocean! And what happens once he gets there? All the horrors that will 
lead to d,e eventual extinction of the indigenous peoples of Jamaica, the Arawak 
Indians, that will set in motion the centuries- long agonies of Africans caught up and 
forcibly transported in chains across the long wet hell of an Ocean Sea now known at 
last by Europeans to be navigable. But note the contrad iction here: all this at the same 
time as the processes that govern, that motivate and demotivate our human 
behaviours so U remained as unknown to them then, as they still remain opaque to us 
now, as Godelier suggeStS. So how do you come to grips with that? 

T hen while I was struggling with th is question, Vera Hyatt of the Smithsonian 
Institution gOt in touch with me about a conference that she planned to put on for 
the quincentenary commemoration. 1 worked with her and several others. including 
Rex Netcleford, on the planning of the conference. [n the keynote address which I 
gave, I argued that while it was the 1492 event that would Set in motion d,e bringing 
together of the hitherto separated branches of our human species within the 
framework of the single history that we all now live, and whi le it had led to incredible 
techno-scientific and other such dazzling achievements. as well as to the macerial 
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well-being of one reseric<ed portion ofhumaniry, it had also led co the systemic 
large-scale degradation and devalorization, even the extinction, of a large majoriry of 
the peoples of the earth. Further, that this Janus-faced coneradiction was itself due CO 

the partial and incomplete nature of the emancipacory breakthroughs in cognition 
that the voyage of 1492, the voyages of the Portuguese before and the challenge of 
Copernican astronomy after, as well as the intellectual revolution of Renaissance 
humanism which was (heir seedbed, had set in motion. And, therefore, that the only 
way in which the large-scale sufferings inflicted on those groups who had found 
themselves on the losing side of those fifteenrh- and six teenth-century encounters, as 
well as of the continued imperial expansion of (he West af(er, would be for us co 
complete the partial emaneipacory breakthrough at the level of human cognition that 
the voyages themselves had made possible. In the light of this, as I saw i(, (he event of 
1492 should be commemora(ed fIve hundred years afier only to the extem that i( 
marks -from an ecumenically human perspeccive and to an ecumenical ly human 
interest - (he beginning of new possibili(ies. And one such possibiliry would have co 
be, and imperatively so, tha( of our being able co effect the deconstruction of the 
mechanisms by means of which we continue to make opaque [Q ourselves, atuiburing 
rhe origin of our societies ro imaginary beings, whether rhe ancestors, the gods, God 
or evoiurion, and natural selection, the reality of our own agency with respect to the 
programming and reprogramming of our desires, our behaviours, OUf minds, 
ourselves, the I and the we. 

OS: What you want, in part, is co compleu the "incomplete viccory" of 1492. 

SW: Yes, exacely. 

OS: I think that was one of the ways (hat you put i( in that articie.86 And what you 
see in Columbus is an incomplete secular humanism. 

SW: Not quite. He was a millenarianis[ Christian. But this millenarianism was an 
underground form of the current of ChriS(ian humanism. Now, the cencral challenge 
of the lay or secularist hwnanists was to [he then orthodox rheocenrric conception of 
the Christian God. This concep(ion was that this was a co(ally omnipocent God who 
had created mankind only as an afierellought, without any special concern for itS sake. 
So Columbus's fervent millenarist belief in God as a cari ng father who had creaced the 

86 Sylvia Wyllt('r, "1492: A N('w World View", in and Origin cd. V('r:1 uwrena: 
Hyatt and Rex Ncttlc:ford (Washington. DC: Smithsonian Institution Prc:ss. 1995). 
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earth "for the salvation of souls", and which therefore meant that all regions were 
habitable and al l seas were navigable, had something of the same thrust as that of the 
secular humanists. Since their central thrust was to revalue nacural Man by 
counterarguing that rather than being hopelessly fullen, as he had to be in the 
theocen"ic conception, he was the being for whose sake a loving God had created the 
world. This world could therefore be knowable by Man. So they belonged to the same 
current, but Columbus's stance was millenarianist. 

DS: But he is attempting to break out of the theocentric absolutism of an earlier order? 

SW: Yes. Out of the social structures of a still hegemonic medieval-aristocratic order, 
in which as a lowly born mapmaker-cum-merchant and a self-taught layman he could 
have had no place, and social structures that the theologically absolute order of 
knowledge legitimated. It is for people who belonged to this stratum, and who had 
tied their fortunes to the emergent order of rhe state, that humanism and its invention 
of Man rather than noble (man) would have been emaneipatory. 

OS: Right. But what you recognize - as, of course, Cesaire and Fanon recognize - is 
that there is an inner lining of hurnanislTI, in which the degradadon of man is part 
and parcel of the elevation of man. 

SW: We can see the realiry of this for the indigenous peoples once Columbus arrives 
in the Caribbean. We can see it today in the degradation of the jobless, of the 
incarcerated, the homeless, the archipelago of the underdeveloped. the expendable 
throwaways. 

DS: But my question is this. that recognizing the fulse humaniry of the humanism of 
Europe leads many people to abandon the hope for a new humanism. YOll have not 
abandoned that hope. 

SW: Not at all. 

DS: You want - if I might put it this way - to re-enchant the human in humanism. 
What justifies this? Why not abandon humanism' Why not leave humanism to 
Europe? 

SW: Because we have to recognize the dimensions of the breakthroughs that these first 
humanisms made possible at the level of human cognition. and therefore of the 
possibility of o ur eventual emanciparioll , of o ur evenrual full autOnomy, 3S humans. 
Let me tell you of a point that N icholas Humphrey recenely made in his book on the 
hiStory of the mind. since it can perhaps best explain why we simply can' t discard 
these first humanisms. or just leave them to Europe87 Realiry. Humphrey reminds us. 
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comprises cwo sets of facts: one of these is objective, the other is subjective. Now, (he 
first set of fitcts existed from the very origin of the universe, but the second came into 
existence only with the emergence of sentient life, which took place a billion or so 
years ago. Th is was so, because for any physical evem to exist as a subjective feeling, it 
could only do so for some entiry for which that event "mattered". For which, in effect, 
that was what it meant. So truth came into the world at the same time also. But it 
could only do so as tntth-flr. Since every sentient form oflife, every living species, 
would now be able co know its realiry only in terms of its specific truth-for; thar is, in 
terms that were/are of adaptive advantage to its realization, survival and reproduction 
as such a form of life - to know its reality only adoptively. Now, rhis is no 1m the case 
with our culture-specific genres of being human. So d,e breakthroughs I am referring 
to are breakouts. if only srill partial and incomplere ones, from that adaptive truth-flr 
imperative. For example, before the voyages of the Portuguese and Columbus we can 
say d,at all geographies. whatever rheir great success in serving human needs, had been 
ethnogeographies - geographical truth-for a genre of rhe human. Before Copernicus. 
the same. And all asrronomies by means of which humans had regulared and 
legitimated their societies had been, in the last instance, ethnoastronomies. Before 
Darwin. again d,e same rhing. Knowledge of biological forms oflife had been. in spite 
of their great value for human needs, ethnobiologies. And now rhe ruprure with rhese 
forms of rruths-for is going to be made possible only by means of d,e two intellecrual 
revolutions of humanism. the first which took place in Renaissance Europe. the 
second which rook place at the end of the eighteenth century in Great Britain. But 
those breakthroughs were able to go only so far. They were/are unable to go further. 
You see, the paradox here is thar they themselves are only partial humanisms. only, so 
to spe..1k, ethnohumanisms. Or to put it more precisely, in our case, an erhno-dass or 
Western-bourgeois form of humanism. whose truth-for at rhe level of social reality, 
while a truth-for Man . cannor be one for the human. 

DS: There is. Sylvia, a demand for. a hope for, a search fOt, a new universalism' 

SW: Yes. One whose truth-for will coincide with the empirical reality in which we 
now find ourselves, the single integrated history we now live. You see, the problems 
rhar we confronr - that of the scandalous inequaliries between the rich and the poor 
countries, of global warming and rhe disastrous effects of climate change, oflarge-scale 

87 The reference is (0 Nicholas Humphrey. A Hurory o/Mind: Euohll;on and thl! Birth ofConscioUJIlNJ (Ne\V York; 
Simon and Schusrer. 1992). 
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epidemics such as AIDS - can be solved only if we can. for the first time. 'xperi",,, 
ourselves. not only as we do now. as this or that gen" of the human. but also (/J 

human. A new mode of experiencing ourselves in which every mode of being human. 
every form of life that has ever been ever enacted. is a parr of us. We. a part of them. 

DS: In order to make this kind of argument. do you not need a kind of ontologically 
prior human/nature ground on which these codes. these historical codes. are 
inscripred? A ground that forms rhe basis for the emancipated ecumenical concepcion 
of the human thar you want [0 voice? 

SW: That's very well put. However. I was so caught up in listening to the way you 
formulated it, that l am not sure how to answer it. 

DS: Let me PUt it another way. There is in your thought. on the one hand . a radical 
rehistoricization. because it is a transgressive countermove to rhe conventions of 
histOriography. in particular historiographies of the relationship between Europe and 
its others. So mere is on rhe one hand a rad.ical rehisroriciz.1.tion [hat 3nemp[S to 
illuminate the place of Man in Europe's autobiography. BU!. on the other hand. you 
don'c simply wane to hiscocicize humanism. you want to provide the ground for a 
different imagining of th, human. But ,hat reimagining of ,he human has in some 
way to rest on an unhistoricizable a priori, and it is that unhiscoricizable a priori that I 
want co understand. 

SW: Well. that was also the issue at ,he heart of the quarrel between Same and 
Levi-Strauss8S For Sarere. history is the ground of everything. and so it is also. you 
will recall. for Jarneson 89 But for Levi-Strauss all history. including our present 
Western one. is always already coded. already history-for. always already an 
ethnohistory. Now. here is where the conception of the genre of ,he human and of the 
governing sociogenic principle comes in. For it would be ,he code. the law of the 
code. the principle. which functions as the ground of the history that will be narrated 
and existentially lived. So the ground of our mode of being human will itselfbe the a 
priori or ground of the history co which it gives rise. But the paradox here. of course. 
is that it cannot irselfbe historicized within the terms of the crhnohisrory to which it 
will give rise: that code/mode must remain, as you say, unhistoricizable. As ours now 

88 nle reference is TO chapter 9. "Hisrory and Dialectic", in Claude Uvi·Strauss, TlJf StWflgt' Mind (Chicago: 
University of Olic:lgo PrttS, 1966), 245....{;9. TIl is w:1$:1 response: to Cririqllu[DiouclicaJ Reason, which 
first appeared in French in 1960. 

89 See, f.'lmousiy. Frederic Jameson, TlN Polilical UIICOfIJriDU.J, that with "Always hisroriciu!" (p. 9). 
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remains for us. So I want us [0 see history at twO levels: I mean there is this histOry of 
us as a human species. wherever we are, in whatever pare of rhe world. whatever the 
terms, the way in which we're enacdng, inscitucing ourselves as human and. if you 
look at it from our contemporary view, peopling the entire plance. So we are starting 
from a very smal l scale in Africa, where the singularity of our hybrid bios-logos, 
nature-culture mode of self-inscripting human beingness, in always-sacred religious 
terms, first occu rs some fifty thousand years ago. Then spreading ou[ across and from 
that continent, evenlllal ly to make ourselves at home in every nook and cranny of the 
earth. So there's d13r hismry. But then, inserted into that history, as a part of it, is 
another history. And it is in this history, in which the idea of humanism, of its 
de-godding of our modes of self-inscription first erup", where Man and its human 
Others - d13t is, Indians, Negroes, Natives - are first invemed. And this hismry is the 
history of the expansion of the West from the fifteenth century onwards, and an 
expansion that is carried ou[ within the terms of irs own cultural conception of its 
own origins. And you see, it is this ethnoculturally coded narrated history that is 
taught both in a now global academia as well as in all our schools, while it is this 
history in whose now purely secu lar terms we are allied to imagine ourselves as Man, 
as purely biological and economic beings. The hurory for Man, therefore, narrated and 
existentially lived as if it were the hurory-for the human itself. 

So what J am saying here is that up until now, [here has been no history of the 
human. Our only "universal" histories are ones conceived in monotheistic religious 
terms. So Judaism has its own "un iversal " history and so has Islam. While we now live 
as Man in the second miliennjum only because we're living in a JudaiclChristian 
conception of history, one that is now secularized90 Man's hiStory-fot is therefore 
now put forward as ifit were transcreedal, supracultural, univetsal. And my point here 
is that if we are to be able to reimagine the human in the terms of a new history whose 
narrative will enable us to co-identify ourselves each with the other, whatever our local 
ethnoslethnoi, we would have to begin by taking our present history, as narrated by 
historians, as empirical data for the study of a specific cultural coding of a history 
whose narration has, tOgether with other such disciplinary narrations, given rise to the 
existent ial reality of our present Western world system - that is, to the reality of a 
system enacted about the ethno-c1ass conception of rhe human Man, which represents 
itself as if it were rhe human, and in which we all now live. 

90 This imcrview took place. rememlx:r. in Novcmlx:r 1999. 
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os: One of the things you take from Foucault is histoty understood as d,e 
organ ization and reorganization of epiSlem(s. For Foucault, an episteme does not 
constitute a line of progression from one [Q another. The emergence of a new episteme 
constitutes a break and a mutation for Foucault, but not a breakthrough. In your 
formulation, a new episteme constin![es a breakthrough, a kind of advance on what 
existed before. an achievement. 

SW: Well pur. But while there is a difference between us. the difference is nOt a 
contradiction. Where Foucault brings up the idea mat each episteme insti tutes a new 
and discontinuous "politics" or regime of truth and leaves it at (hat, from my different 
terrain, I see each such politics of truth as both the effect and rhe proximate function 
of a more fundamental politics. one dlat institutes a regime of being. So. for me. thar 
cpisteme is always the expression of the way in which we know ourselves adaptively in 
the terms that we inscript ourselves and are reciprocally inscripted to be. The episteme, 
therefore, function s co enact a specific genre of being human, CO elaborate its 
governing code or sociogenic principle. So when Marx said that the ruling ideas of any 
society are the ideas of the ruling group. this is because a ruling group can only be a 
ruling group as long as it continues co acrualize and embody in itsel f the name of what 
is good. that is, the code of symbolic life or criterion of being human about whose 
structuring good/evil principle the specific social o rder then self-organizes itself As 
long as that ruling group continues ro embody whor Adam Smith calls, I think in The 
Theory of Moral Sentiment. "the economy of greatness". So what I am saying is that 
the "polities of truth" of each episteme has to function in a way that enables its social 
reality to be known in terms that are of adaptive advantage to rhe survival, well-being 
and stable reproduction of the mode of being human that each ruling group embodies 
and acrualizes. 

OS: One of the threads that. as I see it. joins "We Must Learn to Sit Down Together 
and Talk About a Little Cul ture" to 'The Ceremony Musr Be Found: After 
Humanism" to the recent article on Frantz Fanen is the preoccupation with 
humanism. I said earl ier in the interview, there is for you something admirable that 
Roger Mais is doing wid, d,e embattled humanism of Brother Man and The Hi/Is were 
10yft" Together, and there is so mething admirable about the embattled humanism of 
Elsa Goveia. In both of them you might see the incomplete victory - to use your 
terms - of the secular humanisr break of [he fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. There is 
a way in which that recognition of the limits placed on Mais and Goveia perhaps 
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prompts an attempt to think theoretically about the problem of humanism as wch. 
How do you respond? 

SW: It is my own experiencing of these same limits, I think, that would also lead me 
to grapple with the problem of humanism as such. So let me give you a kind of 
summing up or summa of the position to where I have come in trying to resolve that 
problem. Looking back, there are cerrain imperatives, as you say. that persist in my 
work. And this is because I was always in search of an answer to me same questions 
with which Mais and Goveia were wrescling. For example, why the severely 
impoverished lives of the majority of the darker peoples of the world, in a world of 
such vaS[ productive capacity, of such abundance? Why, as Goveia asked, did the fact 
of blackness have to be a faCt of inferiority, the fact of whiteness, vice versa? What 
linked these cwo questions to each other? Now, once I rcalized, af,.r trying for many 
years, to find an answer to these questions in the terms of the Marxian explanatory 
model, I saw that I would have to find an alternative one. Yet what I knew from the 
beginning was that I would still need some concept that could carry over Marx's 
formidable insights, like his ideas of activity, of productivity, of someth.ing rhar one is 
instituting. Whar was this something, I asked myself, rhat needed as irs own condirion 
of existence the systemic impoverishment of rhe darker peoples of the world? The no 
less systemic inferiorization of rhe black and of other non-whire peoples of the earth? 
To see something of what 1 mean, let us look at some reeem events. At what 
happened to Rodney King, at rhe dragging death of rhe black man in Texas, the ritual 
humiliation of Abner Louilma, the forty-one-buller police killing of Amadou Diallo.91 

This is just a sample. Now, if we pur these incidems together, one question arises: 
Why rhe necessity for rhis insistent and obsessive degradation of a specific caregory of 
humans? Now, we must note at once that such a question cannot be answered in 
liberal humanist terms. since the answer there would be that it is just the way it is. it is 
just "human nature", just in the nature of mings. Bur whar if, following up on Marx, 
we were to propose that this ins istent degradation. this systemic inferiorization. is an 

9 1 I n November 199 1 Rodney King was bca,ten by four Los Angeles police officen, :I. bc;ning caught 011 video. The 
following year, the criminal courts found [he officers nor guilty, a verdier that rriggered rioling in Los In 
August 1997 Abner Louilma was and torttm:d by New York City police officers in BrookJyn's 701 Precinct, 
onc officer ramming:1 broken of:l broom iuro his rectum. In Texas. on 7 June 1998, James Byrd. Jr. a 
disabled man, was kidnapped , stripped and beatcn by thrtt ex-convicts, and dragged to his death behind a pick-up 
truck.. Affi3dou DiallQ w.\S shot dad by York Ciry plain-clothes policc officers who fired forry-onc shots at 
him as he stood unarmed in the vestibule of his Bronx apanment building. In each of these ClSCS the vicrim was 
black and the assailants whirc. 
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indispensable function of our collective ongoing production and reproduction of our 
present bioeconomic conception of the human. of its governing sociogenic principle? 
One in whose terms this specific category. like that of the poor. the jobless. the 
homeless. the underdeveloped. has been made to embody/actualize "the name of what 
is evil" to its ethno-class code of symbolic life or "name of what is good"? Even 
further, that this is so because it is we who must produce our modes of being human, 
our modes of the I and the we. doing so in order to artificially programme and 
reprogram me our social behaviours. And therefore. doing so. as lawlikely.92 if hitherco 
as non-consciously, as a spider spins its web? That it is therefore within the imperative 
logic of our collective production and reproduction of our present ethno-class mode 
of being human. of what is. in elfect. the social order of our present biocracy. that the 
answer to the why of the two questions that we posed earlier is to be found. 

I think what opened up the possibility of such a hypothesis. for me. was the 
attempt I made to redefine the 1492 event outside of the either/or way in which it was 
being fought over. To say. no' We need instead to look at it both from an 
ecumenically human perspective and to rhe interest of the ecumenically human. Now, 
it was in trying to see the 1492 event within the framework of a provisional history of 
the human. one in which the history of western Europe was itself only one aspect. that 
I came to grasp the dimension of the break effected at the level of human existence by 
the voyages of the Porcuguese. then by that of Columbus. followed by Copernicus's 
new asuonomy. And what I came [Q see was that, in both cases, the premise that both 
the voyages and Copernicus would have to call in question and disprove was the 
premise of the non-homogeneity of the physical universe. While it is the shattering of 
the premise of this non-homogeneity that would lead Isaac Newton to exult. as I cited 
him in a 1997 essay. that. seeing that there was no difference between heaven and 
earth. both were made of the same matter. then we should be able to extrapolate from 
the bodies nearest to us what the bodies furchest from us must be93 Now. what we 
have co note about these premises of non-homogeneity is not only that they are 
premises that had been indispensable to the inStituting and legitimating of the 
structures of the medieval order. by enabling those structures to be experienced by its 
subjeCts as if they were supernaturally ordered and mandated ones. In addition. they 
had been premises central to the truth-for or adaptive ethno-knowledge through 

92 For Wymer. processes that :u(! "Iawfikdy" are rule-governed processes or non-3rbirI':uy regularities, 
93 Wymer. "Columbus, ,he Ocean Blue, and Fables mal Srir the: Mind", 
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whose pamdigmatic lens the subjects of the order would have normally known Self, 
Other and World. But these premises were even more fundamental. For, as Sternn 
Chorover has brilliantly pointed out, in t1,e context ofGalileo's trial by the 
Inquisition for his support of Copernicus's theory that the earth moved about the sun, 
what should be noted here is that this premise of the earth's non-homogeneiry of 
subStance with that of t1,e moving heavenly bodies, followed by the related premise of 
its non-moving scams at (he cenne of rhe universe as its dregs, was one that had been 
indispensable to the production and reproduction of the "sinful by nature" 
conception of the human on which the ch urch had come to base its hegemony. That 
is, both its own hegemony over the lay world, including the state, as well as tbe 
hegemony of its redemptive or behaviour-motivating plan of salvation over all other 
such plans94 This therefore means t113t the break made by the West from truth-for 
adaptive knowledge to scientific knowledge of the physical cosmos had been made 
possible, in rhe last instance, only by its reinvention aries social idendty outside rhe 
limits of its earlier rheocracic "sinful by nature" conception. 

Then we come to Darwin and his big breaktl1fough. What do we find here? The 
same premise of non-homogeneity but now in different terms, yet ones that he is 
going to have to challenge, to shatter, as the condition of enabling the rise of the 
biological sciences. Here, [QO, we see Chorover's point repeated. This time the 
projected non-homogeneity is between divinely created-to-be-rational humans on the 
one side and the divinely created-to-be-irrarional animals on the other. And this 
premise, too, had been as indispensable to the inStituting of the definition of Man{l) 
as a rational political subject of the State, as the imagined non-homogeneity between 
the incorruptible substance of the heavens and the corruptible subStance of the earth, 
had been to that of the churclls "sinful by nature" conception. So it had been 
therefore as indispensable also to the instituting of the pre-bourgeois social order 
which had self-organized itself about its rational/irrational master code or sociogenic 
principle as the represented non-homogeneity between heaven/earth, spiritlflesh had 
been co the self-org.mizing struC[ures of me medieval order. 

So. again. what we note here is that it is only in the context of the intellectual 
revolution ofliberal or economic (rather than civic) humanism tbat is being brought 
in from the end of the eighteentl1 century onwards by intellectuals of the bourgeoisie, 

94 The reference: is 10 Stefan Chorover, From Gml'su to Gl'tlocitll': Thl' Ml'aning o/Numlln Nllrurt lind fhl' POlIIl'r of 
Bthtlllior Conrro/(Cambridgc. Mass.: MIT Peen. 1979). 
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[Ogether with their redefinition ofMan(l) in the purely secular and now biocentric 
terms of Man(2), that the rise of the biological sciences is going [0 be made possible. 
Since the new genre of being human, in its now purely de-godded conception is one 
that no longer nuds [0 know the world of organic life in the ostensibly supernaturally 
ordered adaptive truth-for terms in which it had to be known by the subject-bearers of 
Man(I) - as it had been known, therefore, in the terms of Foucault's classical epismne. 

There is going to be a fundamental paradox here, however; that is, with Darwin's 
shattering of the premise of non-homogeneity, and his desupernaturalizing of human 
origins. And this is that while humans, like all other fo rms of sentient life, had had its 
origin in interacting evolutionary processes. because the bourgeoisie is only going [0 

be able [0 legitimate its hegemony as a ruling group by projecting evolution as both a 
natural-scientific fact on the one hand and as an emne-class origin narrative on the 
other, a split would have [0 be put in place. So that while, from now on, all forms of 
organic life are going [0 be known increasingly non-adaptive1y by means of the 
emerging biological sciences, as far as knowledge of the human itself. as well as of its 
level of reality, was concerned, a Godelier-type mechanism of occultation was now 
going [0 have to be put into play. Seeing that any recognition of the fact that the 
human species had come to exist in a dual relation of both continuity and 
discontinuity with purely organic forms of life would have to be ruled out of court. 
Not only that! As well the fact that while there is indeed a relation of homogeneity 
between them at the primaty biological level, the relation between 
humans/non-humans at a secondary level is one of non-homogeneity, thar is at the 
level of the phenomenological (of how we I!Xp.rimce what it is like [0 be human), that 
could not be allowed to surface. As could any suspicion of the fact that the vety same 
envi.ronrnenmlly interaccing bio-evolutionary processes that had given rise [Q the 
human species, had pre-adapted it, by means of the co-evolution oflanguage and the 
brain, [0 artificially programme and reprogram me its own social behaviours. Further, 
that to enable it to do so it had also pre-adapted this species to inscriptlinstitute itself 
as specific modes of the I and of the we, with the members of the we then being made 
able [0 display kin-recognizing behaviours [0 each other, even where not genetically 
programmed to do so, as social insects like the bees are. Seeing that, it is now for this 
sociogenetic I, this artificially speciated eusocialllle, that a specific ensemble of 
culturally motivated behaviours will be experiencable as adaptively advantageous 
behaviours. That the mode of tmth-for or adaptive ethnoknowledge through which 
each such I and we will know Self. Other and World, will also be experiencable as . .. 
true! Now, this Utrum" WQuJd, of course, necessarily include the imagined premise of 
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non-homogeneity specific to the master code mat is enacting of each such J and irs we, 

as a premise which, in every human order is mapped oneo the "objective set of faces" 
of the physical and organic cosmos, thereby enabling tha[ code and its value divide 
between symbolic life and symbolic dea[h co be experienced by its subjects, as if it 
were an extra-humanly prescribed mode of being rather than, as it empirically is, one 
self-authored by the subjects of the order chemselves/ourselves. 

Now, before the rise of the bourgeoisie, and its redefinition of Man, 
extra-humanly had meant, for all human groups, slIptrnaturally. But Darwin has now 
banished the supernatural. So as I said earlier, the only remaining and available 
objective set of faCts on which the new master code of rhe bourgeoisie, with its 
projeceed imagined divide between rhe selected by roo/:/t;on and the dysselected by 
evolution is now co be mapped, so as co represent it as being extra-humanly 
detetmined, is the biologically, climatically and environmentally determined set of 
human hereditary variations which we have come to classify, in adaptive erhno-class 
terms, as "races". It will be on the physiognomic differences between them that the 
new colour line premise of homogeneity/non-homogeneity will now be mapped. 

So here we come back to Elsa Goveia, where afeer telling us that one of the central 
thruSts of Caribbean creative writing as it erupted in the midst of the anticolonial 
muggle was its challenge co the premise that the face of blackness is a fact of 
inferiority, as the faC[ of whiteness is a fact of superiority, she further makes it clear 
that our task as intellectuals, our, so to speak, specific and unique motive for combat, 
will be to utterly demolish that premise. The connection stares us in [he face. What 
she is challenging us to shatter, tbeotelically, is a parallel premise of non-homogeneity! 
This time. an imagined non-homogeneiry of genetic substance benveen two human 
hereditary variations, one classified in adaptive terms as "white", the other as (j black". 
A premise in whose terms the whiu must be seen as being of a genetically superior 
substance, because selected and evolved, in exacdy the same way as the heavenly 
realm, before Copernicus and Galileo, had had to be seen as incorruptible, with its 
bodies, because also made of an ontologically superior substance, always moving in 
perfectly circular harmonious movements. This as, at the same rime, (he "black" has 
to be seen as being of as generically inferior a subsrance. because dysselected 
"backwasd" and barely evolved, as before Copernicus and Galileo, [he carrh had had 
to be seen as being of an olltologically inferior, because corruptible, substance. 

So, if we were co ask now why, why is this premise of non-homogeneity, together 
with its colour line, as instiruting of our contemporary order as the others had been of 
theirs , the answer would bring us back to Chorover's perceptive point, mat the 
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imagined degraded non-moving status of the earth. had really had nothing to do with 
the earth itself. That the earth was simply an objective faCt - the fact that people ftlt 
and ft.l the earth to be non-moving - that was being harnessed to th. real goal. which 
was that of supernaturally validating the instituting of the "sinful by nature" 
inscription or genre of the human. and of its master code about which the medieval 
order of Latin-Christian Europe self-organized its roles. and its strucruring hierarchies. 
at the same time. supernaturally legitimating them as it did so. 

Now. once we apply Chorover's insights. to our contemporary premise of 
non-homogeneiry and go back from there to the two linked questions we posed earlier 
- that is. Why the obsessive degradation of a Rodney King. an Abner Louilma. of this 
specific category? Why the worldwide impoverishment of the darker peoples of the 
earth? - what we see is this: we see that. here too. their degradation and 
impoverishment is itself also only a means to. a function of. the real goal. And what is 
this goal? This goal. ollr goal. is that of continuing to validate the conception of our 
present genre of the human, Man, not in terms of its being sinfol by nature or even of 
its being potentially irrational by narure but. rather. in the terms in which we have 
been socialized to experience ourselves to be. And that is. as a being who is always 
alr-ady dysselected by evolution. until it proves. by its success in the real world. and 
therefore. a posteriori. that he/she and/or his/her group or race has indeed been 
selected! It is here that we can recognize the enormous fallacy. the dangerous absurdiry 
of our present form of ethno-class humanism. As ifhuman beings could ever. olltside 
the terms of our present biocentriclgenre conception. be any &ss selected (dysgenic) or 
mOr< selected (eugenic) than a woman can be more or less pregnant! 

Nevertheless. they. we. can be. and indeed ar< now. stably produced and 
instituted as ifindeed they/we were. whether at the level of the colour line. the class 
line, the sexual orientation line, the gender line, the Wesc/Rest line, the 
developed/underdeveloped line. and so on. So why do we so institute ourselves? 
Because the nature of our dilemma as humans is mat, within the terms of our present 
biocentric conception of the human (and. therefore. within the discourse of biological 
absolutism to which its necessarily adaptive and truth-for order of knowledge gives 
rise as the reciprocal condition of validating the mode of being human in which we 
now are), there is no way, none whatSoever, by which we can put a smp to the 
processes which we colleccively put inca play, as long as we continue to behave in rhe 
prescribed ways needed co realize ourselves as good men and women of our kind in 
the terms in which we have been socialized, inscripted to be. How then can we escape 
this closure. this circularity? What seemed to me to be the answer came in its 
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completed form in 1997 when I was taking parr in a debate with feminists over the 
ritual practice of female circumcision) including its extreme form of cliroridec[omy.95 
Now, feminist writers had seen this rimal practice from their/our normal, adaptive 
and biocentric perspective as "genital mutilation". But what became clear [0 me was 
that what they were looking at, but not really seeing, waslis one of the earliest forms 
of human autopoesis, of its self-inscripting. One of the first forms of writing in the 
larger sense, therefore, to which Derrida has so genially alerted us. Yet in spite of the 
illuminaring namre of his thesis, we note that Derricla does not himself move, in any 
fundamental sense, outside the limits of the monocultural field of the West, outside 
the limi ts of what it now calls human. But if you move outside these limits, look at 
other cultures and their other conceptions, then look back at the Wesr. ar yourself, 
from a perspective. something hits you. What you begin [Q 

recognize is that what the subjecrs of each order are everywhere producing is always a 
mode of being human, what Nierzsche [in Ge1Iettlogy o[Morals) saw as "the tremendous 
labour of man upon itself' by which it was to make itself calculable, irs behaviours 
therefore predictable. This at rhe same time as we repress from ourselves d1at thar is whar 
we are doing: that we arc, as humans, self-inscripring and il1Scripred flesh. 

At this juncture, you find yourself caughr up in an enormously revalorized sense of 
what it is to be human. A kind of awe at the way in which we auro-instiruce. 
ourselves according to rhe same rules, from the most "local" and ostensibly "primitive" 
nomadic societies to our own vast contemporary global techno-industrial 
own. Further. you experience a profound co-identification, a sense that in every form that 
is being inscripted, each of us is also in rhat form, even though we do not experimce ir. So 
the human story/history becomes the collective story/history of these multiple forms of 
self-inscription or self-instituted genres, with each form/genre being adaptive to irs 
situation, ecological, geopolitical. 

There has always been one dilemma, however, from our origins until today. 
When situations change and the way we behave, oriented by the adaptive ways in 
which we lawlikely know Self, Other and World are no longer adaptive, as is now 
urgently so in our contemporary case, how can we come to know our reality outside 
the terms [hat had been adaptive to a reality thar is now past and gone? How can we 
dlink outride d,e terms in which we are'! Think abo", d,e processes by which we 

95 Syh'ia Wyntt'f. " 'Genital Mmllation' Of 'Symbolic Birth'?: Female Circumcision, Lost Origins and the 
Aculrurnlism of Ft'Olmist/Wcstern Thought". Rrsmx Low Rr"il'lIJ 47. no. 2 (Winter 1997): 501-52. 
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institute ourselves as what we are, make these processes transparent to ourselves? This 
was the dilemma that the Caribbean Negritude poet Aime Cesaire addressed head-on 
when he called for a new science a half a century ago. Cesaire argued, in a talk thar he 
gave enticled "Poetry and Knowledge", thar the natural sciences are half-starved. They 
are half-starved, he said, because in spite of all their dazzling cognitive triumphs, when 
it comes to the non-human domain, they have been unable to provide us with any 
such breakthrough, any such insightS, with respect to our uniquely human world. 
Only a new science of the Word, he said, one in which the "study of the word" would 
now condition the "study of nature", will be able to provide the new knowledge now 
urgently needed by a beleaguered humankind% 

So this brings us back to the question about the "neural firings" that you posed 
earlier. Since one of the objects to be explored by such a science would be the 
rule-governed correlation between these neural firings and the positive/negative 
meanings of the sociogenic principle or master codes to which the Word gives rise, 
meanings which, by activating them, determine the modality of their firing and 
therefore of our responses. At the same time. this is only one aspect of rhe overall new 
object of knowledge that will constitute this new science's namre-culrure domain. 
This new object of knowledge is that of our genres of being human, of the governing 
sociogenic principles in whose symbolically coded and prescribed terms we inscript 
and thereby experience ourselves as an I and we. Lawlikely, yO[ hicl1ertO 
non-consciously so, It is the making conscious of these processes for which a planetary 
- and in your terms, re-enchanted - humanism calls. 
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